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SAPEM— REACHING OUT
otherwise, the magazine has so far
been sustained thanks to both the
subscribers and readers and, above

all, the sheer sacrifice

on

the part of

the SAFES network and all those who
have

helped us reach this far.
Now, so it would seem, we are
attempting to institutionalise SAPEM
after five years

of miraculous
Accordingly, we have
recruited such journalistic skills as
will make it possible for SAPEM to
existence!

reach

out

further into

a

wider

readership and thereby establish

a
better financial and commercial base

Dumbutshena

for the launch towards

VER since its inception in

P

C October, 1987, SAPEM has been
essentially an intellectual forum,
even though the intention was always
to

create

a

bridge between

in tellectuals and the mass base,
providing a forum for debate
and analysis of the major issues
and developments in our subregion and beyond... (Foreword:
Inaugural Issue, October, 1987).
In the

format that is being
through this issue,
SAPEM is seeking to extend the
parameters hitherto defined and
constrained by limited material and
journalistic skill resources. For it
will surprise many a reader to learn
that up to now SAPEM has been
produced on virtually a part-time
basis, with the Editor-in-Chief
otherwise fully employed on other
assignments throughout this period
since the inception of the. magazine.
Apart from the latter, it is our
new

introduced

dedicated

scholars

that

have

variously contributed to SAPEM in a
manner that has made the magazine
nearly as attractive - and also as
as
the other more
regular
established magazines in the subregion. Similarly, SAPEMhas had no
established budget, beginning as it
did

on

the basis of

a

modest donor

contribution of US$10 000 in 1987;
2

weekly - The
Southern African Weekly (SAW).
Through Tendai Dumbutshena
(Managing Editor) and Fernando
Goncalves (Sub-Editor), we hope to
project the News Ana/ysjscomponent
that should characterise a monthly
magazine, with a more visible and
broader subscription to such popular
subjects as Arts and Culture and
Sports. Tendai and Fernando are both
established journalists in the subregion and enjoy requisite academic
exposure to find
themselves
integrated into an intellectual type
journal that is SAPEM. They bring
with

them the kind of skills and

experience that will make SAPEM
more readable, easily digestible and,
therefore, marketable and businesslike. Besides, the new format offers
the opportunity and framework to
mobilise the best of

through

Gon9alves

a

our

writers

the

“stringer” and
“columnist” system. An important
aspect in all this is that Fernando
Goncalves will assist in developing
SAPEM into becoming truly bi-

lingual, with a more regular
Portuguese medium for our
Lusophone readers in the sub-region.
Often forgotten is the fact that Angola
and Mozambique are not only
essential elements of the sub-region
but also represent some 25
citizens of Southern Africa.

The scholarship section will retreat

slightly to the backpages
SAPEM REVIEW

-

- as the
under the direct

editorship of the Editor-in-Chief. It
provide a forum for

will continue to

intellectual debate and

analysis

while

simultaneously contributing
towards the development of an

African Social Science

Community
integral part of the larger
society. With a wider readership,
that is

an

SAPEMwill also be able to tap deeper
into the immense intellectual
resource

base of the

the continent

as a

sub-region and

whole. Likewise,

will be better

placed to interact
with other journals,
newspapers and groups in both
academia and media in the sub-region

we

and cooperate

and

beyond.
hope the readers will find this

We
new

format of SAPEM much

attractive. We thank you

more

all for your

j
i

I

support and look forward to a
sustained

relationship with all our
ahead. Indeed it
is our hope that this new look heralds
the inauguration of the Southern
Africa Weekly (SAW) which will be
readers in the years

launched in the

course

of 1993. Our

main

objective: Bringing Southern
Africa Together!»

million
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COMMENT

1993: WHAT HOPES?
It is

key characteristic of human existence to
expect so much from the New Year; the hope that
it will usher better prospects than the foregoing one. But in the realm of
politics and socio-economics at least, 1993 could not have begun on a
worst note for the generality of humanity.
The beginning of the 1990's alone constitute a glaring contradiction
to the expectation that the so-called post-cold warera would herald the
birth of a better world. The New Year so far reinforces a pattern of vi.rtual
disintegration and degeneration as "tribal warfare" continued to rage in
the former Yugoslavia and in Somalia, to mention only two areas in a
world given to conflict and strife. And as we go to pre^, tension is rising
in the Middle East as the Western powers again demonstrate the casual
double standards in their dealings with the Arabs and Israelis. Likewise
the economic situation; a deepening crisis in the developed countries;
and growing poverty and misery in the developing world.
In general, the hope for a New Worid Order has grown info despair,
and not less so now that we have one Super Power that has become also
virtually synonymous with the United Nations Organisation. The African
scenario in particular is but a stark illustration of post-cold war woes. For,
gone are the days when Nkrumah, Sekou Toure, Nasser or Nyerere
could variously play one Super Power against the other, in the vain hope
of carving out a niche for Mother Africa! Gone, too are the days of NonAlignment as marriage to the Wesf appears for most in the Third Worid
the only hope of survival on an earth now bereft of the East. So, while we
might, for example, debate about the merits and/or demerits of US
intervention in war-tom Somalia, that event, inter-alia, is but a poignant
reminder of Africa's marginalisation in, and hegemonisation by, the soa

called New World Order.

Nearer home in Southern Africa: a mixtureof hope and despair, or just

despair? Throughout the 1970's and into the 1980's, the sub-region
epitomised mostly hope itself, liberation, democracy and development
Not that there has been no progress in that direction. But how to reconcile
those gains with the losses that express themselves in the endless chaos
in Angola, hunger and strife in Mozambique, the cycle of violence in
South Africa, and the scourge of Structural Adjustment and economic
crises throughout the sub-region? And even if we are so hopeful about
the developments in countries like Malawi and Zaire, what of the danger
of the repetition of the Kenya saga wherein the dictator emerges victor
when two-thirds of the country's electorate has voted against him?
In South Africa, following the collapse of CODESAII, APLA's attacks
introduced a new element into a volatile and complex situation. This
development found support particularly among young radical blacks
convinced that the National Party's hidden agenda was to perpetuate
white supremacy in a different form. But the political process is almost
entirely confused. Will 1993 see a resumption of talks encompassing all
major forces leading to a universally acceptable dispensation, or will the
endless cycle of violence, repression and economic decline increase?
Sapem February, 1993
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QUE PERSPECTIVAS PARA 1993?
É caracteristica fundamental do eer humano alimentar esperanfas em
rela9äo ao Ano Novo; a esperan9a de que o novo ano trarä melhores
perspectivas do que o anterior. Mas pelo menos nos meandros da politica
e das ciéncias economicas, 1993 näo teria come^ado da pior maneira para
a humanidade em geral.
0 inicio da década de Noventa constitui uma flagrante contradi^äo ä
expectativa de que a chamada era do pés guerra fria /r/amarcar o nascimento
de urn mundo melhor. Até agora o Novo Ano so veio refor9ar urn padräo de
virtual desintegra^ao e degenera9äo uma vez que a "guerra tribal" aumentou
de escalade na antiga Jugoslavia e na Somälia, apenas para mencionar
dues regioes num mundo entregue a conflitos e convulsöes. E enquanto a
presente edigao estava na data de fecho, a tensäo aumentava no Médio
Oriente ä medida que as poténcias ocidentais demonstram uma vez mais
dualidade de critérios no seu relacionamento com os arabes e israelitas. Do
mesfno modo a situagäo economica: o aprofundar da crise nos paises

industrializados; e a crescente pobreza e miséria nos paises em vias de
desenvolvimento.
Em geral, a esperanga alimentada pelo surgimento da Nova Ordem
Mondial degenerou-se num desespero, e nern tao pouco agora que so
temos uma Superpoténcia que virtualmente se tornou também num sinénimo

da Organizagäo das Nagoes Unidas. 0 cenario africano em particular näo
é nada mais do que a ilustragäo das sequelas do periodo pös guerra fria.
Pois assim oé, que jé lä väo os dias em que Nkrumah, Sekou Touré, Nasser

Nyerere poderiam em iniimeras ocasiöes jogar uma Super-poténcia
contra a outra, na vä expectativa de poderem tirar disso beneficios para a
Mäe Africa! Jä lä väo também os dias do Näo-Aiinhamento,-uma vez queö
ou

casamento com o Oc/denfeparece para muitos noTerceiro Mundo a unica
esperanga de sobrevivéncia num planeta isento do Leste. Entäo, enquanto
podemos por exempk), debater sobre os méritos e/ou desméritos da
intervengäo americana na Somälia devastada pela guerra, aquele
aöontecknentoé, de entre värias consideragöes, a memöriada marginalizagäo
e

hegemonizagäo do continente africano pela chamada Nova Ordem

Mundial.
Mais pröximo da nossa casa, na äfrica austral: um misto de esperanga
e de desespero, ou apenas desespero? Ao longo dos anos Setenta e mesmo

Oitenta, a regiäo foi em si sinénimo de esperanga, libertafäo,
democracia e desenvoMmento. Näo pretendemos dizer que näo tenha
havido progressos nesse sentido. Mas como reconciliar aquelas vitörias
nos anos

perdas que se expressam no infinite caos em Angola, forne e
violéncia em Mogambique, o cicio de violéncia na Africa do Sul, o sofrimento
resultante do Reajustamento Estrutural e da crise economics em toda a
com as

regiäo? E mesmoque estejamos täo esperangados com os desenvolvimentos
em paises como o Malawi e o Zaire, que esperamos do perigo de repetigäoda
experiéncia queniana onde o ditador surge como vitorioso mesmo depois de
dois tergos do eleitorado do pais o ter votado contra?
Depois do colapso da CX)DESA II, os ataques militäres do APIA, brago
armado do Congresso Pan-Africanista da Africa do Sul (PAG), vieram
introduzir um elemento novo numa volätil e complexa situagäo. Este novo
desenvolvimento obteve apoio particularmente entre jovens negros radicais
convencidos de que a agenda secreta do Partido Nacional é perpetuar a
supremacia branca embora em moldes diferentes. Mas o processo politico
é quase inteiramente confuso. Serä que 1993 testemunharä o retomar das
conversagöes com a participagäo de tedas as principais forgas pol iticas sulafricanas conduzindo a uma sdugäo universalmente aceitävel, ou serä que
iremos testemunhar o incessante cicio da vioiéncia, da repressäo e do
decilneo econömico?
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STORMY YEAR AHEAD FOR

SOUTH AFRICA

T

HEPAN Africanist Congress (PAC) was
formed in 1959

by the late Robert

Sabukwe who felt tbatthe principal tenets

enshrined in the ANC Freedom Charter

compromised the status of Africans as the
indigenous and legitimate owners of the land.
The slogan 'Africa for the Africans' became
the rallying point of the Africanists.
But the PAC always had a lower domestic and
international profile than the ANC. The
multiracialism of the ANC and its acceptance
that South Africa belongs to aU of its peoples

regardless of race made the organisation more
acceptable to the west despite its organic links
with the white dominated Communist Party. The
OAU initially gave sole recognition to the ANC
as one

of the authentic six liberation movements

in Africa. The PAC,

together with Angola's
struggled to
obtain recognition and funding by the OAU
Liberation Committee. The organisation, in the
view of political observers, faced the danger of
continued marginalisation as the ANC and the
National Party initiated talks to usher in a new
constitutional dispensation. The PAC was
perceived as a largely irrelevant party ofminimal
political and military significance.
Nelson Mandela's legendary stature gave added
weight to the ANC's status as the dominant force
in the politics of black South Africa.
The PAC claims that it has quietly and
clandestinely carried out military operations
against the government eschewing public claims
of responsibility. A decision was made recently
at aPAC congress to continue with armed struggle
and increase guerilla attacks against targets it
regards as legitimate and claiming responsibility
UNITA and ZANU of Zimbabwe,

4

for them.
Its

military wing, the Azanian People's
Army, APLA identified policemen

Liberation

and white farmers as
aftermath of

a

principal targets. In the
publicised attack against
wine tasting party in King

much

white civihans at

a

Sabelo Phama: Each bullet must take us forward

Williams Town which claimed five lives, fears
we felt it necessary to compartmentalise
political and military programmes. APLA is
still continuing with its {n'ogranune as mandated
by the congress. The pohtical leadership will
continue with the other programme. De Klerk is
confusing our supporters to think that there is

But

expressed of retaliatory violence by white
rightwing extremists and increased polarisation
of the races. The negotiation process was viewed
by many, including western diplomats, as
imperilled by APLA's declaration of war and the
response it provoked. The government's
immediate response was to call off scheduled
talks with the PAC following their meeting in

To find out about the political and military
objectives of APLA, SAPEM spoke to its
commander and secretary for Defence Sabelo

We had two congresses in 1990 and 1992
where adecision was taken that the armed struggle

conflict between the PAC and APLA - that there

Gaborone, Botswana.

should continue.

PAC

were

4

Phama.

On the Current

Military Offensive

the

is

a

division between the hawks and doves. The

leadership has not condemned APLA's
Sapem February. 1993

Africa will not need a new force. They argue that
only professionally trained people will belong to
the security forces and that members of certain

operations.
We will follow the wishes of the

people and
orders from the leadership until the armed struggle
is over. Two forms of pressure were exerted
against the regime - sanctions and the armed
struggle. Certain sections of the liberation

Those who want to

join

de Klerk should do at

movement abandoned sanctions. We accordingly

their

own

accepted this but went further to ensure that
prospective investors think twice before
investing. The situation is so volatile that no
serious capitalist will sink his money in South

peril

We cannot accept an army

reactionary government

which is loyal to a
fighting.

we are

ANC Alliance with Homeland Leaders
A serious United Front would be that of the

ANC and the National Party. The ANC has given
the

Africa.

impression that it is the major political force
can reject and marginalise others.
We are favourably disposed to wards a patriotic

and

APLA will continue with its

operations.
CODESA, APLA was
active, attacking police and military forces.
People asked why we were attacking black
policemen. We do not view the conflict as racial.

Towards the build up to

such

an outcry. We also regard white farmers as
legitimate target. During the drought, rivers
and streams which pass through white owned
farms were blocked to deny blacks and their
a

livestock

access to water.

Blacks

were

harassed

and animals died.

Rear Bases
Not

liberation movements will not be considered.

single frontline state was prepared to
give us bases. We have training camps in Tanzania
but these are not permanent bases. Most members
of the military command are in Tanzania where
our operational headquarters is located. The
decisive forces

are

in South Africa.

people’s vehicles and assault
them. They sought protection from us. We
selectively targeted all reactionary Boers. The
areas we targeted were controlled by right wing
elements especially the Conservative Party. Our
attacks against reactionary farmers have borne
fruit. In Elliot, for example, only 3 out of 45
are

still

on

at

their

own

the

we

do not subscribe to that.

important to have communication below
leadership level to make progress.
CODESA'S Future

There is
lead

us

an

impression that current talks will

towards

a

democratic and non-racial

society.

Klerk should do so

even

pressure is mounting. It
if it includes people like

in Black and White terms. What
the

a

It is

The ANC is not serious

Nelson Mandela. We do not perceive the problem
to arm

alliance. There is

peril. The

does not matter

single frontline
state was prepared to
give us bases
a

an

the land.

Those who want to join De

Not

they

confiscate black

farmers

serious about such

perception that such as alliance is a black versus
white issue and

Boers also mount roadblocks where

a

front alliance with the ANC but limited progress
has been made. We think that the ANC is not

masses

doing is
against all reactionary forces.

about

we are

a

patroitic front

alliance

Dissidents Within APLA
We do not have that

support the

problem with those who

PAC

programme. People who were
recruited as APLA cadres and drifted away from
us cannot

be classified with those who

are

still in

the PAC.

We do not have bases in Transkei.

Although

General Holomisa is close to the ANC, there are
those in his

There
went

military council who

was a statement

are not.

in Newsweek that

we

into a written agreement with Holomisa for

the

supply of weapons. That is a lie. Holomisa
pointed out that weapons were only given to the
PAC's protection units.
APLA'S Numerical strength

by South African miliary
intelligence that we have 120 combatants are not
true.

Estimates have varied from 14 to 500. They

even

said that Holomisa wanted to accommodate
our

numerical

combatants. I cannot disclose

The fuss

King Williams Attack
the

King Williams attack is
unfortunate. The so-called wine tasting party
was a fund-raising occasion. There was a Member
of Parliament, judge, ex-servicemen, and security
force p)ersonnel. That may be why it provoked
Sapem

over

February, 1993

The slogan evolved at a time when we were
having a lot of problems with our cadres. A lot of
them wasted bullets. We had to inject discipline
and an awareness of the value of weapons. Each
bullet must take us forward, that is why we had
to encourage frugality.

Security Forces

The Boers claim that

an

independent South

Black

on

Black Violence

It is De Klerk who is funding the forces. But it
is more complex than that. There are traditional,

sociological and historical dimensions. White
elements are, however, at the centre of it. The

complexity and severity of the attacks point
towards the orchestration of the violence by the
government.

On the Cessation of hostilities

our

strength.

The

Slogan 'One Settler One Bullet*

The

Estimates

500 of

The

De Klerk has been sending clear signals to his
people that he is preparing for power-sharing.
This means the maintenance of white privilege
and the status quo. We cannot accept this as a
process towards democracy.

We cannot accept an

which is loyal to a
reactionary go vernment
army

This can only happen when the strategic
objectives of the struggle have been realised.
There has to be a transfer of power to the majority

through non-racial elections.
The land issue has to be addressed. We will

have

a land distribution programme. Economic
imbalances also have to be tackled. There has to

be

an

equitable distribution of resources. Until
struggle will continue.*

this is done, the

See page 9.
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SAPEM MAIL
BANDA’S MANIPULATION

SPLIT OPPOSITION

The triumvirate of President Kaiiiuzu Banda,

Events in

Cecilia Kadzamira and John Tembo, should not

Kenya have demonstrated how
shamelessly power-hungry politicians put their

be allowed to

interests before those of the nation.

use

the referendum in March to

President Daniel arap

legitimise tyranny in Malawi.
No

doubt that Banda will,

through a
cynical manipulation of the referendum process,
get the result he wants.
The Western powers should use their economic
leverage on Banda to force him to abandon the
archaic life Presidency and free Malawians from
the indignity of enslavement to his person and
one can

coterie.
Julius Mbewe

Ndola, Zambia

DANGEROUS GAP
In

our

view, the continued expansion of the gap

between the rich and the poor

nations is fraught

with

dangers. It is folly to disregard the role the
South can play in reducing social, political and

Moi's victory was a
by the leaders of the
two factions of Ford and the Democratic Party to
forge a united front against KANU and its leader.
The results clearly showed that the majority of
Kenyan people were tired of Moi's dictatorial
rule but were denied victory by Kermeth Matiba,
Mwai Kabaki and Jaramogi Oginga Odinga. To
their eternal shame, their pursuitof narrow selfish
interests has saddled the majority oftheir citizens
with a President and ruling party they oppose.
No amount of trickery by Moi could have
robbed the Kenyan people of victory if he had
been faced by a united opposition. Let this be a
direct result of the failure

John Makasa

imagined opponents trampling upon
rights in the process?
Whichever course he pursues, the world will
be watching.

Harare, Zimbabwe

Andrew Sakala

lesson to all democratic movements in Africa.

measures

which maintain or increase the South's

dependence on the North is a recipe for disaster.
The concept of South-South co-operation
should not be misconstrued as a measure against

MOI’S VENGEANCE
President Daniel arap Moi must be relieved that
he was let off the hook and is still ruling Kenya

today.
He, however, must surely realise that this was

the interests of the North. The South should
realise its

capacity to develop through intraSouth initiatives which do not preclude
cooperation with the North.
The potential for South-South and NorthSouth cooperation should be realised for the
mutual benefit of developing and developed
countries.

Accordingly, we look forward to getting in
touch and doing business^ with various firms,
NGOs and personalities in the South as well as
the North in order to open trade links and establish
joint co-operative ventures!
L.P. Mungofa
Technical
V.F.D.

Co-operation and Research Desk
(Zimbabwe) Enterprises, Ruwa

REWARD FOR WHAT?
Where does De Klerk's government get

the
audacity to offer a R50000reward for information
leatjing to the arrest of the APLA combatantsjust
because of the death of a handful of white people
after an attack on the King William's Town Golf
Club ? Black people have been dying at the hands
of the apartheid regime in very large numbers,
but no

one was

offered

a

reward for information

leading to the arrest of the perpetrators.

human

Lusaka, Zambia

economic

disparities with the North.
Continuing with economic and political

real and

pyrrhic victory. The majority of Kenyans sent
a clear message to him that they wanted change.
It will be interesting to observe how he governs
this time round. Will he heed the message of his
people and create a democratic and humane
society? Or will he succumb to his base instincts
by embarking on a campaign of vengeance against
a

SAVIMBI DEVE RESPEITAR
O DIREITO DO POVO

ANGOLANO
A actual

fazer

situa9äo em Angola leva-nos a ter que
algumas reflexoes sérias. O povo angolano

nao pode ser sujeito a ambi9öes individuals de
politicos sem escrupulos.

O lider da UNITA, Sr. Jonas Malheiro Savimbi,

declarou que a sua luta depois da
independSncia era contra o domineo sovieticocubabo em Angola, e por um governo
sempre

democraticamente eleito.
Os cubanos

Those who think that

negotiations will be
derailed should not worry because the PAC is not
part of the process. Given that, it is only logical
that those who want to advance the slogan “one
settler, one bullet" are free to do so as long as they
hit targets that will advance the liberation of the
oppressed. Armed action is only one among
many methods the oppressed can use to advance
their

cause.

Finally, APLA chief spokesman Johnny
Majozi and PAC secretary-general Benny
Alexander, were correct to categorically point
out after the attack, that so much noise and police
activity demonstrates the cheapness of the lives
of blacks who die in politically motivated
circumstances, compared with whites.

jä näo estäo mais

em

Angola,

o

povo angolano acorreu em massa para eleger o
Presidente da Repdblica e a Assembleia Nacional
nos

dias 29

e

30 Setembro.

S6 que derrota tern sabor amargo; e o Sr.
Savimbi rapidamente esqueceu-se dos objectives
por que sempre disse ter estado a lutar. Palavras
de ordem tais como "democraciae elei9öes livres

justas" näo devem apenas ser slogans
propagandisticos vazios, que perdem logo sentido
quando somos nös a perder.
Exigir a partUha do poder quando perdemos é
täo anti-democrätico como subir ao poder pelo
e

uso

das

armas.

E ffancamente, o Sr. Savimbi

e

seguidores devem entender que o povo de
Angola jå sofreu o bastante, e que devem saber
respeitar e salvaguardar o direito dos povos ä
livre escolha, mesmo que näo sejam eles ös
seus

escolhidos.

Sabelo Dhlamini

Carlos Mutangula,

Cape Town, South Africa

HuJla, Angola.

Mount Pleasant, HARARE, Zirtibabwe
incluc|e writer's full name and address and may be edited for purposes of clarity or space.
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MOZAMBIQUE

of the

before

(CZI) said
implement what was
supposed to have been implemented in six months after ESAP was
that it has taken the government two years to
initiated in 1990.

The official observed that the liberalisation of import regulations
not

early 1994.

RENAMO

leader

spares.
He added that although jobs

meeting
with the UN under Secretary-General
a

for Political Affairs, Mr James Jonah,
that because the confinement of

more

Afonso Dhlakama: Renamo
leader

Plc; Min. ol Info. (Zimbabwe)

general elections for 1994.
If all parties concerned agree, elections may not be held before April
1994, since the rainy season which ends in February-March will make it
impossible for political parties and electoral officials to have access to the
remote areas

of the country.

According to the

reached last October between
President Joaquim Chissano and Mr Dhlakama in Rome, the first
multiparty elections since independence in 1975, should be held within
a year after the
signing of the agreement.
peace agreement

Opposition parties in Mozambique bad earlier contested the elections
on the grounds that it would give
advantage to the two major
partis, thereby bipolorising the political situation in the country.
If the elections are postponed, it will provide RENAMO with a greater
chance of promoting its political stance, after years of being portrayed as
mainly a bandit organisation with no political philosophy.
During his meeting with Mr Jonah, which was held on January 12, at
RENAMO’s bush headquarters in Maringue, in the Central province of
Sofala, Dhlakama told the UN official that he wouldn't move to Maputo,
schedule

'

until

security guarantees

are

provided for his beach-front government-

allocated villa.
The Mozambican peace accords provide

that protection of RENAMO
during the transitional period will have to be guaranteed by the
former rebelmovementitself. MrDblakama's latest position was therefore
received with some apprehension in Maputo, where some of RENAMO's
top leadership have been moving freely since the two sides signed a
partial cease-fire agreement in December 1990.
But the UN's Secretary General Special Representative in Mozambique,
Aldo Ajello, downplayed the importance of Dhlakama's statement,
saying he did not think the former guerilla leader was "talking about
bringing a lot of people. He wants the minimum security necessary for his
protection."
RENAMO has levelled accusations that the government is recruiting
former soldiers and members of the security into the police force, but Mr
Ajello said the matter should be discussed in the specialised corrunission
set up to supervise the police, known as COMPOL.
COMPOL has not yet been set up as RENAMO is yet to appoint its
representatives to the body, as well as to the commission which will
supervise the intelligence service and to the organ that is charged with
liaising between the Ministry ofTerritorial Administration and RENAMO
leaders

controlled

areas.

jobs would be created in future.

Theinvestmentclimate has not improved in the coyntry, as regulations

covering repatriation of profits, taxation, expatriate labour and
disinvestment have not changed, the official said.
He noted, however, that even if all these aspects of ESAP had been
addressed to the worst drought to hit the country in a century would not
have allowed the programme to

Zimbabwe,

ZIMBABWE
implementation of Zimbabwe's controversial Economic Structural
Adjustment Programme (ESAP) is two years behind schedule and thegovernment has been forced to revise some of its targets mainly because
Sapem February, 1993

one

succeed.

time considered the breadbasket of Southern Africa,

had been forced to import food as crops had been declsffed lost for
prolonged lack of rains in the past two years.
The government has therefore introduced a drought relief programme
which is expected to last until April 1993, if the rains that started in the
later part of 1992 continue to fall satisfactorily.

POLITICS OVER ECONOMIC STABILITY
SUB-SAHARAN African Leaders have

been alerted that

they should
keep a balance between political issues and the economic well-being of
their peoples.
In apreliminary annual report released in January, theGlobalCoaUtion
for Africa (GCA) a think tank on Africa problems, said that multi-party
elections in several countries in the sub-region are monopolising the
attention of many decision-makers, "sometimes diverting them from the
on-going reforms and from longerH-un developmental issues". GCA,
which brings together African leaders and the continent's main external
partners, was launched in 1991 to examine Africa's most critical social
and economic development problems, and propose appropriate solutions.
The report said armed confiict, social disturbances, the refugee problem
and poor economic performance, had all combined to inflict "much
damage" to the economies of over 12 countries in the region.
The GCA said although economic reforms underway in Sub-Saharan
Africa had achieved some positive results, much remained to be done in
order to improve the efficiency of the public sector and liberalise the
financial sector.

"There are signs of recovery, but the overall picture remains worrisome.
Many countries continue to operate in a crisis mode and many have
suffered a deterioration in their international terms of trade", the study
said.
Africa faces a great challenge of having to pay huge sums of money in
foreign currency to set off their foreign debt which is estimated to total
500 billion dollars. Most African leaders have argued that the debt is
simply too big to be repaid and have reconunended that creditors, both
western

governments and coimnercial banks, write it off.

SOUTH AFRICA
After

THE

had been expected to be lost in the initial

stages of the programme, inadequate steps had been taken to ensure that

government and RENAMO troops
was three months behind schedule, it would be
proper to re-schedule the

more

had

yet taken place, and that industrialists still faced problems sourcing

machinery and

Afonso

Dhlakama conceded after

prevailing drought.

An official of the Confederation of Zimbabwe Industries

As systematic delays continue to
mark the implementation of the
Mozambican peace process, it has
become clear now that no general
elections in the country will be held

months of silence

following her separation from her husband,
publicly accusing ANC leaders of cutting
deals to share power with their white minority counterparts.
Speaking recently at the burial of 87-year old white anti-apartheid
campaigner, Helen Joseph, Mrs Mandela said current negotiations would

Winnie Mandela has

come out

7

not bring democracy

Africa

to South

long as they are
being conducted between the
as

"elite of the
the

oppressed and
oppressors".

The remarks

were

the

made by an
ANC member against the
movement's leadership.
strongest ever

Nelson Mandela, the ANC

president was quick to react
telling journalists at a press
conference

that

his

organisations's "leadership
takes decisions collectively
following the wishes of its
disciplined members".
Mrs Mandela's accusations

be a slight revelation of
disagreements within the
ANC on how the process of
negotiations to end decades
may

Winnie Mandela: accusing ANC

of

apartheid in South Africa should be conducted.
graveside speech Mrs Mandela said "death may have favoured
mama (Helen) by sparing her from the looming disaster in this country
which will result from the distortion of a noble goal in favour of a short
cut route to parliament by a handful of individuals".
Mrs Mandela, who was formally separated from her husband last year
after she was sentenced to six years in prison for kidnapping young black
activists and being an accessory to assault, was forced to resign from all
her positions in the ANC leadership and is now free on bail pending an
appeal hearing in March.
In her criticism of the ANC leadership, Mrs Mandela said some were
in their positions because they suffered under apartheid or spent decades
in jail.
"A leader is a person who has leadership qualities. These qualities
unfortunately have nothing to do with how many times you were
detained, how many decades you spent in prison or how many years you
spent in exile", she said.
It was not clear immediately who specifically she wanted to target
among the ANC leaders, but her husband sftent more than a quarter
century at Roben Island prison, accused of trying to overthrow the white

of

In her

government.»

cutting deals

President Robert Mugabe

of Zimbabwe: bidding farewell to troops heading for Somalia

ZIMBABWEAN TROOPS HEAD FOR SOMALIA
flew to Somalia to join the
charged with securing safe passage of relief

A CONTINGENT of 161 Zimbabwean troops

US-led multinational force
food assistance to the

needy people.
According to Zimbabwean Defence Minister Moven Mahachi, the
operation will cost Zimbabwe more than 3.4 million dollars, which will
be re-imbursed by the United Nations at the end of'Operation, Restore
Hope'.
The Zimbabwean troops will join others from 15 countries. "We are
going there as people determined to ensure that that country returns to a
8

Pic: Ziana

position and condition of peace", said President Robert Mugabe bidding
farewell to the troops.

contingent will be under US command and is
assigned to provide escorts for incoming food relief at Mogadishu airport.
Meanwhile, Zambia has agreed to send 500 troops to Somalia.
According to Zambia's Defence Minister Ben Mwila, Zambia would
also be sending 950 troops to join the UN military observer team in
Mozambique to help monitor the October 4 cease-fire agreement signed
by President Joaquim Chissano and RENAMO leader Afonso Dhlakama.
The United Nations has sanctioned the deployment of military observers
in Mozambique for elections to be held in mid-1994.«
The Zimbabwean
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forces

WHO IS APLA?

was

at a

roadblock in

of Johannesburg

west

the bloodiest battle between its forces and

guerillas for the
Muhammed Shabazz, a South African journalist in exile, states that central to the
PACs position Is the issue of land ownership and the need to repossess it through
armed insurrection.
In this article, he

explores the origins of the PAC and its armed wing, APLA, and

argues that contrary to the view of the South African government and media, the
PAC has borne the brunt of the armed struggle.

Lichlenburg, 200km

in what Pretoria admitted

year.

South African

security forces had killed 94
insurgents between 1988 and
June 1989. Vlok's failure, to be specific on the
membership or affiliation of the 94 is significant,
because Pretoria had in previous years made it a
PAC and ANC

habit

to

attribute such attacks to the ANC which

it

A PAC basic document states: "Wave upon
of European settlers came to Africa, and

wave

their penetration of the

interior involved the loss
peoples and the
and more portions of their

of sovereignty by the indigenous
alienation of

more

land."

Central

to

the PAC’s

thinking is

land cannot be handed

over or

a belief that
redistributed

grenades has been
operations.

a

trade-mark of APLA

As PAC refuses to be drawn into

negotiations
balance of
reported a
sharp rise in the number of guerilla attacks against
its security forces.
before any significant change in the
forces in South Africa, Pretoria has

Barend du Plessis testified in a trial of two APLA

fighters, Milton Joy i and Mkeli Sabelo in Kenton
Magistrate’s court in mid-1988 that the PAC was
"no longer what it used to be before 1986" when
it had "a very quiet period".

positive Action

pass

This was to be followed by an analysis of the
Lichtenburg and several other APLA operations
by senior Witwatersrand University political
science lecturer ProfessorTom Lodge, who took
note of what he called an "assertion” by PAC
strategists that APLA attacks were principally
directed at security force members.
"This assertion seems to be supported by these

ushered in an era of armed struggle as the principal

struggle.

The PAC of Azania, in response to the new
situation, the Sharpeville massacre, bannings
and detentions, was the first to form an armed

wing, Poqo in 1961. According to an article in
Daily Mail of February 6, 1984, "The
largest and most sustained insurrection by a

the Rand

black movement in South Africa in recent times

attacks and clashes between APLA

mounted by

Poqo, the underground wing of
the outlawed Pan Africanist Congress ofAzania".
was

The

same

article went

on

to conclude;

the new PAC Chairman and APLA Commander-

in-chief, Johnson Mlambo, issued a call to APLA
soldiers to strike the main blows at the

forces, and to take the

war to

white

Commander-in-Chief, Johnson

Mlambo: Issued

a

call to take the

war to

white

APLA has managed to ensure that it is not only

internally based, but also that the South African
security forces and not targets such as buildings
and railway lines, felt the power of its attacks.
The use of Scorpion machine pistols and

Deputy Commander of APLA

inside South Africa, Mr Jan Shoba, was

areas.

serious internal base".

and the

them.

Meanwhile the

areas

security

Summing up the events of 1987, APLA
Secretary for Defence, Sabelo Phama, said that"
a lot of fighting is taking place in rural South
Africa, an area which we regard as our most

Sapem February, 1993

APLA

men

security forces," concluded Professor Lodge in
an in-depth article in the
Weekly Mail in 1988
entitled "Is the Spirit of Robert Sobukwe Rising?"
When, therefore, Vlok gave 187 as the number
of security force members killed in guerillarelated incidents in the period under review, it is
anybody's guess which guerilla force had killed

"The

persistence of the movement over a relatively
long time-span and large geographical area,
qualify Poqo to lay claim to being the most
sustained insurrection by Blacks in modem
times". After John Nyati Pokela’s death in 1986.

Africa.

security officer, Lieutenant-Colonel Hermanns

laws, on March 21, 1960.
Because it was a campaign that directly
challenged the South African government, it
form of

security force targets, and the actual attacks on
such targets that followed, significantly changed
the whole scenario of guerilla activity in South

pro-ANC media tried to steal credit from the
PAC for such attacks until senior South African

effective, modem insurrection against the

Against the

under orders to strike their main blows at

and

of APLA in the 1960s), was at the forefront of the
South African government.
The PAC launched and led its

were

At first, the South African white liberal press

peacefully.
Against this background, Poqo (the forerunner
most

portrayed as the main guerilla force. The PAC
was, in the view of the government doing "little
or no
fighting". But APLA Mlambo's public
disclosure in January 1986 that PAC guerillas

A recent

report based on a 1988-89 survey by

the South Africa Institute of Race Relations

described 1988

"the most violent year

in
South African history in terms of guerilla-related
incidents" and quoted the then Law and Order
Minister, Adriaan Vlok, as saying there had been
291 guerilla incidents in 1988 compared to 235
as

in 1987.

Incidentally, it was in 1988 that a unit of the
fought with the South African security

APLA

assassinated allegedly by white men at his sister's
residence in

Attridgeville, Pretoria, on May 29,

1992. Before he

was

murdered, Shoba

was

also

attacked, assaulted and left for dead by white

people near the same swimming pool. A woman
who was with him was also gang-raped.
The Pan-Africanist students organisation
(PASO), the student wing of the PAC, has asked
the PAC leadership to allocate 50 percent PAC
funds to its armed wing, APLA, a decision taken
9

by PASO's national executive.

ANGOLA ON THE TIGHTROPE

A senior South African

spokesman recently
claimed that the police have intelligence that
APIA has a covert plan to embark on a nationwide
"terrorist" campaign against soft targets.
According to the information,

and

synagogues

Dutch Reformed churches had been identified as

particular targets for attack. This disclosure
follows the arrest of 22 members of PASO in
connection with two

petrol bomb attacks in
Ficksburg in the Freestate province, in September,
1992.
These incidents follow

a

series of attacks and

deliberate destruction of

grazing by APLA

operatives operating along the Transkei/South
African border in the Eastern Cape. After the two
incidents in Ficksburg, there was a third attack
October 10, 1992, on a farmhouse in the

on

Fouriesburg district.
According to the police, statements obtained
after the arrest of the 22 suspects indicated APLA
intended to intensify its campaign towards the
end of the year. The police information was that
the

campaign

was

being masterminded by

a

member of the APLA executive based in the
Transkei. The

identity of this operative

was

known to the police. Other targets of the campaign
included

policemen, cinemas and sport events.
was initially to be launched in
Natal, the Free State and Eastern Cape, but the

The

campaign

intention of APLA

was

to

spread these attacks

throughout the country.
Mr Justice Richard Goldstone has called

on

the United Nations and the International

community to help him launch an urgent inquiry
into APLA, saying it had a "jwlicy of terrorism
based on racist criteria, and an intention to extend

unacceptable violence”.
"To that end the commission calls upx)n
international

FERNANDO GONCALVES

the

community, and in particular the

UN, to take the necessary steps to enable the

T
may

HE latest oubreak of
seems

fighting in Angola

to confirm assertions

that the

chances for lasting peace in that country
have come and gone.

The government seems to

have lost control of

the

military situation on the ground, with forces
loyal to Jonas Savimbi's UNTTA in virtual control
of 11 of the country's 18 provinces.
The magnitude of the fighting has forced the
UN's Secretary-General's sp>ecial reprosentative
to Angola, Margaret Anstee, to order the partial
withdrawal of the U N's military obsower team
in the country, arguing that the situation had
deteriorated to such
no

an

extent that the

UN force

longer felt it safe to remain tho'e.
Ms Anstee might have acted under piressure,

after UNTTA forces killed a Brazilian member of
the UN

contingent in November in a battle that
preceded the takeover of Uige in Nolheastem
Angola by UNTTA troops.
As government forces launched a massive
offensive in January in an ap)parent attempt to
upjroot therebels,a wounded military observer in
the central highlands city of Huambo remained
hours before being evacuated because of heavy
shelling on Savimbi's beadquarto's there.
Diplomats in Luanda say that UNITA
sympathisers are attaking foreign UN observers
and holding them hostage in provinces across the
country. By January 20 the UN mission in Angola
had already evacuated 41 of its 67 observation
sites due to the fighting.
UN’s disappuintment with developments in
Angola was further demonstrated in the
Secretary-General’s
organisations'
announcement of January 22, on the partial
withdrawal of the UN military observe mission
in Angola.
The war in Angola had ended in 1991 after a

commission to hold a full inquiry into the px)Ucies,

p)eace agreement was signed between p)resident
Jose Eduardo Dos Santos and Mr Savimbi, but

of APLA outside
South Africa and to repwrt fully thereon in relation
to pKilitical violence and intimidation in South

results

manpiower

and

arms structure

Africa."
The PAC, however,
would not allow

rep)eated its view that it
APLA to be pjrobed by the

Goldstone Commission.

states would allow a South African

APLA

commission

training camps in Tanzania and further

afield to carry out an
activities. Tanzania is

investigation into its
reliably reported to have

ruled out such cooperation with the

government.»
10

President Dos Santos fell 2 piercent

winning the presidency, thus forcing

short of
off

a run

with Mr Savimbi.

It is also unlikely at this stage that the frontline

to

fighting erupted again after UNTTA disputed the
of the general presidential and
parliamentary elections held in September last
year, in which the ruling MPLA pwirty emerged
with 54.9 pier cent of the vote.

South African

Constitutipnally the second round of the
piresidential elections should have taken place 30
days after the official announcement of the
electoral results, but the p>resent crisis may
px)stpx}ne the election sine die.
The

war

intensified in the first two weeks of

January, spreading to almost every p>art of the
country. The fighting has made it impossible to

verify the number of casualties among civilians, *
as telephone lines are down in all but three of
Angola's 18 provinces.
It is psrimarily Mr Savimbi who must be held
respnnsible for the current pnlitical and military
crisis in Angola, for everytime he comes out with
a statement expnessing his willingness to negotiate
an end of hostilities, his words are not backed by
deeds.

World leaders concerned that the conflictmight
escalate
for

an

even

further, have initiated proposals

urgent summit meeting between president

Dos Santos and Mr Savimbi.
An OAU

good offices team, headed by
Mugabe of Zimbabwe,
including President Antonio Mascarenhas
Monteiro of Capie Verde, and OAU SecretaryGeneral Salim Ahmed Salim went to Angola on
new year's eve to try to p>ersuade the two parties
to negotiate a settlement. The team met with the
Angolan Head of State, but failed to hold
President Robert

discussions with Savimbi.

Despite both sides agreeing to the proposals,
they have put up conditions which the two
parties frnd unacceptable.
The UN Secretary General Boutrous-Ghali
propx>sed in late December to organise a summit
in Geneva or Addis Ababa, but the Angolan
go vonment insisted the meeting take place within
Angola.
As time elapsed and the situation continued to
deteriorate, the government launched a massive
counter-offensive in January, besieging the dty
ofHuambo, to which the UNTTA leader retreated
after

losing the elections in September.

On his part Savimbi has insisted that a summit
widi his foe should take place outside the country,

claiming that nowhere in Angola are there safety
guarantees for his delegation.
In mid-January, Foreign Minister Venancio
De Moura travelled to Windhoek and Harare, to
deliver

sptecial messages from his president to
Presidents Sam Nujoma and Robert Mugabe.
The messages might have dealt with the
government's proposals for a meeting ofmilitary
commanders that had been scheduled for the

Ethiopian capntal on 16-17 January.
The meeting was sup^sed to discuss the
cessation of hostilities, the disarming of UNITA
forces,

well as the modalities for the return of
generals and soldiers who puUed out of

as

UNTTA

newly constitued unified forces after
speech of October 3 in which he
publicly accused the government ofhaving rigged
the elections. Savimbi's spieech marked the end
of the reconciliation p>eriod.
the

Savimbi's

To pmgo

12
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Su Itimos combates

em Angola
confirmar a teoria de que se
esgotaram as hipoteses de se alean^ar
uma paz duradoira
naquele pafs.
O govcrno parccc ter pcrdido o controlo da
situaij'fio militär no lerreno. com as foryas da

O

UNITA de Jonas Savimbi
total

ANGOLA NA CORDA BAMBA

parecem

no

virtual controlo

parcial de 11 das 18 provincias do pals.
magnitude dos combates foryou a
rcprcsentante especial do Secretario-Gcral das
Nayöes Unidas em Angola, Margaret Anstee, a
ordenar a reiirada parcial da equipa de
observadores militäres das Nayöes Unidas,
afirmando que a situayäo no pafs deteriou-se a
tal ponlo que ja nfio hä garantias de seguranya
para a forya da ONU.
Anstee poderä ter agido sob pressäo. depois dc
foryas da UNITA terem morto um membro do
contingente militär da ONU de nacionalidade
ou

A

brasileira

Novembro, durante

os

combates

que antecederam a tomada da cidade
nordeste de Luanda, pcla UNITA.

do Uigc. a

em

Fernando
das

presidenciais deveria ter tido lugar 30 dias
depois do anuncio oficial dos resultados
eleitorais, mas a presente crise poderä adtar as
eleiyöes sine die.

GONtpALVES
a

organizar

em

um encontro Dos Santos-Savimbi
Genebra ou Addis Abeba, mas o govemo

angolano insistiu em que a reuniäo se realizasse
Angola.
Enquanto

em

A guerra

o

tempo ia passando e a situayäo
deteriorar-se, o govemo lanyou

assumiu proptoryöes devastadoras
nas primeiras duas semanas de Janeiro,
alastrando-se para quasc todas as partes do pafs.

continuava

Os inlensos combates lomam

impossfvel verificar
o numero de vftimas, uma vez que s6 é possfvel
comun icar por te lefone com trés das 18
provincias

Janeiro, submetendo sob intenso fogo a cidade

do

Setembro.

pafs.

uma

a

Savimbi a responsabilidade primordial da

actual crise politico-militarem Angola, uma vez
que cada vez que o Ifder rebelde se pronuncia a
favor da reconciliayäo e resoluyäo pactTica do

conflito

as suas

palavras näo säo apoiadas por

actos coneretos.

contra-ofensiva dc grande envergadura em

central do Huambo, para onde o

refugiou depois de perder

se

Embora väriasconsiderayöes possam ser fettas,
cabe

a

Do

lado, Savimbi insiste

scu

cimeira

Ifder dä UNITA
as eleiyöes de
em

que uma

presidente Dos Santos deve ter
lugar fora do pafs, alegando que em nenhuma
parte do territörio angolano existem garantias de
seguranya para a sua delegayäo.
Em meados de Janeiro, o Ministro Angolano
dos Negöcios Estrangeiros Venancio de Moura
viajou para Windhoek e Harare, para entregar
aos presidentes Sam Nujoma e Robert Mugabe
mensagens especiais do Chefe de Estado
angolano.
com o

Enquantoeni Janeiro as foryas govemamentais
lanyavam uma ofensiva em larga escala num
aparente esforyo para expulsar a UNITA de
todas as cidades que ocupara logo depois de
perder as eleiyöes em Setembro, um soldado da
ONU pcrmaneceu ferido durante horas a fio
antes de .ser evacuado enquanto a sedc da UN ITA
no Huambo, no planaalto central de
Angola, era

proposto pelo govemo
para ter lugar entre as cheftas militäres dos dois

submetida

lados

a

Aparentemente,
detalhes de

intense bombardcamento.

nos

um

as mensagens

continham

encontro

dias 16

e

17 de Janeiro,

em

Addis

Diplomatas em Luanda aeusam simpatizantes
da UNITA dc estarem a atacar e molestar

Abeba.

observadores da ON U em todo o pafs, mantendtv-

para o ces.sar das hostilidades, o desarmamento
das foryas da UNITA, bem como as modalidades

os.nalgunscasos.comoreféns. Atc 20de Janeiro
a missäo da ONU em Angola havia evacuado 41
dos seus b7 pontos de observayäo devido ä
intcnsificayäo dos combates.
A desilusäo das Nayöes Unidas quanto ao
curso dos acontecimentos em Angola acabou
por ,scr manifestada pelo proprio SeeretarioGeral da organizyäo Boutro-Ghali. ao anunciar
no dia 22 de Janeiro que a complexidade da
situayäo no pafs obrigava-o a decidirpela retirada
partial da equipa dc observadores militäres,
acrescentando que se näo houver modificayöes
significativas as Nayöes Unidas retirar-se-iam
definititivmenie de Angola no fim do més de
Abril,
A guerra em Angola havia jä tenninado em
l‘J9J, depois da assinatura dos acordos de paz
entre o

presidente José Eduardo dos Santos

e o

Ifderda UNITA, Jonas Savimbi. mas os combates

reacenderam

depois da UNITA ter recusado

rcsultados

das

os

eleiyöes presidcnciais e
parlamentares de Setembro pa.ssado, em que o
partido no poder, o MPLA, venceu com 54,9 por
cento dos votos.

O

presidente Dos Santos ficou a apenas 2 por
vencer as eleiyöes presidenciais,
submelendo-se assim, a uma segunda volta com

cento de

o

lider da UNITA.
De acordo

com a

lei eleitoral
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a

segunda Volta

A reuniäo deveria terdiscutido os mecanismos

para o regresso dos generais e soldados do
movimento de Sav imbi que abandonaram o novo
exército unifieadodepois do di.scurso deSavimbi

dia 3 de Outubro, em que o Ifder rebelde
publicamente acusou o govemode termanipulado
o processo eleitoral a sen favor. O discurso
marcou, efeetivamente, o fim da curta era de
reconciliayäo.
no

Venancio de Moura
dos

—

Ministro

angolano

Negöcios Esrangeiros

Lfderes de todo o mundo, preocupados com a
possibilidade do conflito se escalar ainda mais,
propuseram äs duas partes uma cimeira urgente
entre o presidente Dos Santos e Savimbi.
Uma missäo de boa-vontade da Organizayäo
de Unidade Africana (OUA) chefiada pelo
presidente Robert Mugabe do Zimbabwe, e
incluindo

o

Chefe de Estado cabo-verdeano

Antonio Mascarenhas Monteiro. e

o

Seeretario-

Geral da OUA Salim Ahmed Salim deslocou-se

Angola nas vésperas do ano novo para tentar
persuadir as duas partes a negociarem uma
soluyäo. A delegayäo encontrou-se com o
presidente angolano. mas näo conseguiu avistara

se com

Jonas Savimbi.

Apesar de as duas partes aceitarem, em
principio as propostas de uma cimeira, elas tém
imposto condiyöes sempre consideradas
inaceitdveis pela outra parte.
O Seeretärio-Geral das Nayöes Unidas,
Boutros-Ghali, propös-seem finais de Dezembro

A reuniäo de Addis Abeba deveria também

lidar

com a

questlo de

como

continuar

com o

processo de formayäo do exército tinico, o qual
foi interrompido no dia 3 de Outubro.

Apesar da UNITA ter comunieado dias antes
Margaret Anstee a sua disponibilidade de
participar no encontro. anunciou pouco depois
que a sua delegayäo näo iria a Addis Abeba,
enquanto näo houver garantias de que questöes
polfticas iriam também constar da ordern dos
trabalhos. Tais questöes polfticas, disse o
representante do movimento em Washington.
a

Jaldo Mwekalia, ineluiam exigéncias da UNITA
de que o govemo

liberte oficiais e soldados seus

que se encontram sob custödia do govemo desde
os violentos combates de Luanda no dia I de

Novembro, em que mais de 2,500 pessoas foram
mortas, incluindo o Vice-Presidente da UNITA

Jeremias Chitundae oseurepresentante na quase
11
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The Addis Ababa

meeting was also supposed
to deal with how to continue the process of the
formation of the new army, which was interrupted
October 3.

on

UNITA

rejected the meeting saying the
delegations should be empowered to discuss
political issues as well. Such issues, said UNITA
representative in Washington, Jaldo Mwekalia,

off, rather than it being handled by the National
Electoral Commission (CNE) which is chaired

by a government appointee but includes
representatives from all of the 12 registered
parties.
Angolan Interior Minister Andre Pitra Petroff
told journalists on January 19 that time had run
out

for

a

cease-fire.
band of criminals", said Petroff,

included demands to free hundreds of UNITA

UNIT A

officers and soldiers under government custody
since the violent fighting of November 1 in

who heads the police force,

Luanda, in which

2,500 people were

killed
including UNITA's Vice-President Jeremias
Chitunda and Foreign Relations Secretary Elias
Salupeto Pena. The government claims to have
under its custody seven UNITA generals and six
brigadiers as well as many soldiers who were
captured in what it alleges as having been an
attempt by UNITA to overthrow the government.
The rebel organisation insisted that the meeting
should address the question of how the bodies of
over

forefront in the

UNITA,

which has been at the
fight against UNITA.

which

came

second

in

the

parliamentary elections, was offered five cabinet
posts, but it has so far not appointed anyone to fill
in those positions just as none of its elected
parliamentarians have occupied their seats.
It all seems to be part of a UNITA strategy to
weaken the government psychologically before
inflicting a more spectacular military blow to
President Dos Santos.
If it

were to

abide

supporting UNITA, but the
a long border which neither

countries share

can

claim to exercise effective control of. US

logistical support has in the past been provided to
UNITA from the American military base in
Camina, Southern Zaire, next to the Angolan
border.
The

"There is no possiblity for a cease-fire because
are a

Zaire denies it is
two

Angolan government has alleged that
large quantities of military
hardware into Angola, including "G-5" long
range cannons, even after the September
elections. Although Luanda diplomatically
avoids pointing fingers at Pretoria, it still
maintains its ban on South Africa's Foreign
South Africa moved

Minister "Pik" Botha, who it has accused of

assisting UNITA.
De Moura said in Harare that a meeting between
Dos Santos and Savimbi is

a

time

when there is talk in Luanda that the government
may soon

by the terms of the 1991

now more remote

than it has been ever before. That comes at

ban UNITA, which in effect would be

tantamount to a formal declaration

follows

of

war.

It

Angolan government request for
governments aroud the world to shut down
an

UNITA offices in their countries.
UNITA seems also to have adopted a strategy
of hitting where it hurts most, attacking targets of

economic

importance to the government. While
forces were battling with the rebels

government

control of Huambo, Savimbi's forces

over

occupied the town ofSoyo, the capital ofNorthern
province.
Soyo is host to mainly onshore oilfields that
account for about one third of Angola's 500,000
barrel per day production. Oil is the most vital
element of the Angolan economy, accounting
for over 90 percent of Angola's export eamigns.
Zaire

Since November UNITA has also

overrun

of the

country's diamond producing areas,
reducing the official exports of the mineral,
which is the second largest foreign exchange
earner in Angola.
some

On the other hand while UNITA cannot make
the oil

South

African Foreign Minister, “Pik” Botha, shakes hands with the late Elias Salupeto

Pena, UNITA’s representative in the joint Political and Military Commission
the two leaders and of

be handed

some

of its cadres should

back for

appropriate burial.
During his one-day visit to Harare Mr Dé
Moura accused UNITA of trying to force the
government into renegotiating the 1991 peace
agreement and its leader, of lust for power "at any
over

cost".
He said his government's

position was that any
discussions must focus only on two outstanding
issues from the 1991 peace agreement: the
conclusion of the process of formation of the new
army, and a date for the second round of
presidential elections.
Savimbi demands that there should be greater
UN involvment in the preparations for the run
12

peace agreement, UNITA should have disarmed
its forces by March last year. It is calculated that
Savimbi still maintains about 40,000
arms,

men

under

with enough weaponry to set Angola ablaze

still rely on support from South
Africa, with Zaire providing convenient routes
for infiltrating men and material.
There are indications that UNITA's occupation
of Uige, and of the country's second largest air
base in Negage, in the northeastern part of the
country, is designed to establish a "security zone"
for supplies by land and air from Zaire. Despite
again. He

can

industry work in its favour, it can continue
mining and exporting diamonds thereby earning
enough foreign exchange with which to buy
arms on the open market aiwl sustain a damaging
guerilla warfare.
Another war in Angola can go on endlessly.
The two sides are well equipped for that, and the
international community, in particular the
Organisation of African Unity (OAU) and the
UN should act

now

in to avert another Somal ia or

Liberia.
US government

recognition of the newly

elected government in Angola would also be
essential in sending a clear signal that

Washington's committment to democratic values
worldwide is unquestionable.»

UNITA claims that it has abandonee the two

but senior Angolan government sources
that UNITA forces still remain there.

towns,

say
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ANGOLA NA CORDA BAMBA
defunta Comissäo

Conjunta Polftico-Militar

(CCPM), Elias Salupeto Pena.
O govemo

afirma ter sob

sua

custödia sete

generais e seis brigadeiros da UNITA, incluindo
muitos outros soldados capturados durante esses
combates, que alega terem sido desencadeados
pela UNITA para derrubar o govemo.
A organizafäo rebelde insistiu também em
que a reuniäo de Addis abeba discutisse a
necessidade da devolugäo dos corpos dos seus
dois dirigentes e de aiguns dos seus quadros
mortos nos combates de Luanda.

Na

sua

visita de

um

dia

a

Harare, De Moura

UNITA de tentar

obrigar o govemo a
renegociar o acordo de paz de 1991, e o .seu lider
de pretender assumir o poder "a todo o custo".
Acrescentou que o seu govemo defende que
quaisquer discussdes com a UNITA devem
apenas concentrar em duas questöes pendentes
do acordo de paz: a conclusäo do processo de
forma^äo do exército unificado, e o
estabelecimento de urna data para a realiza^äo da
segunda volta das elei^öes presidenciais.
acusou a

Savimbi diz que pretende um maior
envolvimento das

Na^öes Unidas na prepara^äo
da segunda volta, em vezdo processo serdirigido

pela Comissäo Nacional Eieitoral (CNE) que é
chefiada por um presidente nomeado pelo
govemo, masé integrada por representantes dos
12 partidos politicos registados.
O Ministro

angolano do Interior André Pitra
jomalistas no dia 19 de Janeiro,
que o tempo tinha passado para um cessar-fogo.
"Näo é possfvel um cessa-fogo porque ele.s
(UNITA) säo um bando de criminosos”, disse
Petroff, que tem sob a al^ada do seuministério a
Petroff disse

poKcia,

a

que tem

preponderante

na

os

ficou

em

segundo lugar

nas

pelo Primeiro-Mini.stro Marcolino

lugares

no novo

movimento de Savimbi de

enfraquecer
psicolögicamente o govemo. antes de inflingir
urna mais e.spectacular ac9äo contra o presidente
Dos Santos.

Se a UNITA estivesse interessadaem gerir-se

ä luz dos acordos de paz de. 1991. deveria ter
desmanteladu

as suas

formas

em

Mar;o do

ano

passado. Calcula-se

que Savimbi mantém sob
seu controlo cetca de 40.000 hornens fortemente
armados com material bélico suficiente para p>6r

Angola de

chamas. Ele poderä ainda
contar com o apoio da Africa do Sul, com o 21aire
proporcionando rotas convenientes para infiltrar
novo em
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hornens

e

material.

Hä

indicagöes de que a ocupagäo do Ufge e da
segunda maior base aérea no Negage, faz parte
de um plano para o estabelecimento de urna
"zona de seguranga" que facilite fomecimentos
por terra e ar a partir do Zaire. Apesar da UNITA
afirmar que jä abandonou as duas cidades,
funcionärios superiores do govemo afinnara que
as formas da UNITA continuum a ocupar Uige e

Negage.
O Zaire nega que esteja a apoiar a UNITA,
dois paises partilham urna longa fronteira

mas os

comum sobre a qual nenhum dos dois lados
poderä afirmar seguramenteexercer umcontorolo
efectivo. No passado, o apoio logistico dos

ter

fomecido material bélico ä UNITA

mesmo

depois das elei^öes, incluindo canhöes "G-5" de
longo alcance. Embora Luanda diplomaticamente
näo queira apontar o dedo para a Africa do Sul,
ainda näo levantou

parlamento.

Tudo paiece fazer parte de urna estratégia do

•f

exército

Estados Unidos destinado ä UNITA passava

Moco, da mesma maneira que ainda näo ocupou
os seus

ao novo

pela base americana de Camina. no sul do Zaire,
perto fronteira angolana.
O govemo angolano acusou a Africa do Sul de

elei^öes para o parlamento, ainda näo nomeou
ninguém para ocupar os cinco cargos ministeriais
oferecidos

dos militäres da UNITA

papel

um

UNITA.
A UNITA, que

retorno

desmandos da

desepenhado

luta contra

O

unificado é essencial para

a paz em

Angola

a sua

decisäo de declarar

Ministro sul-africano dos
Negöcios Estrangeiros. "Pik" Botha a quem
acusou de prestar auxflio ä UNITA.
De Moura disse em Harare que urna cimeira
Dos Santos-Savimbi é urna hipötese cada vez
mais remota. A posi^äo do chefe da diplomacia
angolana surge num momento em que fala-se
em Luanda, da possibilidade do govemo vir a
ilegalizar a UNITA, decisäo que correponderia,
efectivamente, a urna declarac^äo formal de
persona non grata o

guerra,e segue-se a urna reuniäo com diplomatas
acreditados em Luanda, a quem o govemo apelou

para o encerramento das representagöes
UNITA nos respectivos paises.

da

A UNITA parece também ter adoptado uma
estratégia de bater onde döi mais, com os seus
recentes ataques a al vos econömicos estratégicos.
Enquanto as formas do govemo batiam-se com os
rebeldes pelo controlo do Huambo, as forgas de
Savimbi ocupavam a vila do Soyo, capital da
provmcia setentrional do Zaire.
Soyo, com os seus po^os lerrestres, contribui
com cerca de um tergo dos 500.000 barris de
petröleo produzidos em todo o pais por dia, que
representam mais de 90 porcento das receitas de
Angola em divisas.
Desde Novembro que a UNITA tem estado a
ocupar algumas rcgiöes diamantiferas do pais,
reduzindo as exporta^öesoRciais do mineral, que
é a segunda maior fonte de divisas no pais.
Por outro lado, enquanto a UNITA näo pode
utilizar a indiistria petrolffera a seu favor, ela
pode continuar a extrair e exportar diamantes
para a capta^äo de divisas que permitiräo ä
organiza^äo comprar armas no mercado

intemacional

e manter uma

devastadora guerra

de

guerrilha contra o govemo.
Uma outra guerra em Angola poderä continuar
indefinidamente.Tantoogovemocomoa UNITA
estäo suficientemente equipadas para essa
eventual idade; o essencial é quenestafase lactente
do contlito, a comunidade

particular

OUA

intemacional,

em

Nagöes Unidas actuem,
sem preconceitos decisivamente para evitar o
surgimento de uma outra Somälia ou Libéria.
a

Por outro lado.
eleito govemo

e as

o

reconhecimento do recém

angolano

por parte dos Estados
Unidos seriaessencial para que Washington envie

um sinal claro de que o seu empenho pelos
valöres democräticos no mundoéinquestionävel.»
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MALAWI: THE

SCRAMBLE TO THE
FINISH UNE
Guy C Z Mhone

w

i

ITH Dr Banda's announcement of March 15 as thedate of the

New Year's eve, the
blurry finish line has begun in earnest. The
manner in which the political drama and dilemma in Malawi are likely to
unfold and be resolved is nevertheless farfrom clear both from the perspective
referendum

on

scramble to the

the one-party state, on

ever

and its ruling party, the Malawi Congress Party, and that
opposition 'pressure groups' in and outside the country.
Although it is quite obvious from recent events that the political landscape
and environment in Malawi have irreversibly changed, except perhaps the
possibility of a return to the old days at the cost of substantial numbers of
political casualties, the situation remains dangerously foggy because of a
number of unresolved issues. Broadly, these issues relate first to the quandary
of the existing leadership on how best is can phase itself and its dictatorial
apparatus out of power while saving face, and not least their lives. Second,
they relate to how the opposition groups are likely to override their current

of the government
of the various

fragmentation based on historical affiliations and circumstances, sibling
rivalry among prospective leaders and the scramble for the finish line.
Of immediate concern are issues related to the forthcoming referendum on
March 15, 1993. In this respect the government has already outwitted the
opposition groups first by inviting the United Nations to prepare a report
addressing the technical (organisational and budgetary) requirements for the
referendum and the conditions needed to ensure freedom and

fairness in the

campaign leading to the referendum, and the conduct of the
referendum itself Probably, to Dr Banda's relief, the UN team has prepared
and submitted a fairly innocuous report whose recommendations have been
largely accepted by the government.
and the need for ample lead time to the
Surprisingly, the UN report has addressed the
referendum. Dr Banda has only objected to the
question of freedom and fairness largely within
lowering of the age limit and the use of a single
the context of the prevailing political and legal
ballot box in preference forthe use of two separate
set-up in Malawi which easily plays into the
ballot boxes representing the multi-party and
hands of the government and its party. The UN
single-party yes votes.
report, while calling for the need for impartiality
So far, however, there have been very few
of the referendum authorities, freedom of

conduct of the

association, assembly and movement, and
creation of an adequate atmosphere unmarred by

little about the
repeal existing oppressive laws such as

intimidation and violence, says
need to

the Preventive Detention Act and the Preservation

Security Act, the release of political
prisoners, and the return of exiles.
The report dwells on technicalities related to
the need for a rigorous voter registration
campaign, the need to lower the voting age from
21 years to 18 years, for properly designed ballot
boxes whereby a single ballot box is
recommended, for adequate protection against
double voting, for polling to be undertaken in
one day,
for the presence of independent
observers and referendum agents from all sides.
of Public
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indications of how the

question to bejvoted on
phrased, how the final vote will be
interpreted and what a possible 'yes' vote by a
slim majority might mean.
The major internal pressure groups — the
Public Affairs Committee (PAC), the Alliance
for Democracy (AFORD) and the United
Democratic Front (UDF) — have welcomed the
referendum while expressing a number of
reservations about the major issues indicated
earlier (repeal of oppressive laws, release of
political detainees and return of exiles), and the
will be

technical issues related to the date of the

referendum, which they would like postponed to
a later date to allow for adequate campaigning,
and

lowering of the voter age to 18 years. As

matters

currently stand, the organisational and
advantage in the campaign is in Dr

institutional

Banda's hands, whereas the

opposition has the
unwavering support ofthe masses to its advantage
with or without fair laws, or access to the officially
controlled media. The question then is: what can
the government possibly do to frustrate the
referendum exercise or rig the outcome given its
advantage?
The United Nations report has merely put a
rubber stamp on the incipient and intended
machinations of the ruling party, and the internal
pressure groups may have played into the hands
of the government in their eagerness to resolve
the political situation. Thus calls to boycott the
referendum because of the less than satisfactory
conditions for its execution have come from

including the Malawi Action
in North America.
An interesting aspect of the current
developments is the .sy.stematic manner in which
Dr Banda is beginning to elevate himself from
the government and the Malawi Congress Party.

exile groups

Committee for Human Rights
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In part,

the
Currently,
manopolitical
euvrings in the opposition camp resemble
a game of poker in
which the participants
are holding their cards

this reflects his usual paternalism vis-a-

vis his 'bwanas and donnas’ but it also represents

attempt to render himself an

impartial
have all along
been in favour of the Malawi people's right to
determine their destiny.
Hence we find the
following statements in his New Year’s eve
message announcing the date of the referendum:
an

statesman

who may

be

seen to

to

their chests.

Unfortunately, in

/ must

the

take the

concerted effort to

therefore, appeal to all of you to
referendum very seriously. It is a
chance for you to express your wish...";
Since we do not allow political
campaigning in this countiy even for
members of the Malawi Congress Party
both the Malawi Congress Party members
and the dissident groups must inform the
police, and should obtain priorpermission
from the police before holding these
referendum Campaign meetings";

absence

of

a

bring out all the issues
into the open, this
opposition game may
only play to the
advantage of Dr
Banda

and

his

acolytes, even if, in a
new
seemingly
enlightened garb.

I will, however, not allow the Malawi

Some of the unfor-

Broadca.sting Corporation to allocate time
for anyone to make partisan political
broadcasts. ..The Malawi Congress Party
does not do this, and! have no intention of
changing that traditional practice now,
for either the Malawi Congress Party or

detracting
the
opposition concern
the suspicion of
exiles, and desire by
some to marginalize

for the dissident groups,
land] / always believe as Malawians, we
can
resolve our own differences
peacefully, if left alone without outside
influences.

them; the' I suffered-

Would it be

a

tunate

issues

more-than-you'
syndrome which is
behind much inci-

surprise then if Dr Banda

sacrificed his erstwhile

among

acolytes in the likes of

John Tembo on the alter of expediency and sheer

personal survival and emerged later as the
fatherly’ custodian of the Malawians who should
thus be spared vindictiveness and retribution and
perhaps even be elevated to a toothless but
respectable figure head of the post referendum
state, whichever way the vote goes?
On the opposition side, a number of ugly
issues remain dormant and occasionally bob
'

pient tribalism and
regionalism; the
'

John Tembo; Can Banda sacrifice his erstwhile acolyte?

we-started-the-

current-struggle’ syndrome; the' we-have-beenthere-in-govemment-before-and-there- fore- ■
know-it-air syndrome; and the you have-beenthere-before-are-therefore-are-tainted’ and the
usual

problem in Africa of seeing the state as an
instrument of piower and self aggrandisement to
the exclusion of others, and hence the perceived
need to outmanouvre one's

colleagues.

It can only be hoped that the need not to repeat
tragic mistakes that have been made elsewhere
in Africa during such transitions will be enough
to persuade all involved that the people of Malawi
should, in the final analysis, not be shortchanged.
In this respect, intransigence on the part of the
ruling party and government and undue
enthusiasm on the part of the opposition groups
may only bode future disaster.*

their heads above the surface. First, is the need
to avoid the calamity that befell the Kenya

opposition in the wake of its own fragmentation.
This problem may not be important for the
referendum since there are only two ways the
vote can go but is likely to become important in
the post referendum period if the multi-party
vote carries through, and elections are announced.
In this latterregard, the rivalry between AFORD,
UDF and the newly formed union of external
opposition groups in Lusaka is likely to intensify.
Underlying this rivalry will be issues related
to resolving incipient tribalism and regionalism
among the parties; and the need to hammer out
party programmes addressing substantive
political, economic and social issues beyond the
anti-Banda stance and to override the need

exploit the cult of personalities
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ZIMBABWE'S RULING
PARTY MARCHES ON

T
the

HE EMERGENCE of a vocal parliament,

gaffes of opposition

coupled with a good agricultural season,
will further push opposition politics to

after

background.

leaders. For instance,

being defeated in

1990, Edgar Tekere

With no convincing challengers on the political

horizon, Zanu (PF) may find it unnecessary to
shift its agenda and policies to regain support

lost

of the effects of the drought and
hardships.
The eight small opposition parties seem to be
more opposed to each other than they are to Zanu
(PF). At the moment, it does not matter whether
they unite or not. They appear to be centred
around personalities, lack coherent national
last year because

leader of the Zimbabwe

Unity
Movement
(ZUM), continuously
claimed

that

the

economic

structures

political

and

are

unable to articulate alternative

an

open secret

to

fall within 12 months.

Nothing happened. On
his return from eight
years

exile in the United

States, ZANU (Ndonga)

leader,

programmes.

that most Zimbabweans
are fed up with Zanu (PF) and are yearning for a
new party, but there is no credible alternative
yet," says political scientist Brian Raftopolous.
The problem of credibility is quite real. It is
worsened by some of the costly utterances and
"It is

government was going

Ndabaningi

Sithole unrealistically
said his party would give
every

Zimbabwean 15

acres

of land and $600

President Mugabe:

His ZANU(PF) enters 1993 holding the trump

card

cash per

month. The
Democratic Party leader.

Magoche claimed
widespread support, but his party
failed to get enough members to
fill posts

in his national executive

committee
congress

at

its

inaugural

in Gweru last

year.

ZANU (PF) has a strong

rural
peri-urban base. The party
currently holds all but three of the
150 seats in Zimbabwe's single
and

chamber

parliament.
good rains will certainly
wash away the bad memories of
1992 and keep the party's faithful
including the retrenched urban
The

—

workers

—

mute.

Farmers, both

Monetary Fund-backed economic reform
programme in 1991 has made the largest dent in
the government's popularity.
While the reforms and the drought meant
increased hardships and politically fertile ground
for any viable opposition coalition, this did not
turn out to

be the

case.

Attempts to form an opposition alliance were
by the inclusion of former rebel Prime

still-born

Minister Ian Smith. "There was so much

the war. So why do we have
back to Ian Smith when he has nothing to
offer," says Alois Masepe, interim leader of the
Forum of Democratic Reform Trust, a group of
intellectuals and liberals wishing to transform
itself into a political party this year.
The formation of the alliance was seen by both
opponents and sympathisers as a desperate bid to
capitalise on the widespread political apathy
across Zimbabwe, prompting several political
analysts to question the intellectual ability of the
opposition to govern the country.
"They are urban-based and tend to neglect the
rural areas. Above all, the opposition lacks a

unlikely to listen to opposition
politicians as they battle to revive
the industry and take advantage
of the emerging, market-led

to

In addition, Zanu
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suddenly ran out of food because of a combination
of poor state planning and the drought.
The introduction of the tough International

bloodshed caused by

1993

Pic: Min. at Info. (Zimbabwe)

The party, argues Masaya, averted earlier fears
of massive social unrest when Zimbabwe

commercial and communal, are

business culture in Zimbabwe.

Ndabaningi Sithole: Failed to capture the attention of a
restless electorate at the height offood shortages.

major hiccups, says Tichaendepi
Masaya, a Junior finance minister.
without any

Emmanuel

(PF) entered

holding the biggest trump
card. The government has been
praised by a number of donors,
including the World Bank, for
adequately distributing drought
relief food to nearly five million
villagers throughout the country

go
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coherent direction, tact, set
sense

policies and a true
ol'purpose," says political scientist Jonathan

MOZAMBIQUE: NEW PERSPECTIVES FOR
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

Moyo.

opposition has always claimed that its
efforts to organise are frustrated by the
government through intimidation, harassment
But the

Fernando

Gonsalves

and denial of access to the media.
The emergence

of dissenting voices within
especially in Parliament, will turn the
voter more towards his or her legislator than to
opposition groups.
Zimbabwean parliamentarians ended 1992 in
high spirits, attempting for the first time to be
heard. They have a critical attitude towards
government,
increasingly demanding
accountability of Cabinet ministers, scrutiny of
budget allocations and defying directives from
the party leadership. The attitude ofbackbenchers
is causing a lot of discomfort to the ruling party,
prompting fears that there may be a split. "There
is a strong likelihood of a viable alternative
emerging from within Zanu (PF)," says
Raftopolous, admitting that this would take time.
While there are deep disagreements within the
party, they do not seem to alienate grassroots

Zanu (PF),

visible and
reality, the Mozambican
government is set on placing the
country once more on the road to economic
development and in restoring its economic and
social fabric, severely weakened by 17 years of
one of the most bloody conflicts on the African

aside for foreign debt rescheduling.
implementation of the PRES was initiated
by the Government in 1987 under the joint
imposition and supervision of the World Bank
and the International Monetary Fund (IMF.

continent.

to

the way to economic and social
reconstruction will not be simple, and will depend,

implementation of the various

w
_

ITH peace now a

irreversible

_

But

a large extent, on the willingness of the
international community to channel the financial

to

support which is indispensable for the realisation
of this

goal.

The first step may have been taken with what
senior government officials in Maputo consider
to

have been

opposition parties say they will
soldieron. NdabaningiSithole, sought tocapture
the attention of a restless electorate at the height
of food shortages. Today, he admits he was
disappointed.
"It’s disappointing to see that our people are
failing to rise against this communist government

real success, when at a Paris

economic partners committed 760 million dollars
in support

supporters.
The main

a

conference, in December, Mozambique's

of the government Economic and
Programme (PRES), as well as
emergency programme. This is not

Social Reform
the current
all

new

money,

however,

as

419 million dollars

were

set

The

At

an

donor Conference in

Rome, also in

December, the international community promised
remit 400 million dollars in order to support
programmes

contained in the peace agreement signed between

president Joaquim Chissano and the RENAMO
leader Afonso Dhlakama

on

October 4 last year.

A

preliminary report prepared by the World
Bank for the Paris meeting estimated that the
Mozambican economy would require 1,198
million dollars in external funding, and that the
sum was indispensable for the continuation of
the PRES, including a successful food aid
programme for the period 1993/94.
The report was cautious to note that the amount
was adequate on the assumption that the drought
of the past two years will not re-occur.
Adding together the sums resulting from the

MOZAMBIQUE: NOVAS PERSPEOWAS
DE DESENVOLVIMENTO ECONOMiCO

because of fear. We would have wanted elections
in 1993 and not 1995.

the economy

is

run

Everybody is suffering,
down," he said in a recent

FERNANDO

Gonsalves

interview.
Sithole believes in

a

united front to

oust

Zanu

(PF) from power and defends his association
with Ian Smith in the alliance

by arguing that the

former rebe 1 leader must be al lowed to contribute
national affairs like

anybody else.
Tekere's Zimbabwe Unity Movement had the
potential of unsettling Zanu (PF) but suffered
from infighting and confusion that split it after its
defeat at the polls in 1990. The split led to the
formation of the Democratic Party.
to

Tekere has formed what he calls

Concerns Committee"

—

a

a

"Common

non-political think-

tank whose work will be to hear and record
national

grievances of ordinary Zimbabweans.
What this group seeks to do and how this will
help ZUM is still unclear.
Whatever strategies the opposition parties
fomiulate to woo supporters, their disunity will
continue to be a blessing for Zanu (PF),«

OM

apazademonstrarserumarealidade
irreversfvel.ogovemoem Mozambique
parece estar agora apostado era colocar o
pals de novo no caminho do desenvolvimento
econömico e na recuperazäo dos tecidos
econömico e social fortemente abaiados por 17
anos de uma das mais sangrentas guerras do

(FMI), bem como para suportaro actual programa
de emergencia. Deste montante 419 thilhöés de
dolares referem-s^ ao rescalonamento da diVida

continente afticano.

implementafäo do acordo de paz para
Mozambique, assinado na capital italiana em
Outubrd entfe o presidente Joaquim Chissano e

c

Mas o caminhopara areconstruzäoeconömica
e

social de

nao sera

fdcil,

e

da comunidade intemacional em canalizar os

apoios financeiros indispensaveis para a
concretizazao das vdrias componentes do
programa de reconstruzao.
Oprimeiro passo terdsidodadoem Dezembro,
quando parceiros econömicos de Mozambique
comprometeram-se em Paris a disponibilizar ao
pais 760 milhöes de dölares para apoiar o
Programa de Reabilitazäo Economica e Social
(PRES) iniciado em 1987 pelo govemo, sob
imposizäo e supervisao conjunta do Banco
Mundial
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Mozambique

dependerd, em larga medida, da disponibilidade

e

do Fundo Monetdrio Intemacional

externa.

AindaemDezembro,em Roma, acomuntdade
intemacional disp6s-se a canalizar 4(W milhöes
de

0

dölares

para

apoiar

o processo

de

h'der da RENAMO, Afonso Dhlakama.
O re latdrio preliminär apresentadopelo Banco

Mundial

na

feuniäo de Paris estimava em 1,198

milhöes de dölares as necessidades de
financiamento externo para a economia

mozambicana, defendendo que o montante era
imprescindlvel para a continuazäo do PRES e da
ajuda alimentar nO biénio 1993/1994,
pressupondo que a seca dos öltimos dots anos
nao se repita.
Mozambique tern assim assegurados 1.160
milhöes de dölares para a realizazäo do seu
programa econömico, registando-se umaquebra
17

two conferences,

Mozambique is already assured

of 1.160 million dollars in order to carry out all
its programmes, with a shortfall of 38 million
dollars which the government

mobilise

will

now

have to

through other means.

Despite all the.se apparent succes.ses, there is
for joy, as it will have to wait to be seen
whether the funds.pledged are disbursed not only
in their entirety, but also in an efficient and
timely manner, so as to ensure that the
government’s programmes, especially those
dealing with the peace process and emergency
no reason

relief do

not

fail to materialise due to lack of

funding.
The funds secured in Rome will be used mainly

respond to three major challenges facing the
signing
include
the demobilisation of the government and

to

Mozambican government following the
of the general pteace agreement. These

Renamo forces, which is estimated to cost
between 1 l.I and 14.3 million dollars to be spent
on food, infrastructure and administration of the

assembly pKtints.
In addition, between 41.5 and 58.9 million

dollars will be spent on payment

of pensions and
transportation of demobilised troops back to
their home

areas.

The government

of 116.000
War: About 3,H6 million

people

are

still in need of emergeney food aid

de 38 milhoes de dolares, que o govemo terä de
mobilizar por outros meios,
Serä agora importante assegurarque os fundos
sejam canalizados näo sö na sua globalidade.
mas tanibém de forma eficientee atempada, para
evitarque os programas propostos, especialmente
aqueles que se relacionam com o processo de paz
e de emergencia näo fiquem paralisados por falta
de fundos.
Os fundos

Roma serao
fundamentalmente utilizados para responder a
tres desafios importantes que se colocam å frente
do executivo de Maputo depois da assinatura do
acordo de paz. Trata-se do programa de
desmobiliza9äo dasforgas do governo e da
RENAMO, cujo custo total é estimado entre os
11,1

e

asscgurados

em

14,3 milhoes de dolares a seremgastosem

comida, infraestruturas

e

administray'ao dos

pontos de acantonamento das tropas, para alem
de 41,5 milhoes de dolares destinados ao
pagamento das pensöes de desmobiliza^äo e

Pic. a, Chiziane aim

A

segunda parte dos fundos de Roma sera
no processo de preparagäo e apoio das
primeiras elei9öes gerais multipartidärias que
deveräo ter lugar no prinieiro trimestre de 1994.
utilizada

Estima-se que o processoeleitoral venha a custar
entre 40 e 80 milhöes de dölares.

necessdrios para

financiar o programa de
repatriamento dos mais de 1,5 milhöes de
refugiados mo9ambicanos que se encontram nos
paises vizinhos, bem como para a reinstalagäo de
mais de 5 milhöes de cidadäos quer

foram

obrigados a abandonar as suas zonas de origem
em consequencia da guerra,
Apesar da pior seca a assolar a Africa austral
nos

ultimos

cem

anos

estar

calamidade continuaräo

a

fazer-se sentir por

transporte dos desmobilizados para as suas terras

algum tempo, e que o govemo mogambicano
deve agora enfrentar o desafio de assegurar a

de

sobrevivénciade cerca de 3,86 milhöes de pessoas

origem.
Estima-se que os efectivos totals
da RENAMO estejam entre os

do govemo
116.000 e
21 .(KXlhomens respectivamente.Tendoem conta
que o novo exército unificado sera constitin'dode
apenas 30.000 homens, o total dedesmobilizados
devera atingir os 107,000 homens.
e
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ainda necessitam de ajuda alimentar de
emergencia.
que

"A

prioridade imediata serä de transfomiar o

programa de emergencia na primeira fase de um

reconstm9äo", considera uin estiido
produzido conjuntamente pelo govemo e pelas

processo de

men.

Considering that the

Nagoes Unidas, e que avalia as necessidades de
emergencia do pat's no biénio 1993-1994.
Quando o govemo introduziu o PRES o
ohjectivo era estancar o contt'nuo decKneo
econdmico a que o pat's estava mergulhado desde
im'cio dos

anos

Oitenta. Acreditavace que o

programa aumentaria a

produ^ao agricola para a

exfiorta^äo.
Erradamente,

pressupunha-se que a guerra
passageiro, e que a solu^äo da
fraca produ^ao agn'cola era apenas o aumento
dos pre^'os ao produtor. o que pemiitiria a
revitalizagao da industria nacional.
proporcionando assim maiores oportunidades
era um

fenomeno

de emprego.

O PRE

aparentemente a

chegar ao fim, funcionärios das Na9Öes Unidas
ligados ao programa de emergencia em
Mogambique defendem que os efeitos da

claims its army is composed

while RENAMO forces total

about 21.000 armed

o

Cerca de 87 milhöes de dölares seräo

men

elevar

o

conseguiu

nos

primeiros tres

anos

Produto Nacional Bruto iPNB) a uma

media anualde5,4porcento,masde

1990a 1992

cifra baixou para 0,8 porcento. devido
fundamentalmente näo sö ä continua^äo mas
a

também ä general izagäo do confl i to,

exacerbado
pela cessa9äo do apoio extemo
,proveniente dos parses do leste europeu.
Mo9ambique näo contava com o desastre
politico resultante da derrtx-ada do comunismo
naEuropadole.ste.Cercade 18.0(X)trabalhadores
mo9ambicanos que constituuun mäo-de-obra
barata na antiga Alemanha oriental foram
obrigados a regressar apressadamente com lodas
pela

seca e
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new

will only be 30,(XX) troops,

national army

the total number of demobilised soldiers will

country entirely dependent on external aid.
"The immediate priority will be to transform

cessation of aid from Eastern

Europe.
Mozambique did not predict the political
disaster that followed the collapse ofcommunism
in Eastern Europe. Around 18,000 Mozambican
workers who had been working as cheap labour
in the fomter East Germany were hastily forced
to return home where there were no jobs for

portion of the Rome funds will be
used to prepare for the first multiparty general
elections, which in principle are .scheduled to
take place within one year after the signing of the
peace treaty. The government has promised to
commit 80 million dollars to support the electoral
process in addition to what will be the United

into the preliminary
of national reconstruction,"
considers a study produced Jointly by the
Mozambican government and the United Nations,
which evaluates the country's emergency aid
requirements for the period 1993-1994.
When the government introduced the PRES in
1987, the objective was to halt the continued

Nations contribution to the process.

economic decline to which the country was

bartere

repatriation of more than 1.5 million
Mozambican refugeescurrently in neighbouring

relegated since the early Eighties. It was believed
that the programme would increase exports
through higher agricultural output.

countries.

the relocation of more than

However, it did not take into account that the

sorsened

the emergency programme

107,000.

amount to

The third

About 87 million dollars will be necessary to

finance the

countries,

as

well

as

5 million citizens who
their home
Even

were

forced to abandon

because of the armed conflict.

areas

though the worst drought to hit Southern

Africa this century .seems to have broken. United
Nations personnel attached to the emergency
programme in Mozambique argue that its effects
will continue to be felt for some time to come,
and that the Mozambican government now

faces
the challenge of ensuring the survival of around
3,86 million people who are still in need of
emergency food aid.
The Mozambican economy

has suffered a
with the

further setback in the last two years,

drought lining

as

up

with the

war to

make the

phase of

success

a process

of such

a

programme

would have to

presuppose, above all, an absence of
conflict situation in the country, which

armed

would
eventually increase
agricultural production, while the government
would provide incentives by increasing
agricultural producer prices.
It was also hoped that increased agricultural
production could help supply local industry,
thereby increase employment opportunities.
In tbe first three years of PRE, GNP rose to an
annual average growth of 5.4%. But from 1990
to 1992 this figure fell to 0.8%, as a result of the
continuation of the war, the drought and the
have allowed peasants to

consequencias sociais dai resultantes, e que se

A proposta lei pretende ttmbém conferir maior

escalada da criminalidade nos

poderde dec isaoao actual Gabinetede Promot^äo
do Investimento Estrangeiro (GPIE), o qual

traduziram

na

principais centros urbanos do pai's.
no

A derrocada do comunismo resultou também

passara a designar-se de

cancelamento de favoraveis acordos de trocas

Investimento

comerciais que

Mozambique mantinha com os

(CPI),

Centro de Promogao do

com um estatuto

proprio. O papel do GPIE tern sido até agora de
promotor do investimento, estando o
processo de decisäo entregue a uma cadeia de

pai'ses do leste.
A Rdssia.qucherdou aex-UniäoSoviéticana

mero

poli'tica externa, cancelou

ministerios que simplesmente
decisöes sobre os investimentos.

os
fornecimento de combustiveis

concessionais

a

acordos de
a

créditos

de pri vatizazoes que levou até agora ä privatizazäo

estatais. Outras 140 empresas

seraopossi'velmentedesnacionalizadasesteano.
Mas longe de constituir uma soluzao em si, a
privatizazäo acarretaos seus pröprios problemas.
Um econ'omista mozambicano disse a
participantes num semindrio organizado pela
central sindical, a OTM, que o niimcro de
trabalhadores

no

sector

industrial baixou

em

maisde 17 porcento entre
de 86.01H) para

rcsultado de

1991 e 1992, passando
71.346 trabalhadores, como

despedimentos.

Para atrair investimentos, o governo esta a

refomiulara Lei do Investimento

Estrangeiro de

1984. tornando-a mais flexivel cm termos de

reduzir

peruxlo entre o im'cio da proposta de
investimento e a sua aprovazäo final.
o
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retardam as

também uma série de beneficios
aduaneiros que incluem a isen<,-äo da

A lei preve

Mozambique.

Em 1989. o govemo lanzou um vasto programa
de 40 empresas

jurfdico

ficais

e

contribui9äo industrial e do imposto
complementar por um perfodo que vai de ties a

them.
On the other hand, the collapse ofcommunism
in

Europe resulted in the cancellation of the
xhange agreements which Mozambique

maintained with most of the Ea.stern bloc
The Mozambican economy was

further

by Russia’s refusal to continue

supplying fuel to Mozambique on credit.
In 1989 the government launched a
privatization programme, selling off companies
that had been under state control.
Under the denationalisation programme 40
companies have been sold off to private

businessmen and the government expects to sell
an additional 140 companies this year.
But far from

being a solution in itself,
privatization has brought problems of its own. A
Mozambican economist told participants at a
seminar of the Mozambican Trade Union

Congress (OTM) that the number of workers in
the industrial sector fell by more than 17%

sobre

novos

perlodo entre

empreendimentos, reduzindo o
a apresenta^äo da proposta c a

tomada da decisäo final". sublinhou o director do

GPIE, Augusto Sumburane, durante uma me.saredonda sobre

a

lei.

mais controversos da lei é

Urn dos aspectos

ela visa tratar numa base de igualdade os
investidores nacionais e estrangeiros.
Participantes na mesa-redonda, que incluiram
o Ministro das Finan^as Eneas Comiche,
dirigentes empresariais, hoinens de negocios e
peritos cm questöes economicas, salientaram

que

cinco anos, de acordo com o sector em quo o

injusto tratar nacionais e estrangeiros
fos.sem iguais e defenderam a distin^ao
de benefi'eios e obriga?öes para os dois tipos de

invcJ timentoé realizado. Prevétambém a redu^äo

investidores, tendo

de impostos durante dois a tres
anos apos o pen'odode isen^ao para investimentos

fortalecer

de 50 porcento

realizados fora das

capitals provinciais.
pri vilegia investimentos que resultem na
cria^äo ou melhoramento de infraestruturas
necessarias para a prodiigäo de bens e de services,
no rapido aumento da produ^äo interna e da
produtividade, no aumento e diversifica^äo das
exportagoes, na reduy’ao das importafoes, bem
como aqueles empreendimentos que promovem
a cria^ao de oportunidades de emprego.
"A reformula^äo da lei do investimento visa
também agil izar o processo de tomada de decisäo
A lei

que era

como se

em conta a

necessidade de

empresariado nacional.
deve exigir-se mais do
estrangeiro, incluindo a inclusäo na

o

Defenderam que
investidor

lei de mecanismos que reservem certas areas
para

investimento exclusive de nacionais e a
estrangeiros associarem-se a

necessidade dos
nacionais.

“Eu näo posso correr com um

Ben Johnson ou

comCarl Lewis",dissena mesa-redonda Joaquim
de Carvalho, director da faculdade de economia

da Universidade Eduardo Mondlane em Maputo,
em

referencia it vantagem econdmica dos homens
19

between 1991 and 1992,

dropping from 86,000

71,346, resulting from retrenchments.
In order to attract new investments, the

to

government is

currently re-drafting the 1984
Foreign Investment Law, making it more flexible
in terms of reducing the period between when an
investment proposal is initiated and when it gets
final approval.
The proposed law seeks to confer greater
decision-making capacity to the hitherto office
responsible for Promoting foreign investment,
GPIE, which will be renamed Centre for
thePromotion of Investment

(CPI), with its

own

legal status. GPIE's role has so far been that of
promoter, laying the critical decision-making in
the hands of a chain of ministries which simply

delay the process of investment.
The Law also provides

for a series of fiscal and
including profit and corporate
tax exemption for a period of three to five years,
depending on the sector in which the investment
is made. It also envisages a 50% reduction on tax
for a period of two to three years following the
period of exemption, for those investments made
outside the provincial capitals.
customs

benefits

The Law rewards investments which result in
the creation

improvement of infrastructures
for the production of goods and services,
contribute to the rapid increase of internal
or

Tight customs regulations: Lorries full of imported goods from South
border post at Namaacha because of tightened customs regulations

negdcios estrangeiros em rela^äo aos seus
parceiros mo^-ambicanos. e ä necessidade de
protec^ao e promogaodo empresariado nacional.
Joaquim de Carvalho defendeu lambém que
os esfor^os do govemo para a promo^äo do
investimento devem ser acompanhados de
medidas visando reduzir os elevados impostos
que as empresas tern de pagar.
Afirmando que os impostos cobrados äs
empresas em Mozambique eram dos mais altos
no mundo, De carvalho sublinhou que "nao faz
sentido encorajar as pessoas a investirem, darIhes cinco anos de isen^ao de impostos, e depois
recolher todas as isengoes cobrando elevados
impostos".
Estatfsticas do GPIE indicam ter havido

um

total de 133 investimentos

1984

e

estrangeiros entre
1992, representando um valor global de

598 milhoes de dölares.
O maior investidor de entre 22 pafses é a GräBretanha

com

49,75 porcento do valor total,

seguida da Africa do Sul com 15.6 porcento e de
Portugal com 9,68 porcento.
Mas ob-servadores nacionais e estrangeiros
defendemqueosucessoeconömicomozambique
exige também uma profunda restrutura^äo do
sistema bancario. de modo a permitir que os
bancos respondam efectivamente e com eflcacia
as exigencias de um crescente clima de
investimento.*
20
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production and productivity, and increase the
volume and diversity of exports.

economic advantage foreign businessmen

Investments resulting in the reduction of
imports and those which generate employment
will also be privileged in terms of the new

emphasising the need to protect and promote

Investment Law.

promote investment should be accompanied by

"The

de

Africa are delayed at the

re-drafting of the investment Law is

have

over

local entrepreneurs.
He also noted that government

measures

intended

and corporate taxes,

for new undertakings, and intends to reduce
considerably the period between the presentation
of the proposal and the final decision," said the
Director of GPIE. Augusto Sumburane. during a

the

One of the

most

on

the

new

Law.

controversial aspects

of the

Investment Law is that it intends to treat

indigenous and foreign investors

on an

equal

basis.
,

reducing the high profit
which he said were among

highest in the world.

"It makes

no sense to

encourage

people to

invest, giving them five years tax exemption,
and then collect all the

exemptionsgranted by
subsequently charging high taxes," said De
Carvalho.
GPIE statistics indicate that between 1984 and

1992

a

total of 133

made in

Participants in the round table discussion,

efforts to

to

intended to hasten the process of decision-making

round table discussion

usually
and

their Mozambican counterparts

foreign investments were
Mozambique, totalling 598 million

dollars.

who included top government officials, corporate

Great Britain headed

executives, businessmen and economic experts,
noted that it was unfair to treat local and foreign

which have invested in

49.75% of the total value invested. South Africa

investors

equally, and emphasised that

came

distinction

on

benefits should be made

as a

a

way

of

strengthening the local business community.
They argued that there should be more
requirements for foreign businessmen wanting
to invest in the country, including a provision
that bars foreigners from investing in certain
areas, and a requirement that foreign investors
should enter into partnership with local
businessmen.

a

list of 22 countries

Mozambique, with

.second with 15.6%, while

Portugal is third

with 9.68%.
But

Mozambique’s future economic

success

does not end there. The country's banking system

requires major restructuring in order to allow
respond to the needs of a growing

banks to

investment climate.

Although government has recently passed
legislation allowing the operation of foreign and
private banks, and foreign exchange allocations

with Carl

have been liberalised, businessnessmen and the

Lewis", declared Joaquim De Carvalho, head of

public at large complain of long delays in
procuring foreign exchange due to heavy red

"I can't

run

with Ben Johnson

the Economics

or

faculty at Eduardo Mondlane
University in Maputo, in reference to the

tape.#
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GUEST COLUMN

IRAQ: TWO YEARS SINCE THE GULF WAR

O

N 17 JANUARY 1991, the U.S. led
coalition began their military operations

against Iraq. The most advanced
technological and electronic killing machines
were

unleashed in the

name

of international

legitimacy and under the pretext of implementing
U.N. Security Council Resolution 678.
Mr Dilip Hiro said in his book entitled: 'Desert
Shield to Desert Storm', that, "During the initial
two weeks of their aircampaign, the allies dropped
more conventional explosives on Iraq and Kuwait
than in the whole of the Second World War,
which lasted 310 weeks". Western

sources

affirm

that 108,000 tonnes of bombs and

explosives
dropped on Iraq during the 43 day air campaign
were equivalent to the six atomic bombs of
explosives dropped on Hiroshima in Japan. The
bombs and missiles launched on Iraq in the name
of international legitimacy destroyed homes,
hospitals, schools, water and electricity projects
and installations, mosques, churches and Iraq's
famous museums which depict the country's
ancient history of over seven thousand years.
Proof of the destruction is extensive and

horrifying. It has been proven in reports of the
U.N. and other impartial observers.
The massive devastation caused by the war
was summarised by the United Nations Mission
led by Mr Marti Ahtisaari to Iraq in March 1991
which said "Iraq has, for some time, to come
been relegated to a pre-industrial age but with all
the disabilities of post-industrial dependency on
an intensive use of energy and technology". Such
a description makes a fair-minded reader stop
and contemplate: Was it one of the objectives of
resolution 678 to return the Iraq to apre-industrial
age.
As far

as

food and water is concerned the

aforesaid report sates

that, "Distribution of
powdered milk, for instance, is now reserved
exclusively for sick children and those on medical
prescription." Furthermore, a joint WHO/
UNICEF Report of February 1991 found that
Baghdad had no public electricity, no telephones,
no gasoline for civilian vehicles and less than 5
percent of its normal water supply.
Reconstruction
Prince Sadruddin
an

Agha-Khan reported, after
Iraq in July 1991, that

extensive tour of

reconstruction would take at least

a

decade.

However, instead of

assisting the 18 million
people of Iraq, the developed world further
intensified the blockade and economic sanctions.
Sapem February, 1993

Against such an extremely difficult
background, the Iraqi people took it upon
themselves to reconstruct their country. They
have accomplished formidable results without
any foreign expertise or money. Iraq's assets in
western capitals are frozen and some have been
confiscated. The trade embargo and economic
sanctions denied the Iraqi people all kinds of
food, medicine, building materials and spare
parts. This taught the Iraqis how to master the art
of recycling used, damaged or destroyed
materials. They became creative with whatever
was

available to rebuild in order to survive. Mike

Jansen of Gemini News wrote from

Baghdad in
"Iraq has, quite simply, through
an effort of will and by working hard in three
shifts, 24 hours a day, pulled itself up and stepped
out its temporary pre-industrial age."
However, one should acknowledge that with
all the ingenuity of the Iraqis, not much more can
be done by patching up, improvising and
cannibalising. Without imported spare parts, more

June 1992 that:

machinery will break down. Sanctions against
the Iraqi people have to be lifted immediately if
further tragedies are to be avoided.

Issam G.
Mahboub:

Iraqi

ambassador to
Zimbabwe

the U.N. Sanctions Committee, as have athletic
shoes from Asia." If teddy bears are prohibited
by the U.N. Sanctions Committee one can imagine
its position on other materials.
The U.N. Charter consists of two parts viewed
to be balanced namely: rights and duties. Iraq for
its part, has complied with the U.N. Security
Council's resolutions and cooperated fully with
the U.N. teams to achieve the above-mentioned

tasks. However, the

question which should be
doing to lift
or relax the unjust economic sanctions and
blockade imposed on the Iraqi people for the last
two years. The answer is nothing at all! A rigid
and cruel blockade is still enforced, in its entirety,
causing daily untold suffering tothe Iraqi people
and resulting in slow and painful death to many
asked is what the United Nations is

of them

as a

result of lack of food and medicine.

All weapons

imposition of sanctions, the
mortality rate for children under five years old
has nearly quadrupled - an increase of 380%

in Iraq's possession that are
by resolution 687 have been destroyed.
Thus the pretext that the western powers have
concocted, then exploited to impose unjust
sanctions no longer exists. Many fair-minded
people ask the burning questions: Why is Iraq
still subjected to a blockade in the .sea, in the air

since the Gulf War. About ,35 000 additional

and

deaths of

necessary

Sanctions
As

a

result of the combined effects of the

war

and the continued

Iraqi children in the same age-group
had already occurred. It is projected that at least
170 000 children under five will die in the

coming

year.
These are among

the horrendous findings of
study team that visited Iraq in
late 1991. The team was composed of 89 doctors,
public-health experts and academics from, interalia. Harvard University in the United States,
and Oxford University in England. Theirfindings
were published in London in a 250 page dossier.
an

international

Iraq has been heavily dependent on food
import^ which have amounted, according to a
U.N. Report, to at least 70% of the consumption
needs. Thus one does not need much imagination
to assess

the

the effects of the economic sanctions on

Iraqi people. A London newspaper, 'The
Independent' of Saturday Febmary 29 1992 wrote
that: "The sanctions are so rigid that a
consignment of 2000 teddy bears from America
destined for Iraqi children has been bkKked by

banned

on

land? Was such

a

horrendous

war

in the first place? Is it greed that made
it necessary for the oil fields of the area to be
plundered? Is it that Israel and its influential
lobby in the West have to be pleased? Or is it
because certain countries have to find enemies in

order to satisfy

the powerful arms manufacturers'
lobby? Was the war against Iraq, which was
launched in the aftermath of the end of the Cold

War, necessary go get rid of the Vietnam

Syndrome? The list of such questions is long.
Whatever it is, it certainly has become clear that
this is not the way to champion and defend lofty
principles of the human rights, the U.N. charter,
and international law.

Iraq looks forward to the future with
confidence, hope and determination to improve
its relations with all the communities of the
world. Greed, vengeance, or bitterness
serve the interests of any country.»
Editor

s

Note: This article

United States’

recent

was

do not

submitted before the

bombing of Baghdad.
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BUSINESS AND FINANCE

THE DROUGHT RELIEF EFFORT IN THE SADC REGION

D

ESPITE bottlenecks encountered

FIGURE 1: Port Usage for Imports of

on

Bsiri

997,131 18%

commodities like cereals, non-cereal foods and

fertilisers have been
states

between

SADC Drought Related Commodities

(April through end December 1992)

particular corridors in the SADC region
in the importation of drought relief fvwd,
4,9 million metric tonnes of drought related
imported by the 10 SADC
April 1, 1992 and December 31,

Miputo

Nacili

736,817 16%

63,105 1%

1992.

Oir

According to the SADC's Logistics Advisory
Centre, the importations have represented an
additional demand on the region's transport
system by close to 3,5 million metric tonnes.
This capability to respond to the massive increase
in traffic is, in large part, attributable to the

Bay
136,480 3%

/
Durban

847,258 1 7%
Port EliiaPath

the

region's transport infrastructure and the
training of regional professionals which has been
ongoing under the auspices of the SATCC since

586,169 12%
FIGURE 2:

months.
"In fact,

total of just over

700 000 MT is
presently scheduled for January and February
and, while this is expected to increase somewhat
as further shipments are fixed, it is not likely to
riseto previous levels," she said.
The evidence available also suggests that, for
most countries, commercial

orders had now been

filled and hence the component of imports would

continue to diminish.

According to Ms Manasa, a number of
operational problems continue to reduce the
different corridors abilities to transport food.
"In the northern corridor, which provides
access to the port of Dar es Salaam for Malawi,
Zambia and the .southern portion of Tanzania via
the Tazara railway line, the New Kapiri
interchange point still remains a bottleneck," she
said.
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The slow wagon interchange process had
to result in New Kapiri yards being

continued

congested, thus delaying the receipt of newly
arrived trains. The Old Kapiri maize terminal
also full due

to a

slow offtake, and road

haulage should be utilised in order to free space
and make effective use of the newly restored
facility.
"Further, an excessive number of wagons'
defects has continued to plague Tazara," she
said. "While the reasons for this are probably
many, it is important to reduce the defect rate as
it is widely suspected to be the cause of the
inordinate number of derailments recorded at

Kapiri."
She said
was

•!•

OCT
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oie
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• •WPMT

was

a

MontMly Arrivals

ISADC Drought Rolotod

early 1980s.
According to Ms Linda Manasa, the LAC's
assistant co-ordinator, all deep sea ports in the
SADC region, as well as the four major South
African ports, have contributed to the drought
relief effort. The SADC ports themselves have
handled 48% of the total imports thus far, with
Beira being the single most important port having
received nearly 900 000 MT of drought-related
commodities over the nine month peritkl. Maputo
has also contributed significantly with 735 000
MT to end of December, despite a relatively
slow start, (see figure 1)
"Since July last year," Ms Manasa said, "port
arrivals have averaged 635 000 MT per month,
with a peak in November of more than 800 (XX)

despite only half of the cereal import
target having been delivered during the first nine

744,378 15%

Eaat London

the

arrivals

Siliam

Capa Town
369,667 8%

considerable investment in the rehabilitation of

MT." (see Figure 2). "There are indications,
however, that future months will see diminished

M

918,371 11%

Walvia

despite the remaining problems, it
likely that a delivery rate of 50 000 MT per

month could be sustained from Dar es Salaam to

Zambia without the need to utilise

costly road
haulage. A further 20 (X)0 MT destined for Malawi
via Tazara to Mbeya was akso sustainable. "This
would be more than adequate given the projected

use

of the corridor for the remainder of the

drought

emergency period," she said.
Utilisation of the Beira Corridor which links

Zimbabwe, Zambia and Malawi has been
increase

as a

result of the relativelow

on

cost

the
of

landslide transport to destination and the
reasonable level of service thus far provided by
the corridor overall.

Nearly 500 000 MT of

Zimbabwe's; 100 (XX) MT of Zambia's and 75
000 MT of Malawi's

drought-related imports
through the Beira Corridor port between
April and end December 1992.
"Despite the offtake being nominally lower
than port discharge, there are some constraints to
port operations which have adversely affected
performance of Beira port from time to time,"
she said. The quayside depth of 30 feet on berths
6 through lOlimited ship sizes and, while deeperdraught vessels could be accommodated at the
container tenninal for lightening, there we no
quayside rail side lines there.
Otherproblems which had impacted negatively
came

Sapem February. 1993

introduced to protect
and

the South African textile
clothing industry from cheap imports from

the Far East.
The

margin of preference in favour of
was paying duty ofjust below
40 [lerccnt compared with over .“iO percent charged
Zimbabwe, which
on

other countries, was

still maintained in terms

of the current Zimhabwe/South Africa Trade

Agreement, he said.
South Africa last year

waived import duty on
products up to December
31. 1992. but declined to extend the exemption

Zimbabwean textile

period after its expiry.
Industry experts in Zimbabwe last week
estimated that the punitive duty will wipe out
Zimbabwean exports to South Africa, and
seriously threaten the viability of several textile

Pic: M, Muchave'AIM

Port

performance: affected by the occasional breakdown of quayside cranes and irreyiilar

supply offuel

companies and the Jobs of over 6 0(X) people.
Brink said the duty could only be reduced if
Zimbabwe was given a quota of textile and
clothing exports to South Africa, which was
easier to monitor to avoid trans-shipment of
goods from the Far East through Zimbabwe.

port perfonnance included a shortage of

improvements in operational procedures leading

shunting tractors, grabs and hoppers, the
occasional breakdown of quayside cranes and
irregular supply of fuel to the port, she said.
"Unlike the othercorridors in the region where

turnaround times, have all
contributed to a rail capability which can readily
cope with port discharge under the existing berth

on

when the rail system
exceptional demand for
periods of limited duration, road transport from
Beira port to neighbouring countries is an
road transport is used mainly

cannot

accommodate

economic mtxle,” Ms Manasa said. While more

costly than rail, the overall transport charges
associated with the u.se of Beira port, with a road
offtake to Malawi and Zambia could be less than

using alternate corridors. For this reason, she
.said, road had continued to play an important

to

reduced wagon

allocation for transit traffic." she said.

corridor throughput, it
increase vessel discharge rates
on a sustainable basis. The proposals which have
been made to augment port capacity include the
institution of a crane maintenance project and
the provision of high pressure vacuators.
The four South African ports in use; Durban.
East London, Port Elizabeth and Cape Town
In order to augment

was

necessary to

have hajidled

a

total of 2,5 million MT of SADC

drought-related commodities by December 1992.
role in the corridor throughout.
! This w^'s in addition to 3,8 million tons of grain
The Eastern 11 corridor of Maputo, had
imports for South Africa itself.
handled more than 300 0(K) MT of Zimbabwe's
"With a reduction from the peak movements
drought-related imports, and 12 000 MT of of cereals experienced during the last quarter of
Malawi aid cargo. Mozambican imports destined
1992. the Southern Corridor may be expected to
for road haulage throughout the southern portion
readily accommodate the requirements of the
of the country, as well as subsequent transhipment
immediate future." she said.
by coastal vessels to the north, have exceeded
420 000 MT.

NO REPRIEVE FOR TEXTILE

Ms Manasa said

a

total of 735 000 MT of

drought related imports arrived at Maputo over
the nine months to end December 1992 and since

July, the port had averaged more than 100 000
MT per month with a peak of nearly 120 000 MT

being reached in November.
"The corridor has made

a significant
regional drought relief effort
beyond the expectations of many. The ability to
operate along the corridor on a 24—hour basis,
the provision of additional motive power, and

contribution

to

the

Sapem February, 1993

INDUSTRY
The South African Textile Eederation on Friday
said the Zimbabwean textile and clothing industry
will not be treated

special case by being
exempted from paying high punitive import
as

duties.

we

may

consider

is

a request to re-

examine the issue," he said.
"We want

form of a quota, because

if we
there is a likelihood
of trans-shipment of goods from the Far East
through Zimbabwe over which we have no
some

have an open-ended system,

control."
In terms of the current trade agreement between

South Africa and Zimbabwe, the

preferential
imports.particularly
textiles and clothing, still existed, he said.
"Zimbabwe last year made some approaches
to amend the trade agreement and enjoy greater
treatment on

benefits

Zimbabwean

of it.

^inderstand the whole issue is
negotiations," Brink said.
"But in terms of the exi,sting trade agreement,
Zimbabwe has been paying less duty. For
out

still under

example, whereas other countries
20 percent,
less in

were

paying

Zimbabwe was paying 10 percent or

some

cases."

GOVERNMENT BANS SOUTH
AFRICAN-BOUND MINIBUSES
The government has banned the operations of
all mini-bus taxis operations between Zimbabwe
and South Africa,

according to Southern Africa
representative in

Black Taxi Association

Zimbabwe Keen-Marshall Charumbira said

on

Friday.

The Chief Executive of the Federation, Brian
Brink told ZIANA in

"If the volume of Zimbabwean exports

restricted,

an

interview from

Johannesburg that the import duties were not
specifically aimed at Zimbabwe, but were

•

The controller of Road Motor Transport

in the

Ministry of Transport, Mrs Vela Mupawose, had
told Charumbira about the government's decision
on

Friday, the representative said.
23

"We

are

at

a

loss

really. They

are

hitting

sufficient water inflows.

us

from all directions,” Charumbira said.

The

The Ministry of Transport could not be reached

reduced the level of water in Zimbabwe's dams,

Charumbira said the government had decided
'

that mini-bus taxis,

prying the JohannesburgHarare route since the early 1980s, were not
"adequate means of transport" for cross-border
travellers and decided that only conventional
buses be allowed

on

the route.

No mini-bus taxi would be allowed to

as

having said. About 75
jobs as a result of the

drivers would lose their
ban.
Late last year

the government suspended
permits for the mini-bustaxis but later reintroduced temporary permits to cater for
increased demand for transport during the festive
season. The permits were due to expire this
weekend.

Trouble for the operators

began mid-last year
when frequent violence resulted in allegations of
kidnapping, later disproved, but levelled against
mini-bus taxi drivers.
Since then the government has been reviewing
its

policy

the operations of mini-bus taxis.
Gharumbira said the ban was a negation of the
government's policy of encouraging the
emergence of black business people.
"Whatever investment is introduced by a black
businessman into the economy becomes suspect,"
an angry Charumbira said.
Calling on the Taxi operators to remain calm
while they sought help through other channels,
Charumbira warned that the government action
on

could invite violence from the South African
side

against Zimbabwean buses.

—

forcing the country to import electricity ftom
neighbouring countries.
Last year Zimbabwe signed an agreement
with Mozambique for the construction of power
transportation lines from the Cabora Bassa
hydroelectric power station in Mozambique.

cross

the border into or out of Zimbabwe, Charumbira

quoted Mupawose

drought that has affected several parts of
over the past two years has

Southern Africa

immediately for comment.

horticultural

than 30% from last year,

local export

according to

a

export sales could be attributed to better rains
season

and also to the

improved transport

logistics of the flowers.
“We are receiving better rains this
farmers have reassured

year

that there

us

are

and
no

problems with the crops.
“European buyers have also gi en us feedback
that our packaging has improved and that our
fresh produce is getting to them in good shape
and

on

time,” she said.

She said ZIMTRADE

working to
maintain reasonable trasnport cots and help smallscale horticultural groups to get into the industry.
“At the moment, the industry is dominated by
the commncial sector but we are trying to assist
new exporters by availing to them expertise
gained from established growers,” she said.
She said the country

Ziana

was now

had only six small-scale

growers with export qualifying projects although

ZIMTRADE

ZAIRE, ZAMBIA AND
ZIMBABWE SIGN POWER

AGREEMENT
Zaire, Zambia and Zimbabwe signed
Zaire using

the Zambia and Zaire interconnecter.
The Zimbabwe Electricity Supply Authority
(ZESA), said under the agreement Zimbabwe
would receive a minimum supply of 100
Megawatts from Zaire's power authority between
January this year and June 1995.
The agreement provides for additional imports
of up to

100 megawatts which would bring the
total to 200 megawatts depending on the regional

explore and
Ziana

more to
—

SET TO ENDORSE END OF

SANCTIONS
The
he

leader of the ANC, Nelson mandela, said

was

of all

Zimbabwe may receive additional power from

country's reservoirs received

conditionally ready to call for the lifting

remaining international sactions against

South Africa.

Mandela, at a news conference in Washington,
ANC Executive Council in
creation

an

action to the

exchange for job

by business leaders.

get an assurance from business that
they will be able to make a significant contribution
toward cutting down unemployment within the
can

my

am

prepared to

go

back to

organisation,” he said.

Provided there
the

was also agreementon holding
country’s first non-racial election by the end'

of the year,

‘T would

say to my

organisation:

Let’s lift sanctions now,” Mandela said.

—

Ziana

AFRICAN TRADE AREA

COMMON MARKET
Member

countries of the Preferential Trade

Area for Eastern and Southern Africa (PTA) will
a treaty next year to

common

estblish

a

regional

market.

The regional group made the decision in Lusaka
recently at the end of the 18th meeting of the
Council of Ministers of PTA.

According to a timetable adopted at the closing
meeting, a series of negotiations
and meetings will be held this year to revise the
draft treaty on establishment of the Common
session of the

Market for Eastern adn Southern Africa

(COMESA) and the heads of states of PTA
member countries will

sign the treaty next year.

An adopted report called for steady and speedy
movement oward the creation of the common

market.

On the relaxation of trade barriers, the report

stipulated 60% of tariff reduction within PTA
this year and total abolition of the tariff barriers
by the year 2000.
On the rebional dimension of Structural

Adjustment Programmes (SAPs), the report said
that SAP does not generally conflict with the
objectives of the PTA economic integration.
However, there

are

contradictions and

incompatibilities between certain measures the
member states adopted under SAP and those of
the PTA arrangement, the report said.
The report proposed the establishment of a
PTAInvestinent Fund and a comprehensive PTA
food security programme with the assistance by
the Food and Agricultural Organisation of the
United Nations

(FAO).

The report was
state and

said he would recommend such

“If I

rainfall patterns.
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doing

potential.

MANDELA CONDITIONALLY
an

agreement in Lusaka for power imports from

Zambia if this

was

consider their full

months, and to freeze

retrenchments, then I

sign

promotions organisation.

ZIMTRADE export manger, Virginia
Mathabire, said that the projected increase in
this

12

TREATY ON REGIONAL

industry in Zimbabwe is
expected to increase its export sales this year by
more

or

ORGANISATION TO SIGN

HORTICULTURAL EXPORT
TO INCREASE THIS YEAR
The

six

next

studied by the PTA’s heads of

government meeting held in Lusaka

last month.
Observers have expressed doubts about the
ability of the PTA to move towards a single
common market within the stipulated period,
given the history of delays in the implementation
ofresolutions that has bedevilled the organisation
since its inception.
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NINA SIMONE COMES TO
ZIMBABWE
LEGEND flew in and
•

Zimbabwe

out

of

largely unnoticed by

a

^^^kgeneration ofjournalists too young
to have realised that a rare talent was

in their

midst.

Nina Simone, gave

the world timeless
Porgy’ ‘To Be
Young, Gifted and Black’ and ‘My Baby

classics like ‘I Loves You

Just Cares For Me’ which immortalised her
to those

fortunate to have listened to her

music in the 60s and 70s.
Nina came to Zimbabwe to look for land'
since she intends to spend half of her time in
Africa. Morocco,

Egypt, Ghana and South

Nina Simone: relaxed in Harare

Africa are other countries she has interest in

settling. “I want to spend six months in
Africa and six months in Europe and the
United States,” she told journalists. She is
no stranger to Africa. Her first visit was in
1964 when she flew to Nigeria as part of a
delegation of the American Society of
African Culture (AMSAC).

She fell in love with

a

continent sne

passionately embraced as her ancestral
home. In 1974 she emigrated to Liberia
which became her home for five years.
involvement in the civil

Her

rights movement

The transition from

a

classical

pianist to

Nina got
movement

inunersed in the civil rights

in the 1960s

—

a

decision that

and her friendship with South African singer

inexorably alienated her from mainstream

Miriam Makeba and black activist

America and fuelled her desire to live in

Stokely
Ctirmichael (now Kwami Toure) inspired
her to seek close identity with Africa.
Bom Eunice Waymon on Febmary 21,
1933, in Tyron North Carolina, Nina started
playing piano at the age of three. She took
lessons in classical piano until

she went into
showbusiness as a soul and jazz singer when
her family moved to Philadelphia.
When she

began playing in bars, she
changed her name to Nina Simone, to avert
the wrath of her devoutly religious mother.
Sapem February, 1993

Africa. Politics became amajor factor in her

life. A friend, Lorraine Hansberry, apohtical
activist of

To be young,

gifted and black.
Open your heart to what I mean.
In the whole world you

know

There are a billion boys,
Who

young, gifted
And that’s a fact.
A

are

tragic incident inspired

most famous songs

Dynamite

and girls
and black

one

of Nina’s

‘Mississippi Goddam’.

thrown by white extremists
in a church in Birmingham Alabama where
was

in 1964 black children

attending a
study class killing four girls. Nina
ventedher anger by composing ‘Mississippi
were

bible

Goddam’.

Marxist-Leninist

persuasion,
wrote a play ‘To Be Young, Gifted and
Black’. Nina wrote a song with the same
title which civil rights organisations
honoured by conferring the status of'black
national anthem’ on it. The lyrics of the song
inspired pride and confidence in a
disadvantaged people psychologically
scarred by years of institutionalised racism.
a

To be young, gifted and black
Oh what a lovely precious dream

a

popular entertainer was not easy. She
improvised to gain acceptance by musically
unsophisticated bar patrons.
Her reputation grew after a number of
performances in New York, Philadelphia
and Atlantic City. Two albums — ‘Jazz As
Played’ and ‘Nina Simone and Her
Friends”— recorded by Bethlehem were a
prelude to her rise to international stardom.

Nina has not recorded for 15 years but
soon do so in Hollywood. A re-release

will

of

‘My Baby Just (Tares For Me’ gave her
the young generation. A
documentary utled 'Legends' was recently
exposure to

made in France where she

now

lives. Six of

her songs make up

the soundtrack for a film
‘The Specialist’ which will be released
shortly.»
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CHILDREN IN THE STRUGGLE

T

HE FILM

Khumalo
as

the

as

Sarcrfina featuring Lelethi
Sarafina, Whoopi Goldberg

teacher, Miss Masambuka,

Mbongeni Ngema

the constable, Sabelo and
Miriam Makeba, successfully brings out the role
of students in the struggle against apartheid and
captures their militantmood and thinking vis-aas

The burning

on

viable and

know if the AK47 rifle she accidentally stumbled

imagery was immediately seen as a
good weapon of the children's
resistance. By extension, they endorsed the
firebombing of one bloc in the school, further
infuriating the police officers investigating the
matter.

Police

brutality

as

depicted in the film
along tended to

violence

across

especi^y when Sarafina wanted to

in the house had been used. The

matter is sealed when Sarafina throws the

What does she do afterthis? She is found rushing

radicalised the students who all

to

beyond reasonable doubt that the ability to act
militantly takes with it a temptation to take
military action.
Life in the school is portrayed correctly as full
of myths and intentionally doctored information
to suit the interests of the oppressors tct the extent
that the ruling class is prepared to defend the
status quo at all costs. This is shown by its
ruthless deployment of heavily armed police and

limit their definition of violence to that which did

Mandela from prison.

soldiers in the schools to deal with unarmed

The theme of violence

teachers and students.

The film-raises
of the current

Africa. When

a

lot of questions on

the state

dimension when it

comes

assumes

to the

a

different

question of

celebrate her dreams about the release of

Is the film trying to tell us
thatsome South Africans thoughtthat the release
of Mandela

with

an

was at one time seen as synonymous
inevitable march towards freedom?

The film is action packed and full of lively and
moving moments. The brutahty and irrationality
of the system is exposed. Can you imagine that
children who threw books at

a

teacher

were

punished by the bullet? One is shown the brutality
of the prison system at John Vorster Square
where punishment ranged from sjambok
walloping, physical assault to the electric chair.

struggle in South

What is the future of children who

considers that

throw stones at pohce whom they know

one

the movement

struggling against
apartheid is not homogenous, there
is too much emphasis and focus on
Nelson Mandela. But what is wrong
with this

physically hurt their opponents. Given their
experience, it was only logical that they proceeded
to burn the black pohce officer who had led the
assault on the young boy. Guitar, whom he had
conned into being an informer by threatening to
physically liquidate his crippled father.
Previously, the police officer had spied on their
activities and even beat some of the suspects be
picked up from the townships.

AK 47

(a gun which most oppressed people the world
over, consider a symbol of liberty) into the river.

vis the Bantu Education Act. It is demonstrated

not

'subject

position considering that

every South African was screaming

are equipped with more lethal
weapons? Answers to this and other
similar questions lead to the inevitable
conclusion and hope that there will be
a Sarc^na part 2. Why? Mandela is
out of prison and what next?

On

a

final note, one does not

and

understand how

that

ended up in the film. There are a lot of
South African women who could have

howling to have him released
from jail? Activists of other parties
are

not mentioned in the film

would be quick to

teU us that not all

children in the schools

were

supporters of the ANC. Whilst this
is

a

pertinent issue, I found comfort

in the fact that the children who

Whoopi Goldberg

been used. After all, Miriam Makeba
does very well in the film acting as
Sarafina's mother. The music is well

arranged and makes much more sense
to those who can relate to the language

used. Some people were not happy
highlighted the plight of an
with the Western flirtations in the
Leleti Khumalo (in tie andjacket) plays Nelson Mandela in the
oppressed people and did not
choreography. Whilst this is cause for
school play
fragment themselves along party
concern from the cultural imperialism
affiliation. They debated constructively the pros
armed struggle. Mbongeni Ngema conveniently
point of view, I stiU feel that if the film has to
and cons of their action, hence the well
avoids the question by concentrating on the
appeal to a wider audience, it is essential to trade
off some of our traditional outfits in order to
coordinated consumer boycotts, successful school
cultural celebration of the struggle, depicted in
strengthen the strongest possible fusion that will
the children's preoccupation with the dance and
petrol bombing and uniformity of attitudes
retain the cultural message that we intend to
towards the police.
song as the effective expression of their
portray:
When Whoopi Goldberg the history teacher
conceptions about the struggle. For those who
The girl who was the lead singer in the musical
advocate
for
increased
armed
action,
it
is
an
was detained,children in one of her classes
presentation,
in my opinion, should have acted
anti-climax to see Sarafina's father who had died
assaulted their new teacher because he tried to
as Sarafina. She is full of youthful energy that
in Mozambique after crossing over for military
impress upon them that it was not correct to say
would have been sustained in certain
action, portrayed as a failure or an example not
that Napoleon was defeated by the people in
circumstances where I feel it became pretty
to be followed.
obvious that Sarafina's portrayed teenage outlook
Russia, emphasising instead the issue of winter.
On a similar note Joe, the guerilla, is only
was completely destroyed. After aU has been
It was quite an amazing sight when the new
said and done, Sarc^na is a good musical film
teacher proceeded to say that the people's scorched
given a cursory glance and his activities are
that commemorates the Soweto massacre.*
earth policy reaUy crippled Napoleon's army.
played down in Whoopi Goldberg's statements

acted
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SAPEM INTERVIEW
Dr

Reginald Matchaba-Hove, a medical practitioner, is interim chairman of the newly formed Zimbabwe Human Rights
Managing Editor, Tendai Dumbutshena spoke with him in Harare.

Association. SAPEM's

Dumbutshena:
to

form

a

Why did you see the need
human rights organisation in

Zimbabwe?
Matchaba-Hove:

We observed that

organisations like the Catholic Commission
for Justice and Peace (CCJP) had achieved
a lot to advance the cause of human rights.
The work, however, was confined to taking
individual cases up and establishing ahuman
rights documentation centre.
But the ordinary people know very little
about human rights. They have to be
educated about the Bill of Rights which is
enshrined in

our

What

governance,
law.”

up in May last year.
established interim structures in

We have
Bulawayo
and Chitungwiza and will do so in all major
parts of the country.
We have a paid up membership of 500
with a similar number having expressed
interest in joining us. We are also linking
together a number of individuals who have
written to us. We will visit these people in
the first two months of 1993.

Once

have established

regional,
provincial and district councils we will hold
an annual congress in March this year to,
inter

we

alia, elect

a

national executive. We

have started holding regular public meeting s.

These will be held every month in Harare
and spread to other areas. The firstmeeting
was on

the power

What issues and

of the attorney-general.
cases are

you

focusing

—

Sapem February, 1993

were

victimised

or

lost their

children whose parents
disappeared or were killed; and
increase financing of development
programmes in areas which suffered
support

menace.

Have you

established links with similar
organisations outside Zimbabwe?
We have

not

established formal links but

have contacted

Amnesty International,
Physicians for Human Rights based in
Boston, and the U.N. Human Commission.

We have been granted observer status by
the African Commission for Human and

suspicious circumstances.
The disappearance of Rashiwe Guzha
and the killings of Captain Edwin Nleya and
Lieutenant Shepherd Chisango are cause of
great concern. There are allegations that
two members of the pressure group. Open

Peoples Rights based in Banjul, Gambia.
We are also in touch with human rights
organisations in the S ADC region andSouth
Africa. A regional conference on human
rights will be held in Gaborone at the end of
Febmary.
Although we will focus on Zimbabwe,
we realise the importance of sharing
experiences with human rights organisations
elsewhere. One day it should be possible to

Forum, Amos Dhlamini and Kenneth Ncube,

build

who

democracy, good governance and the rule

Matchaba-Hove

by a vehicle two years
ago, were deliberately killed.
were run over

In Guzha's

case we

would like to assist

law enforcement agents to ensure
fate is determined and the culprits
to

book. We

establish

a

that her
brought
approached and accepted to

Rashiwe Guzha Trust Fund to

raise money

for a private investigation and
prosecution. Once established the fund will
also assist resolve other

cases.

Do you regard allegations of brutality
the early 1980s by the security forces

We

basic, fundamental and inalienable

appropriately compensate the people

because of the dissident

Matebeléland

right. We are concerned with cases in which
individuals may have lost their lives in

following:
publicly and sincerely apologise to the
people of Matebeleland for the security
forces' excesses;

—

We feel
most

—

who

on?

strongly that the right to life is the

to

relatives;

practical steps have been taken to
goals?

An interim committee and board of trustees

are

has to do the

—

achieve your
were set

we

establish true reconciliation the government

and the rule of

constitution. With the

phasing out of the state of emergency which
allowed for the suspension of human rights,
it is important that law enforcement agents
like the poUce be educated on peoples rights.
They have to realise that what was done
since the state of emergency was introduced
in 1965 could no longer be done. There is
need for a broad-based organisation with
grass-roots structures to mobilise people
and make them aware of their basic rights.

but believe that if

overtones

“It should be possible to build
an international consensus
based on democracy, good

in
in

human

rights issue?
alleged atrocities
by the Zimbabwe army's fifth brigade
are

as a

concerned about

because it entailed loss of life.
We

are

aware

that there

are

an

international

consensus

based

on

of law.
How

are

you funded?

We rely on membership fees but have
received assistance from the Catholic Relief
Services which donated

a

small amount.

The Zimbabwe

Project Trust lent us money
for secretarial work and for the printing of
pamphlets, brochures and T. Shirts. The
Canadian International Development
Agency (CIDA) donated a computer.
There are other potential donors who have
been approached to assist. The response has
generally been positive. In the long term we
have to generate money through various
cultural and sport fund-raising activities.#

political
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FOOTBALL IN SOUTHERN
AFRICA

s

INCH its inc^tion at continental level,
African football has been dominated

by North and West countries. Egypt,
Morocco, Nigeria, Ghank, Algeria and
Cameroon have reigned supreme both at

club

and national level.

There

signs that Southern African

are

countries

on the verge of establishing
firmly on the continent's football
map. Zambia - the most successful country in
the region so far - has the strongest side
despite a current loss of form. They came
closest to winning the Africa Cup of Nations
when they were losing finalists to Zaire in
1974. Limited financial resources coupled
with the unavailability ofkey players in Europe
are

themselves

have combined to weaken the national team.

The most

exciting developments

are

the

resurgence of Zimbabwean soccer and South
Africa’s re-admission into worldfootball after
decades of isolation. Zimbabwe have

a good
qualifying for the first time for the
Africa cup of Nations, in Tunisia next year.
Two matches against Zambia in April and
August will decide who qualifies for the finals.
South Afiica and Mauritius who con^lete the
group lost the first two matches and are

chance of

Soath Africa’s
National

Shane McGregor goes past Zimbabwe captain Ephraim Chawaneta at Harare’s
Sports Stadium

effectively out of the running.
Zimbabwe
moment.

are

the team to beat at the

Their German coach, Reinhard

Fabisch, has demonstrated

a

tactical

shrewdness that has made the team defensively
solid and

sharp in attack. The midfield,

however, lacks strength and balance. The

of Memory
Chunga should
strengthen that department. The development
of 19-year-old Coventry City striker Peter
Ndlovu into a world class player and Bruce
recovery
from injury
Mucherahowa and Moses

Grobellaar's reassuring presence in goals have

injected class and experience into the side. For
the first time since independence

Zimbabwe have

an

12 years ago,

excellent chance of

qualifying for the Africa Cup of Nations
tournament and of making serious challenge
for the three places reserved for Africa in tlie
World Cup final next year.
South Africa made

a

disastrous start to their

international canqiaign losing
28

1—4,0-1 andO-

4 to

Zimbabwe, Zambia and Nigeria

minnows, Swaziland and Botswana recently

respectively. They, however, have the
resources and talents to produce a useful side.
A 1-0 victory over Congo gave the South
Africans a much needed morale booster. They
played a goalless draw against Nigeria arguably Africa's strongest side - a strong
indication that they will soon become a major

proved that they can no longer be taken for
granted. They had in^)ressive goalless draws
against Cameroon and current African
champions Cote d'Ivoire respectively in the
World Cup. In the case of Swaziland, this

force.

Soccer in
suffered

as a

Mozambique and Angola has
result of civil

war

and ruined

economies. Until peace

prevails in the two
countries, they cannot be expected to pose a
serious

challenge to the top sides.
Lack of money has retarded Malawi's
development into a strong football nation.
Their clubs rarely participate in continental
competitions and players are therefore denied
experience at a high level of the game. Soccer

followed a 2-0 win ovct Zaire twice winner of
the Africa cup of nations.
Southern Africa's chances of making a strong

challenge at the finals in Tunisia,, however,
have been minimised by the inclusion of the
three strongest teams in one group namely
Zambia, Zimbabwe and South Africa. With

only one team eligible to qualify it is unlikely
that the Africa Cup of Nations will be brought
to the sub-region for the first time.
Whatever happends, the days are gone when
the North and West African countries took

victory against Southern African teams for
granted.*
Sapem February, 1993
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reod

Profit
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P O Box 32104
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copies
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Cheque No.

Full Address

Signature
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Outside Zambia: US$50
No. of

copies

Method of payment
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=
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THE AFRICAN ECONOMY IN THE I990S
A.M. HAWKINS
This paper was presented at
1992.

D

the Second Afro-Asian Banking School meeting held in Harare, Zimbabwe, on July 26 to August 4,

URING THE latter part of the 1980s,
African governments and international

TABLE I: Growth Rate of Per

agencies became so preoccupied
understandably so — with the near-term
problem of fire-fighting the regional economic
crisis that they were in danger of losing sight of
the long-run challenges facing the region. Indeed,
even when a serious attempt was made at
assessing the long-term outlook—in the World
Bank's Long-Term Perspective study of the subSaharan economy, which bravely raised the
thorny issue of the role of governance in
improving economic performance — crucial
problems were sidestepped. That report, for
instance, swept the AIDS crisis under the carpet,
while for all its emphasis on the need for private
sector renewal, the report's strategic agendafailed
to take account of the implications for the region
of ongoing, deepseated structural change in the

1960-1970

—

global

Convergence

outstanding single feature of global
economic development during the last quarter of
a century has been the growth of interdependence,
resulting in economic convergence among the
industrial countries and a small, but increasing
group of middle income newly industrialising
states, primarily those in East Asia. This pattern
of convergence on the part ofthe more prosperous
countries contrasts markedly with the growing
divergence in economic performance between
The most

1970-1980

3.1

4.6

6.3

3.6*

5.7

3.1

-0.5

1.2

2.2

0.6

0.9

-0.9

0.8

0.3

5.2

5.4

0.9

2.0

1.6

3.9

3.7

2.2

2.7

3.6

1.1

East Asia

3.6

Latin America

2.5

Sub-Saharan Africa
Eastern

Europe

AIILDCs
*
=

Asia

as a

whole

Source: World Bank: World Development

to

Report, 1992

aid has been injected but which still fails

respond to the structural adjustment medicine

prescribed by the Western donor community.
The most depressing statistic of all in Table 1 is
the World Bank's projection for sub-Saharan
Africa suggesting that even in the 1990s, in the
wake of increased inflows of aid and external
assistance and the

implementation of thoroughgoing reform programmes, per capita incomes
will grow at a mere 0.3% annually —
even than the 0.8% annual average for

remarkable rates of economic

middle income economies has two distinct facets

growth, with per
capita incomes rising at 3.6 percent annually for
the past 40 years. A second group, in Latin
America, is seemingly on the mend after a
disastrous period from the mid-1970s to the late

to

it.
A broad similarity in macroeconomic policies
with

an

emphasis on limiting fiscal deficits,

1980s when debt and inflation undermined

creating a stable monetary environment with
positive real interest rates, and an outward

economic performance. A third cluster, in Eastern

orientation in terms of

Europe, only recently reclassified as part of the
developing world, has suffered an enormous

and investment flows.

setback in the last three years during which
Gross Domestic Product has fallen by a fifth. It

grim period of further economic
decline, accompanied by pervasive political
instability before adjustment programmes can
hope to yield positive results.
faces

a

Then there is sub-Saharan Africa, into which
Sapem February, 1993

1990-2000

3.6*

1.4

Asia, and especially East Asia, have achieved

developing countries, those in

1950-1989

3.1

South Asia

slower
the 40
years from 1950to 1989. Hardly an advertisement
for the much-vaunted structural adjustment
strategies now in place over two-thirds of the
region!
Increased interdependence between high and

rich and poor.
One group of

1980-1990
% per annum

so much

economy.

Global Economic

now

Capita GDP

donor

opening

up to

trade

enterprise level, business activities
globalised to the point where it is
increasingly difficult to describe a firm, a
product or a service as American, German or
Japanese.
A distinguishing feature of those countries in
the slow lane has been their inability to access
and exploit this restructured global economy.
At the
have

While there is

single explanation for this, it is
generally acknowledged that the combination of
divergent macroeconomic policies and a track
record of weak, inefficient policy implementation
is largely to blame. The IMFs most recent world
economic survey points out in the bluntest
possible terms that "the most decisive
determinants of a country's economic
performance are its own structural and financial
fKjlicies".
no

Political and Economic Performance
That external factors, over which Afncan

governments have no control, such as commodity
price movements, the rate of growth in the Triad
nations of North America, the European

Community and the ASEAN-Japan cluster, the
level of world interest ratesand the availability of
external financing, not to mention drought, exert
a powerful impact on Third World economic
performance is not denied. But the very fact of
divergence — that the East Asian countries in
particular, managed to achieve rapid economic
growth and a remarkable improvement in living
standards, while African incomes stagnated,
highlights the decisive nature of policy variables
that African Presidents and Finance Ministers so

roundly deny.
History and evidence — as distinct from
political propaganda—tell us that divergence in
economic performance is the result of the
adoption of divergent economic policies. The
31
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newly-industrialising countries of East Asia
have, on the whole, pursued cautious fiscal and
monetary policies, implemented outwardoriented structural programmes while
maintaining flexible exchange rates aimed at
achieving greater integration in the global
economy along with an enhanced role for private
enterprise.
But there is

more to

it than that; in a sentence,

the East Asian economies have been trade and

investment driven while their sub-Saharan

counterparts have been aid and debt driven. Such

generalisations are always misleading and the
strategies of the four Asian tigers of Hong Kong,
Korea, Singapore and Taiwan were never
identical, let alone those of the second wave of
Asian NICs
China, Indonesia, Malaysia and
—

Thailand. But

some

broad similarities

can

be

identified.
•

Price

stability—Asian governments rightly
high inflation as the enemy of
economic growth. Malaysia, Thailand,
identified

China, Korea, Pakistan and India all recorded

in

Angola, Malawi, Mozambique, Zambia

and Zimbabwe. And there is
more

more

—

much

to come.

—

value-added grew at more than 10% a year
—four times as fast as in Latin America and
more

than three times the African

growth

demonstrate that differences in economic

1973 and 1988—while exports
of manufactures grew rapidly too. (Table

growth rates have their origin in differences
in savings ratios and investment efficiency.

Industrial policy focused on boosting private

Savings and investment—numerous studies

The Far Eastern NICs achieved both

substantially higher savings ratios and greater
investment efficiency than their counterparts
Middle
because they maintained positive

in Africa, Latin America and the
East partly

real interest rates, which contributed

substantially to investment efficiency, partly
because social and cultural factors play a key

role in

fostering savings.

Trade and outward orientation
has

—

here the

been

fostering domestic
competition while promoting exports via
competitive exchange rates, reduced tariffs
(to encourage competition) and the phasing
out of non-tariff barriers. Manufacturing
thrust

rate between

IV).
sector expansion and on the privatisation of
parastatals. A month ago, Samsung of Korea
applied to become South Korea's sixth vehicle
manufacturer, underlining the role of fierce
domestic competition in developing
international comparative advantage. This
too was the Japanese experience — its firms
became globally competitive as a result of a
highly competitive domestic market. There
was no place for monopolies and national
champions.
Policy stability and credibility — the Asian

NICs benefited from

a

stable

policy

environment that
investment.

encouraged high levels of
Over the past 20 years there

I

single digit average inflation rates during the
1980s. In Latin America inflation rates

reached as high as an average of298% a year
in Argentina or 165% in Brazil between
1980 and 1987 while in sub-Saharan Africa
the

•

of consumer price
inflation have averaged 23% over the past 20
years, or double the Asian rate of 11 % a year.
Monetary policies — there is far-reaching,
persuasive evidence to show that positive
weighted

average

TABLE II: Real Interest Rates
1980-87

1970-80

Country
India

-0.9

1.1

Pakistan

-3.3

1.7

Sri Lanka

0.6

7.8

Thailand

-0.8

7.4

China

3.3

0.3

Korea

0.2

5.3

real interest rates result in both increased

of investment

volumes
investment

Source: World Bank and IMF

efficiency. In a study for the

OECD, Polak concludes that between onethird and two-thirds of total investment

TABLE III;

willyield less than their full potential where
interest rates are negative in real terms. In
East Asia, real interest rates were fractionally
negative (below minus 1 %) in the 1970s and
substantially positive (3.4%) in the 1980s. In
Africa, outside the CFA franc zone, real

Low

interest rates have

•

and greater

—

on

the whole

—

been

negative and money supply growth excessive.
Fiscal policy—since 1984the budget deficits
of all Asian economies have averaged 3% of
GDP compared with 7% in sub-Saharan

Moderate

High

Domestic

Savings

Investment Rate

33.0

21.8

5.7

30.8

25.5

18.4

7.2

5.1

2.7

GDP Growth Rate
Low Inflation

=

Moderate

.

High
Source: Asian

6% a year or

=

more

below
=6%to10%p.a.

than 10%

a

year

Development Bank, 1991

Consumption, Investment and Saving: Percentage of GDP

Exchange rates — the cornerstone of
economic policy in the Asian NICs has been
developing and maintaining external
competitiveness. On the whole, relatively
low inflation rates allowed the Asian
countries to maintain
without drastic

competitiveness
devaluations. By contrast,

1965

1973

1980

1985

1989

Consumption

77.0

71.9

69.4

69.0

65.6

Investment

22.3

27.2

30.4

32.5

34.2

Savings

22.8

25.5

29.4

29.2

33.1

East Asia

sub-Saharan Africa has been locked in a

Sub-Saharan Africa

spiral of high inflation forcing large
devaluations, in turn fuelling more inflation

Consumption

84.8

80.1

78.6

87.2

85.7

Investment

13.9

17.8

20.0

12.1

15.1

Savings

13.0

16.1

18.0

9.4

8.9

vicious

and

more

alone,

an

devaluation. In the last 18 months

index of SADCC currencies has

lost half its value reflecting large devaluations
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Savings and Investment; Inflation rates

Percent of GDP

Africa.
•

\

Source: World Bank: World Development Report,

1991
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Modern

technology is turning the terms of trade against

have been

relatively few major changes of
policy direction. The broad thrust of policies
set in the late 1960s or early 1970s has been
maintained. Unlike Africa and Latin

America, East Asia avoided both the debt
crisis and the

subsequent need for structural
adjustment. This alone made for greater
policy stability and coherence.

•

Income distribution—one

importantelement
policy mix was its ability to
combine rapid economic growth with the
achievement of greater equity in income
in the East Asian

distribution. In East Asia the richest 20% of
the

population has — on average — 7.3
times the incomes of the poorest 20%, while
in Latin America the ratio is 18.6 times.

newcomers

low ratio of exports to

GDP, relatively heavy
foreign borrowing, a small
manufacturing base, a small population, though
usually one with a high growth rate and a tiny
proportion of exports of manufactured goods.
While major differences not just in the nature
of the efficiency of implementation of a broad
range of macroeconomic policies explains the
phenomenon ofdivergence, two main influences
go a long way towards explaining the decoupling
between high and low performers:
•
Investment performance and
•
The degree of outward orientation or, if you
prefer it, of integration into the global
dependence

on

economy.

Economic

Economic

perfonnance has always varied
greatly across countries, but the distinguishing
feature of the changed structural situation over
the past 20 years has been the emergence of two
groups of countries which not only had very

Photo: C. Oondo

Policy Reform

What makes this

different economic track records but which

divergence in perfomiance
today there
is no fundamental disagreement over the nature
of economic policy reform. To be sure, there are
still pockets of left wing radicalism, primarily at

differed

the. Universities and

greatly in their response patterns to a
changing global economy. This divergence began
to emerge in the early 1970s. Poor performers in
sub-Saharan Africa and the Western hemisphere
were characteri.sed by low investment ratios, a
Sapem February, 1993

the

more

remarkable is the fact that

some

research institutes,

yearning fora return to the discredited strategies
ofMarxism, socialism and interventionism. There
is too, a

serious debate,

intervention

over

the extent to which

helped, rather than hindered the

perfonnance of Japan and the Asian tigers, but
mainstream opinion strongly supports the broad
thrust of structural adjustment programmes to
the point where, as of February 1992, no fewer
than 51 countries, excluding those in Eastern
Europe, were undergoing structural adjustment
programmes supervised by the International
Monetary Fund.
The awkward, di.sconcerting, conclusion from
this is that if policies are converging, while
economic perfonnance continues to diverge, there
must be more to the explanation of divergent
perfomtance than just the policy framework,
cited with such confidence by IMF economies.
There are, 1 believe, five key issues here:
•
First, timing is crucial: those who believe —
as the World Bank so naively did in the
early
1980s

—

fruit in

that structural reforms would bear

a few years, now know
change, by definition, is a
lengthy process and we should not expect
too much too soon. Sadly, the donor
community, for the obvious reason that it is
forever looking over its shoulderat congress,
parliament, or the media, not to forget its
own electorate, demands early results for the
a matter

of

better. Structural
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aid it

provides to the Third World. This
inevitably generates its own crisis of
unfulfillable expectations. Repeatedly, the
politicians at the World Bank and IMF make
claims for the

success

of structural reform

programmes that their own careful research
their own statistics — simply do not

—

justify.
•

•

as we know all too well in
Zimbabwe, the politicians pay lip service to
some of the crucial elements of reform, and

Secondly,

especially to what is arguably the single
most important component, namely fiscal
policy and public expienditure.
Thirdly, and African evidence on this is
overwhelming, even where the politicians
embrace reform wholeheartedly—and there
are

cases where this has been
the administration, the

precious few

the

case

—

infrastructure, the institutional capacity, is

simply not there to make the programme
work anything like as effectively as was the
case in East Asia and as is the case today in
some parts of Latin America. The fact is that
over the years, African governments have
neglected both the hardware of infrastructure
roads, railways, ports, electricity
distribution, irrigation — as well as the
software of institutional capacity and human
capital development. Why else would donors
have established a capacity-building agency
here in Harare to try and patch up what

—

remains of

our

much undermined software

schools, health facilities,
service, parastatal
management and even the judiciary.
Fourth, a point underlined in a new book by
two policy makers from the Organisation of
Economic Co-operation and Development
(OECD) stresses that while inappropriate
policies invariably result in poor economic
performance, good policies can do little more
system

—

universities, the public

•

than

•

permit, or at most encourage, an
improved economic pterformance.
Fifth, and possibly most disheartening of all,
is the realisation that the march of modem

technology is turning — if it has not already
turned
the terms of trade against the
—

newcomers

and late starters. In modem

everything. The
globalisation of business is the inevitable
consequence of the march of technology,
and the bulk of the technological changes we
are now witnessing work to the disadvantage
business, technology is

of

those

countries

whose

resource

endowment takes the form of natural
resources, and unskilled, though not always,
cheap, labour. Compounding this is the third
point, namely the extent to which Africa has

fallen behind—and continues to fail behind
—

in the realm of software

skills and
36

—

education,

technological expertise.

It is

on

these two latter — interrelated aspects

that I want to focus because

they have been
neglected by the macroeconomists responsible
for the design and implementation of African
reform programmes. Underlying such
programmes is the conviction — pious hope
might be more accurate — that, provided an
economy gets its prices right, by which is meant
a realistic, competitively-determined exchange
rate, positive real interest rates, appropriate
incentive prices for farmers, a sustainable fiscal
balance and an outward-oriented economy, then
the rest of the economic jigsaw puzzle will fall
into place. Savings will rise, investment will
respond to the improved policy environment and
the economy will waft away a steady 5% annual
growth path. African structural adjustment
programmes are

predicated

on

this unfounded,

unjustifiable naivete — a conclusion much
emphasised in the recent book on OECD
experience.

reduced their

dependence on raw materials, on
agriculture and on what more generally might be
called resource-based development. One feature
that stands out in this pattern of divergence is that
the high performers have not been countries
richly endowed with natural resources. They did
not inherit competitive advantage, other than in
the form of a highly-motivated, low-cost
workforce, but they created it. They comfortably
outperformed rich resource nations like Australia.
South Africa. Nigeria, Zaire and Zambia.

Technology and Latecomers
The extent to which

technological advance
globalisation of business have
disadvantaged the latecomer is considerable:
•
First, the role of raw materials in global
production and consumption has declined,
and partly because of the growth of
protectionism,' especially agricultural
protectionism in the European Community
and

and North America, the share of raw materials
in international trade has decreased while

The fact is that there is much more to self-

that of manufactures has risen

sustaining economic development than getting
prices right. The underlying logic of structural
adjustment is sound enough; there is no disputing
the need for positive real interest rates and
competitively-determined exchange rates. But
it is the subsequent assumption that once these
crucial components are in place, private sector
investment will automatically arise like a phoenix
from the ashes of past policy failure, that is
untenable.

global exports has fallen more than the share
of agricultural value-added in total output.
Those developing countries that failed to
respond to this situation — and the fall in
commodity prices — that failed to change
the structure of output in favour of exports of
manufactured goods have fallen even further
behind the NICs in Asia and Latin America.
•

There has been

a continuing shift towards
production and trade at the
expense, primarily but not exclusively, of
agricultural value-added. Even the Asian
NICs shared in this trend
agriculture's
share in output fell from a quarter in 1965 to
only 10% in the late 1980s — making it the
lowest amongst the developing regions, while

services in both

from which

—

the share of services in value-added

•

—

—

sharply. In

fact, the share of agricultural products in

Successful structural policies create a platform
an economy
can — but not
necessarily does—take off. Mauritius is the best
—indeed the only—African example to date, of
structural adjustment establishing the
preconditions necessary for sustained
development. The high performers of the last 30
years in East Asia have been those economies
which have adjusted — not just in terms of
eliminating domestic policy inefficiencies and
providing a platform for private enterprise to
exploit,—but, perhaps more important, countries
that adjusted to the realities of a radically different
global economy than that of the 1970s. It is this
latter element that is missing in the structural
reform package and which is one of the key
lessons of recent OECD experience. Supplyside
shocks
such as drought, fast-moving
technological change, commodity price and
terms-of-trade fluctuations—must be regarded
as the rule rather than the exception. It follows
that flexibility, a capacity to react and adjust
speedily to changed external conditions is vital.
Over the years. East Asia — especially in terms
of its ability to absorb and exploit new technology
has responded to this challenge far more
effectively than Africa or Latin America.
The success story economies were those that

the

•

rose

i

from 45% to 50%.

i

Reduced transport and telecommunication
costs have spurred the globalisation of

|

production and export of manufactured
goods. The production of labour-intensive
goods—which is where sub-Saharan Africa
has its main comparative advantage in
manufactured products — has become
increasingly mobile, with low fixed costs
and relatively high-value-to-weight ratios.
Today manufacturing firms seek productive
efficiency by integrating their operations
globally. Ten years ago, multinational
corporations operated very much as
standalone entities
each subsidiary
controlling its own suppliers and distribution
channels, producing independently of its
affiliates in neighbouring countries and
seldom communicating with them. Today
all this has changed, plants have been
—
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rationalised and restructured

resulting in
sharply increased levels of intra-firm global
business. By 1990, Chrysler directly
produced only 30% the value of its cars and
Ford about 50%, while General Motors buys
half its engineering and design services from
800 different subcontractors. A Mazda
vehicle assembled in the US has
value-added than
in the

same

a

more

US

Ford vehicle assembled

country.

When an American consumer buys a car from
General Motors for $ 10 000, about a third of this

South Korea for the routine labour and
assembly operations, almost a fifth to Japan for
advanced components like engines and
electronics. Taiwan, Singapore and Japan supply
smaller components, the UK provides advertising
and marketing services and Ireland and Barbados
data processing. By 1990, more than half the
imports into the US took the form, not of finished
consumer goods, like cars, TVs, VCRs,
computers or faxes, but goods and services that
were part of a globally integrated manufacturing
system. More than a quarter of US exports bore
the labels of foreign-owned companies, with
Japanese firms alone accounting for at least
goes to

10%.
The

globalisation of production in this way
has meant greater specialisation between
nations in different branches of production

•

and at different stages

of production. In this

situation,'Africa's sole source of competitive
advantage — certainly for the rest of this
decade and probably for a good deal longer
—

lies in low labour costs. Recent research

shows that 80% of the

products in which

Third World countries have increased their

market share

recently have been labourintensive manufactures, such as clothing,
textiles and footwear. Roughly one fifth of
the imports oflabour-intensive manufactures
•

into the TRIAD nations emanates from

developing countries, with East Asia's share
rising from a mere 1.5% in 1965 to 12.5% in
1989, and now accounting for at least two
thirds of this labour-intensive export
business.
•

But

even

in

a

labour-intensive

activity, like

footwear manufacture, labour costs are of

diminishing importance, accountingfor8.5%
of total production cost. Having a competitive
edge in less than 10% of the value-added
chain gives an African economy precious
little advantage. Thus, one of Aftica's two
chief sources of comptetitive advantage —
cheap labour (the other is its natural resources)
is becoming increasingly marginalised,
while, at the same time, the fastest growing

—

world market for manufacturers is not for
labour-intensive items but for

technologyintensive ones. The Asian tigers, including
newcomers like China and Malaysia along
Sapem February, 1993

with Brazil and Mexico

are making the
running in this market, often on the strength
of foreign investment in their home markets
by the Japanese and Americans. Unskilled,
cheap labour is a hindrance, not a help to
such development. The tigers are making it
because their well-trained, skilled and highly

motivated workforces

(i)In

are

better able to

absorb and

apply modem technology than
their African counterparts. We are back once
again to the penalty that Africa is incurring
for its neglect of human capital investment.
Furthermore, this neglect carniot be put right
in a matter of few years — we are talking in
terms

of decades.

Sub-Saharan Africa suffers

a

further

disadvantage too — its remoteness from the
three high-growth clusters of theTRIAD. It
is so much easier for a Thailand, a Malaysia,
close to Japan or Mexico, on the southern
border of the US, to attraci investment, to
become part of a globally-integrated network
than for Zimbabwe, Kenya or Nigeria, which
are simply too far from the scene of the
action. In 1989/90 Japan invested $14.6
billion in the eight Asian NICs of which
nearly $2.5 billion went to Thailand, $2.7
billion to Singapore and almost $4 billion to
Hong Kong.

(iv) Above all it means access to markets, global
networks, technology and brand names and

sub-contractingopportunities.
days of the highly vertically-integrated
national industry — the national champion
—have gone to be replaced by the globallyintegrated enterprise. A sports car is designed
in Italy, financed in Japan and assembled in
Mexico, France and the US, using advanced
electronic components invented in the US
and manufactured in Japan. No more is there
a wholly American or Japanese car.
(v) Unfortunately, the more sophisticated the
access to

The

technology the higher the level of skills
required. African experience tells us very
cletirly indeed that the domestic capacity to
generate high-tech capability is seriously
constrained. I stress the term domestic

capacity since such has been the deterioration
of education systems, even in countries such
as Zimbabwe which have given education
spending a high priority, that without access
to external skills ahd technology, African
countries will be left

TABLE IV: Manufactures
Total

be

furth(er behind in

exports.

The Lessons

The lessons of all this

even

the scramble for high-technology output and

as

Shares of
\

Exports

briefly

1965

1990

summarised:

World

59

75

(i) African countries must industrialise and
expand exports of manufacmred goods,
reducing their dependence on primary

Developing Countries

27

49

East Asia

34

69

South Asia

36

69

7

34

can

commodities;

(ii) To do that they must not only carry through
far

vigorously and effectively than
they must
tailor their economies to satisfy the new
forms of production, the new modes of
foreign investment, to accommodate the
global web of business;
other words, structural adjustment must
go beyond the macroeconomic aggregates
of investment, fiscal policy, interest rates
and the exchange rate to focus on the software
requirements of modem business. Low
labour costs are no more than a marginal
advantage, in many industries, and, let us
face it, a transient advantage to boot. The
Asian tigers have discovered that being a
cost-leader is often a short-lived advantage
since there is always another country, another
firm paying lower wages or exploiting an
undervalued exchange rate. Successful
industrial exporters in the 1990s will be
those that can translate labourcost advantages
into export competiveness which means
absorbing and adjusting to changes in
technology, in product design, and in
marketing.

—

more

hitherto — structural reforms, but

Latin America

Sub-Saharan Africa

14

19

Eastern

72

76

Europe

Source: World Bank: Global Economic

Prospects and the

Developing Countries, 1992

We

can

draw three conclusions from all this:

First the need to create

a platform for selfsustaining growth, which is what structural
reform is all about. But that is not enough, it
does not go far enough;
Secondly, the necessity forgiving far greater
priority to human capital investment and, in
particular, a radical switch in the pattern of
post-primary education in favour of
technology, vocational, technical, business,
administrative and managerial training;
Thirdly, the need to rethink investment
strategy and, specifically, policies and
attitudes towards foreign investment.

The African Market
Here let me elaborate. The global corporations

which

today account for the lion's share of
investment, have four main motives for investing
abroad,

—

namely the search for markets, for
37

resources, for efficiency, and for export platforms.

Sub-Saharan countries seeking to attract foreign
investment have little to offer. The market-

seeking multinational will find a market in excess
of $ 10 billion in only three sub-Saharan states—
South Africa with close on $100 billion, Nigeria
with $30 biUion and Cameroon with $11 billion.
Put very bluntly, outside the two regional market

poles based on Lagos in the West and the reef
market surrounding Johannesburg in the South,
Africa has

nothing to offer the marketseeking
global firm. This wiU remain so, unless and until
markets are regionalised, to which concept the
politicians pay no more than lip sérvice—witness
the dismal performance of regional economic
associations throughout Africa.
Resource-seeking investment offers the best
hope though this comment must be seen in the
perspective of sluggish demand and prices for
many primary commodities and the well-known
fact that the spillover effects, the trickle down
effects, of many resource-intensive type
investments, especially in mining or plantation,
distinct from small-scale

as

agriculture,

are

limited.

Because ofits infrastructural and technological

backwardness, Africa has little to offer the foreign
investor too when it comes to efficiency-seeking

projects. This can — and must — change, but
only if African policymakers can make the shift
away from tiny, highly-protected, inwardfocused economies. Efficiency-seeking
investment implies becoming part of a global
web, a global network, as distinct from a
standalone vertically-integrated clothing and
textile industry or vehicle assembly industry.
Globally efficient investments require the
elimination of import quotas and quantitative
restrictions

on

trade, lower and

more

uniform

tariff structures and

dismantling of exchange
control regulations. They also imply the removal
of obstacles to free capital flows such as
investment centres empowered to approve or
block foreign-owned investment projects, and
of expatriate quotas that limit the influx of the
skills and technological expertise so crucial to
becoming part of a globally-integrated
production system. Similar arguments apply in
respect of the export platform motivation for

foreign investment.
Underpinning these arguments is the fragility
enterprise in sub-Sahafan Africa In
most of the region's 4S states there is no private
sector worthy of the name
a handful of
multinationals dominate private business often
in close association with governments which
have, in the past, insisted on joint ventures. For
the rest, the private sector is made up of a vast
small-scale and informal sector starved of capital,
technology and skills. In a handful of countries
South Africa, Nigeria, Cote d'Ivoire, Kenya
and Zimbabwe, there is both a much larger
multinational presence alongside an indigenous
private sector.
of private

—
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Over the years many

African governments
sought to foster indigenous enterprise,
attracted by the idea of creating national
champions that would cut their teeth in the
domestic market and then sally forth into the
world of exports. Invariably they went about this
in the worst possible way, providing blanket
protection through import controls and tariffs,
along with artificial incentives and advantages
subsidised capital, guaranteed markets and
preferential access to government contracts.
Invariably too, such potential national champions
have

South African groups in Europe and North
America but also, interestingly. South African

groups

businesses:
•

champion strategy

—

backward

Africa—has failed partly because the enterprises
concerned have been sheltered from the cold

winds of market

a

turnover of

$6 biUion

a

year

—

more

than the national

product of most sub-Saharan
countries, making it one of J apan's main computer
exporters. In what sense then, can IBM any
longer besaidtobeaUS firm? It is headquartraed
in the US and the bulk of its shares are owned by
US investors, but its output, its employment and
its sales are increasingly global in scope.
The national champion that was is now part of
a global network. Scarcely a week goes by when
one does

notread in the Financial Times of a new

global strategic alliance — Monsanto the US
Chemicals group with Premier Enterprise of
Thailand, IBM with Thompson-CSF of France,
Toshiba with IBM in "flash" memory devices
and the development of a new generation of
microchips; Volkswagen of Germany seeking
sub-contractors in the UK to supply vehicle
components, McDotmell-Douglas with the China
Aero-Technology Corporation, Samsung of
Korea with its domestic rival, Goldstar, to develop

liquid crystal displays (LCDs), Toshiba with
Apple Computers to develop anew generation of
portables,/ Renault of France with Volvo of
Sweden in cars, British Aerospace with Taiwan
Aerospace to build regional jet aircraft and
General Electric with Hitachi to develop power
transmission technology. Sadly, very few such
alliances involve sub-Saharan Africa, though in
the last year there has been a number involving

technology explains Africa's
alliance-building

deals.
•

Zimbabwe, Zimco in Zambia, Sasol in South

and had

strong private sector participant

absence from the list of

Zisco in

competition, denied the
productivity gains that flow from access to state
of the art technology and, more often than not,
treated as part of a hidden political agenda,
tasked with job creation, export generation or
subsidising a sector or group of the conmiunity.
But even if the strategy had not been so illconceived, it is no longer relevant in the global
economy.' Gone are the days when we could
speakof IBMorGeneralMotors as aUS national
champion. By 1990, 40% of IBM's employees
were foreign. IBM Japan employed 18000people

no

the scope for global networking of this kind
is limited. This, along with market size and

world outside.

The national

the paramountcyofprivateenterprise; where
there is

state-owned

monopolies which not only
bred incompetence and inefficiency, allowing
the politicians to use them as a vehicle for political
patronage, but also closed them off from the real

of

contemporary investment strategies of global

—

were

themselves heading north into the region

with joint ventures and alliances.
This highlights two crucial aspects

that

today the key factors of production
distinguishing winners from losers—capital,
skills, technology—areincreasinglymobile.
Capital flows to the market, to the project
where the risk-adjusted rate of return is
highest. The rate of return will be high where
thecombinationofbardware,(infrastructure,
physical capital etc) and software, (skills,
technology, expertise, institutional capacity)
is most efEcient and where government has
established an effective, investment-friendly
business environment.

entrepreneurial indigenous
private sector will not grow out of an inwardlooking, protected market where indigenous
business people believe themselves to be entitled
to cheap capital, protected markets and
government favours. It will grow only if the
indigenous community has the wit and initiative
to look abroad, not necessarily for financial
capital, but to become part of a global network,
to be able to add value in Nigeria, Kenya,
Zimbabwe or South Africa in precisely the
manner that the Asian tigers have managed to do
subcontractors,

as

own

equipment

manufacturers. Take the case ofcasino calculators
—

a

Japanese brand name—four fifths ofwhose

output is manufactured in Taiwan.
Or the case of Acer, the Taiwanese technology
group, which began 16 years ago with a capital
of a mere $25 000. Today, it has offshore plants
in the Netherlands and

Malaysia and alliances

with Texas Instruments, with Daimler Benz and
with Smith Corona. This would not have been

possible bad Taiwan not invested heavily in
education, to the point where it has more than 40
universities and 75 polytechs, turning out37 000
engineers each year. One in four doctoral
candidates in electrical engineering in the USA
comes

from Taiwan.

Conclusion
Let

me

pull together the threads of my

argument:

(i) Unless structural adjustment takes hold and
delivers far more in Africa than it has to date,
the two

j
^

j
{
I
,

,

In the 1990s, an

as

j

development track projections for
point to a widening performance

the 1990s
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the tum of the century. It is as well that we
acknowledge this reality rather than creating
unrealistic expectations about what structural
reform is likely to achieve in the next seven
years.

(iii) But successful structural adjustment is only
part of the challenge — possibly even the
easier part. Beyond structural
have the need to break into the

reform,

we

club of

increasingly interdependent middle and high
income nations. It is

a

task that will be

accomplished only if — and when—African
governments and businesses—rethink their
role in the global economy. It is far too
simpi istic to suggest that sub-Saharan Africa
can
replicate the experience and
achievements of the Asian tigers. But it is not
far-fetched to suggest

that we can learn
Just from our own mistakes ■— which
sadly seems to be a slow process — but from
the success of the Asian NlCs, always
accepting the need to see the global economy
as the road to prosperity rather than a,
too
not

roadblock.
Structural

Under the national
winds

Champion Strategy, certain enterprises have been sheltered from the cold
Pic: Min. of info. (Zimbabwe)
of market competition

gap between the high performers, most of
which are Asian countries, including China.
Africa and

TABLE V:

Western hemisphere
global centre of poverty’ is
shifting from Asia and other developing
regions to Africa and the Middle East. The
some

to

be drawn from this is

that unless Africa adjusts

much more rapidly
than in the past to this changed global
situation, then the process of divergence will
continue
income disparities will widen
further between the African poor and the

a means

it is not an

Poverty in the Developing World 1985-2000

below the poverty
1985
1990
All

a process;

to an end. That end is

self-sustaining growth. Structural adjustment

Number of poor

Percentage of population
line

nations. The

hard conclusion

adjustment is

end in itself but

(millions)

2000

1985

1990

2000

Developing

Countries

30.5

29.7

24.1

1 051

1 133

1 107

South Asia

51.8

49.0

36.9

582

562

511

East Asia

13.2

11.3

4.2

182

169

73

Latin America

22.4

25.4

24.9

87

108

126

47.6

47.8

49.7

184

216

304

—

new

elite of South East

Asia and Latin

America. On the World Bank's most recent

projections, the percentage of the subSaharan population living below the poverty

Sub-Saharan
Africa

(share)

17.5%

Source: World Bank: World Development

19.1%

27.5%

Reporty 1992

line will rise from 47.6% in 1985 to 49.7%

by the

2000 when over 300 million
from 184 million in 1985) will
be living in
poverty. Compare this with
falling absolute and relative numbers in South

success, — are positively linked with
technological change and productivity gains.
It is clear that a country's economic policy

37% from 52%, while in E a s t

Behind this policy environment lie the quality

year
Africans (up

Asia

—

to

Asia

only 4.2% of the population will be
poverty-stricken (Table V). By contrast, the
sub-saharan share of world poverty will rise
from 17% in 1985 to 27% by the
turn of
the century.

(ii) Secondly, this underscores the necessity for
successful structural adjustment to create
the platform, the foundation, for future

development. There is overwhelming
evidence to show that enabling policy
environments

are
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crucial to economic

framework is

crucial to economic success.

and competence

of government and, more
generally, the strength and vitality of a
country's institutions. While emphasising this
aspect, let me stress that it is a long-run aim,
especially when— as is the case throughout
Africa
institutional capacity has been
—

demoralised, eroded and undermined.
Given that

background, it is difficult to be
optimistic — even if structural reform does
yield far better results than in the past — of
the growth of poverty being reversed before

will not transform

an economy to the sunlit
uplands of permanent prosperity but only to a
level playing field from which the second —
more difficult
phase of becoming a global
playercan begin. In sum, like investment, reform
is a necessary, but not a sufficient, condition for
development. In that sense the present
preoccupation with structural change, while
—

understandable, is unfortunate because it stops
short of the

reality of globalisation; a reality
wishing to move into the fast
lane of rapid growth and development can no
longer ignore.
which countries

A.M. Hawkins is Professor of Business Studies and

Director of the MBA

Programme, University of

Zimbabwe
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BEYOND STRUCTURAL ADJUSTMENT: THE NEED FOR
A DIRIGIST STATE
Guy C.Z. Mhone

T HAS become

increasingly and patently
that, in spite of their
compelling theoretical case from the point of
view of neoclassical economics, the empirical
evidence in support of structural adjustment
programmes (SAPs) in Africa is rather mixed,

I

obvious in recent years

anecdotal and inconclusive

as to

their success or

efficacy. Indeed, the claim that SAPs have met
with at most modest or marginal success in both
the short and medi um terms, (the relevant periods
within which they have been implemented so far
in most African countries) may not be disputed
even by its proponents. The clincher is really
why the.se programmes seem to be meeting with
little success, and with increasingly diminishing
support from among the presumed beneficiaries;
and whether there is

an

alternative to them at all

given that the po.st-SAP economic situation in
many countries has been somewhat better than
the pre-SAP situation that began with the mid1970s world-wide recession.
The proponents

of SAPs have generally

responded to the foregoing questions by
respectively citing policy implementation failures
or inadequacies such as lackluster p'olitical
commitment to SAPs, policy management
inadequacies in government, improper
sequencing of measures, the mild application of
measures, or the brevity of the period within
which they have been applied; and by insisting
that, given the failure of import substitution
industrialisation (ISl) strategies and the demise
of socialism in the former Soviet Union and in
the Eastern Bloc, there is no alternative (the socalled TINA,

or

'there is

no

alternative’

syndrome).
The debate

over

SAPs is further confounded

by the appeal to differing criteria in their
assessment.

Critics of SAPs, on the one hand,

have tended to

emphasise their negative impact
employment and purchasing power as a
consequence of the inevitable retrenchments and
price increases that the programmes entail; their
negative social consequences as cost recovery
and expenditure cutting measures are
implemented; and their ambiguous long-term
impact on the attainment ofsustainable economic
development and equity. Proponents of SAPs,
on the other, have tended to emphasise the short
to medium-term benefits resulting from their
adoption in fomt ofthe resuscitation of traditional
exports, the disappearance of black markets and
rent-seeking behaviour, and the increased
'availability' ofgoods, particularly imported ones,
on the market. In general, proponents of SAPs
on

have relied

on

a

counter
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factual argument.

SAPs

seem

to be

meeting with increasingly diminishing support from

beneficiaries

among

the presumed
Pic; Calvin Dondo

insisting that the post-SAP economic situation
is better than the pre-SAP one, or what the

seemingly conspiratorial and dogmatic silence
among proponents of SAPs over the role of the

situation could have been in the absence of

state in African economies beyond the
traditionally accepted ones of maintaining law
and order and macroeconomicstability, providing
physical and social infrastructure which can be
shown to be pure public goods, improving the
functioning of markets by eliminating market
imperfections, and price distortions, resolving
market failures and protecting or ameliorating
the plight of vulnerable social groups. This silence
would be understandable if there were a widely

SAPs.

It is clear that the discussion of SAPs would be
best clarified

by first explicitly spelling out what
long-term economic goal of African
countries is. what this goal entails, and whether
SAPs are an adequate strategy for the realisation
of the goal. It is our contention that the
fundamental and primary long-term economic
goal in Africa is that of attaining economic
development rather than economic growth per
the desired

se, a

distinction that will be clarified below. In

this respect, it is contended that SAPs should be
assessed first and foremost vis-a-vis the goal of
economic

development. In this essay, we argue
they may have necessary

that SAPs, while

features,

are

in

their

current

form

of

implementation, insufficient to initiate an
economic growth process leading to the
attainment of economic development.
It is

our

contention that the fundamental

weakness of SAPs

is their inability to
properly infomi on an activist
and dirigist role of the state to govern and guide
the market toward the attainment of the goal of
economic development. Indeed, there has been a
accommodate and

held con.sensus among scholars and policymakers
the minimalist passive role of the state as
propagated through SAPs.
The dogmatic insistence on a minimalist state
on

role is based

on

the claimed virtues of the

entrepreneur as the main economic agent and
actor, the market and private sector as the driving
forces of the economy, and unfettered pure
competition domestically and internationally as
the harbingers ofdynamic efficiency and growth.
SAPs are designed to encapsulate and foster all
of the foregoing through privatisation,
liberalisation, deregulation, outward orientation,
export promotion and so on. Now, while the
theoretical validity and internal consistency of
SAPs with regard to their ability to effect static
41

efficiency gains in

an economy may

merits of government

be

unassailable, difficulties arise on both theoretical
and

empirical levels as to whether the precepts of

SAPs and their consequent programmes are
sufficient to effect dynamic economic

guiding, and governing the market toward
development. The problem with the
dogmatic proponents of SAPs and a 'hands-tied'
state is that in their insistence to castigate state
intervention and safeguard against the resort to
the failed past import substitution or socialist
strategies which have been one form of
government intervention, they have gone to the
other extreme of deliberately underplaying or
ignoring the recognized active and dirigist role
of the state in the development of the NICs, and
thus precluding the lessons to be learned from
thesecountries in this regard.
economic

transformations

leading to economic
development. The dissenting voices on this latter
score are indeed numerous and wide-ranging in
both Western academic and policy circles, that it
is indeed perplexing when SAPs are peddled in
Africa without a hint as to the

areas

of contention.

Even worse, is the fact that in Africa, both
scholars and

policymakers have been unable to
seize on these debates to their advantage. Indeed,
in an attempt to forestall such an eventuality,
proponents of SAPs have wasted no time in
ensuring the regeneration and replication of their
clones through the so-called 'capacity building’

The Goal of Economic

initiatives!

The truth of the matter is that there is

economics, have

come

Development

The problem with SAPs and the need for a
dirigist state in our economies is best apfs'eciated
by considering the meaning and implications of
economic development as a goal. Economic
development is the economic process whereby a
country achieves sustainable increases in the per
capita gross domestic product of its citizens
through the efficient use of its productive
capacities and resources. The process entails
economic growth, structural transformation and

a

respectable and accumulating body of opinion
and evidence to challenge the theoretical arrd
empirical inadequacy of SAPs. On the theoretical
side, the major challenges, within the realm of
traditional

intervention in the

economy. As indicated earlier, we contend that
the way beyond SAPs is through an activist state,

from the

structuralists and proponents

of the New Trade
Theory. The former have emphasised the
domestic structural rigidities and the world market
imperfections that severely limit theeffectiveness
of laissez-faire, market-based strategies as
represented by SAPs; and the latter have

increases in economic welfare

and

some

minimum

degree of equity, at least. The crucial
qualitative criterion is the ability of the economy

demonstrated the limitations of traditional

to evolve economic structures that are articulated

economic theories of specialisation,

comparati VI
through vertical and lateral linkages, that are
advantage and competition in explaining !h-'
diversified enough to absorb internal and external
dynamic economic growth of nations in the ^ shocks,andthatinteractinamutuallysupportive
present globalised economic environment. On
mannerto internally generate and sustain secular
the empirical level, there have been sustained
economic growth in the long term.
The practical meaning of the notion of
challenges to the counter-factual evidence
resorted to in support of SAPs which attributes
economic development is easily seen from Tables
the success of the Newly Industrialising Countries
1 and 2 drawn from the World Development
(NICs) solely to their private sector and market
Reports of the World Bank. From those tables
orientation coupled with an outward-orientation
the image of economic development is
and to their adoption of SAP-like stabilisation
and liberalisation measures. These dissenting
,

voices have contended that an activist and dirigist

represented by the high-income economies of
Western Europe and Japan as is well-known,
and thatof underdevelopmentrepresented by the
sub-Saharan African and South Asian countries.

In this respect,

the process of economic
development in practical terms first entails the
abihty to enhance per capita incomes from say an
average of US$340(1989)insub-S aharan Africa
to an average of US$ 1000 to US$2000 as for the
middle income countries and finally to an average
of about US$18,000 as for the high income
countries! And second, it entails a structural

transformation from a high dependency on
primary production in agriculture and mining to
dependency in industry and services, as shown in
Table 2 with regard to the structure of production,
as one moves from
being a low income country
to being a high income country. There is no
doubt that the economic development task is an
immense

one.

Economic

Development and
Technological Capacity

In order to

pinpoint the potential role of the
the economic development
process in an underdeveloped country, it is
necessary to conceptualise the development
process as entailing the evolution of structural
features underpinning the capacity or potential
to develop. In turn, this development capacity
may be said to consist of a technological capacity
to innovate organisationally, productively,
resource wise and consumption-wise, in a manner
that generates a cumulative virtuous circle of
overall increased economic efficietKy, increased
deepening and extension of backward and
forward linkages, increased lateral diversification
of pR' i'Ktion and consumption, and increased
state in jump-starting

formalisation of economic activities and
resources

under the ambit of the market.

Economic development therefore is a continuous

Table 1: Basic Indicators

state has been crucial and

indispensable in the
economic growth and development of the NICs.
In fact, the underdevelopment of our own

GNP per

capita
Area

economies within the context of market-driven.

outward-oriented, colonial empires is ample
evidence of the limits of theecotwmy

in

promoting economic development.
point to be made here is that the issue as
to whether the state should play an active or a
passive role in the economy is not as closed, as
proponents of SAPs would have it, but an open
one, and it is pure deceit to pretend that it is a
The

closed

one.

Yes, the evidence both theoretical

and

empirical

one

view

or

may not be clearly in support of
the other, but the issue remains an

and as such it is best to suspend the
dogmatism about SAPs, and it is incumbent on
us in Africa to vigorously debate the relative

Low- and middle-income
Sub-Saharan Africa
East Asia
South Asia

Growth rate

(thousands
of square

Dollars

mid-1989

kilometres)

1989

(percent)
(1965-89)

4,052.8t
480,4t
1,552.2t
1,130,8t

77,0711
23,066t

800w

2.5w

340w

0.3w

15,582t

540w

5.2w

5,158t
11,658t
20,385t
21,059t

320w

1.8w

Europe, M.East & N.Africa

433.2t

Latin America & Caribbean

421.2t

Severely indebted
High-income economies

554.3t

OECD members

772.6t

830.4t
57.8t

Other

Average annual

Population
(millions)

33,875t
31,165t
2,710t

2,180w
1,950w
1,730w
18,330w
19,090w
8,250w

1.9w

2.1W
2.4W

2.5w
3.8w

open one

42

t

>

total

w

°

weighted
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Table 2: Structure of Production

GDP

Average annual growth rate (percent)
Industry
Manufacturing

Agriculture

1965-80

Services.etc

1980-89

1965-80

1980-89

1965-80

1980-89

1965-80

374,030t 3,078,460t

30w

19w

31 w

38w

21w

41w

32w

20w

27w

8w

42w

24w

35w

44w

27w

44w

32w

21w

26w

15w

17w

1980-89

1965-80

1980-89

37w

44w

11w

39w

38w

33w

23w

34w

35w

41 w

Low and Middle
income
Sub-Saharan
Africa

29,120t
90,700t
64,510

East Asia
South Asia

161,820t
895,230t
317,170

Europe, M. East
& N. Africa

Latin America &
Caribbean

Severely indebted
High income
economies

OECD members
Other
t

e

787,990t
95,470t
109,860t

809,230t
934,670t

1,413,280t14,764,510t
1,389,560t 14,292,2201
17,580t
477,3401

total

w

>

of enhancing technological capacity,
broadly defined.
The major components of technological
capacity (TC) consist of
(a) the sustained conducting of research and
development in science, technology,
organisation, production processes, resource
managemenL consumption needs and so on;
(b) the accumulation of scientific and
technological software in form of stored
knowledge, patents, copyrights, and so on;
(c) the development of human capital as embodied
in human skills and know-how;

(d) the existence ofprivate and public institutional
structures facilitating the foregoing.
The development of TC along the foregoing
lines can indeed be planned for, and executed
with afair degree of apodictic certainty if viewed

purely technical exercise, as centralised
strategies of the former Soviet
Union, the Democratic People's Republic of
Korea, and the People's Republic of China have
demonstrated. BuL again, as demonstrated by
what has transpired in the foregoing economies,
the development of TC has, in the final analysis,
to be aimed aL and guided by the exigencies of
world-wide and domestic competition largely
determined by market imperatives.
Thus TC translates into actualising the
development process through the innovativeness
with which it is deployed at various levels and
through its deployment in a manner that aims at
enhancing an economic agent's (Arm or nation)
competitiveness vis-a-vis other domestic or
external competitors. It is the translation of TC,
innovatively, to yield a dynamic competitive
advantage that cannot easily be apodictally
guaranteed even if the range of uncertainty can
definitely be narrowed. Now TC has its private
a

socialist planning
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33w

23w

51w

17w

33w

22w

50w

5w

42w.

32w

54w

5w

43w

32w

54w

14w

46w

8w

4w

45w

41w

54w

weighted

process

as

16w

aspect and its social or public aspect. The private
TC relates to those

capacities that are embodied
in and autonomously controlled by the basic
economic units of the individual (or household)
and the firm (single proprietorship, corporation
or parastatal). And these capacities may
encompass the full range of TC mentioned
earlier. In a market economy, the TC of the firm
(FTC) especially as developed, manipulated and
deployed by the entrepreneur's innovativeness
in decision-making and organising resources to
ensure competitiveness is seen as the driving
force of economic growth and development. In
this respecL the private aspect of TC is directed
at minimising costs and maximising returns to
ensure a
competitive edge particularly through
the exploitation of increasing returns to scale,
and potential existing demand both homogenous
and differentiated.

Nevertheless,

we

both aconsequence of the accumulation ofprivate

technological capacities (FTC) and a determinant
development of private technological
capacities (FTC) in a manner that cumulatively
generates and reinforces a virtuous circle of
economic development.
of the

As Porter has shown in his Competitive
Advantage ofNations (1990), this aspect of TC
is a function of the development of a minimum
critical threshold of clusters of firm technological
capacities (FTCs). As such, below this minimum
critical threshold, dynamic growth and
developmental circle are not forthcoming and
once the threshold is reached a dynamic virtuous
circle cumulatively reinforcing innovativeness,
competitive advantage, growth and development

is set in motion. In

a

market-driven economy,

then, the national technological capacity also
entails certain capacities

need to guard against the

fallacy of composition by noting that the TC of
a nation (NTC) does not consist of a simple
aggregation of private TCs. An appreciation of
this point is important for understanding the
meaning of underdevelopment and the potential
role of the state in jump-starting a market driven
economy and guiding it towards particular
outcomes. The possibility that the national TC
(NTC) as a whole may be less or greater than the
summation of private TCs (FTC), is a
consequence of the fact that TC has a social,
external aspect which is in the form of a public
good, a spill over, or an externality (positive or
negative). This social aspect of TC especially in
form of positive externalities and spillovers from
private TC which cannot be captured through the
market by the private originator of the particular
aspect of TC, and is captured and utilised as a
free good by other private beneficiaries may be

beyond and outside the
an industrial
technological capacity, TTC, (among firms
producingtbe same or asimilarproductor service)
representing spill-overs in form of such benefits
firm

as

(FTC), consisting of

sharing technological developments, the cross

mobility of skilled manpower, the stimulant of
competition, economies of scale arising, from
enlarged utilisation of similarresources and inputs
and distribution infrastructure, and

joint
promotion of basic research and development
and training.
,
One could then proceed to similarly identify a
sectoral technological capacity (STC) related to
broad sectors such as agriculture, manufacturing,
mining, communication, finance etc; and then a
national technological capacity (NTC) consisting
of FTC, ITC, STC, and NTC. By the same token,
the characteristic feature of a country being
underdeveloped or less developed can be viewed
as the failure of having attained the minimum
43

development path through the global economic
be undertaken solely on the basis of the

maze can

market.

Globalisation of the world economy essentially
refers

to the fact that monopoly capital has now
developed to such a high degree that the world
economy is its stage rather than the national
economy. In this respect, monopolistic or
oligopolistic firms are able to operate on an
international scale by manipulating the interactive
'diamond' of firm strategy, factors of production,
demand conditions, and supporting industries in
a

Foreign investors are able to scan their opportunities worldwide comparatively and shun those
countries with inadequate and inappropriate technological clusters

critical thresholds of FTC. ITC, STC and NTC;

advantage at all levels relate to the manner in

potential for self-sustained dynamic
growth and development. That establishing an
economic development capacity entails the
systematic indigenisation of clusters is
underscored by the fact that the clusters imply
and require geographical proximity in order to

which the

maximise the benefits from the interaction of

or. as

the existence, in such countries of critical

gaps of one degree or
another at all levels of TC. Porter, for instance,

technological capacity

has suggested that the determinants of competitive

following factors constituting
'diamond'

interactive

an

innovatively
manipulated and deployed at each level:
(a) factor conditions.
are

(b) firm strategy, structure and rivalry;
(c) demand conditions, and
(d) related and supporting industries.
The

foregoing are mutually interactive,
mutually interdepiendent and mutually reinforcing
in both their private and social aspects. For the
development process, however, the clusters
yielding the social a.spect are important. Thus
Porter observes that

The basic unit for understanding national

advantage is the industry. Nations succeed
not in

isolated industries, however, hut in

clusters

of industries connected through
relationships. A
nation's economy contains a mix of
clusters, whose make-up and sources of
competitive advantage (or disadvantage)
reflect the state of the economy’s
development.
vertical and horizontal

However,

a

problem arises in that FTC, ITC,

STC and NTC, while hierarchical, are not so

much temporarily sequential, but simultaneously

mutually determining, especially in order to arrive
at

44

minimum critical thresholds of clusters that

generate a

ITC levels.
Thus

at

one

extreme,

the

nature

of

underdevelopment may be such that not only is
FTC incapable of originating, in that there is a
total incapacity to generate higher levels of ITC.
STC and NTC clusters based on the private
sector

and market alone. At the other extreme,

a

country may be so developed that all levels ofTC

mutually reinforcing primarily on the basis
of private sector initiatives and interaction. These
clusters simultaneously represent developmental
hurdles to be overcome, and developmental goals
to be established and continuously enhanced.
The question then is whether, given the degree of
underdevelopment in many African countries,
these hurdles can be overcome solely by the
private sector.
The task of nurturing an indigenous
are

technological capacity as the basis for economic
development is further complicated by the
globalised nature of the present world economy.
This globalisation is both a curse and a blessing
for

our

economies and economic

development

agendas if we have any. Nevertheless, the task is
tooverride orcircumvent the disadvantages, and
exploit its advantages to promote the development
agenda. Again, the question is whether the
mapping and execution of an ingenious economic

manner

that makes them able to compete

internationally, decentralising aspects of their
activities to different locations, and juggling the
exploitation of national and international
technological clusters at will. Thus the globalised
economic environment is characterised by a high
degree of footlooseness in industry location and
decentralisation.
The
accommodating
development has been that the basis of
compietitive advantage has increasingly shifted
from country-specific natural endowments often
assumed in Ricardian comparative advantage to
artificially creatable forms of competitive
advantage based on technological innovation
and the manipulation of factors constituting the
diamond based on an extension of home demand.
The advantages of globalisation are that
comparative advantage can be created and
nurtured by developing a technological capacity
quite independent of the natural endowments of
a country. Further, with the global market as a
stage there is no limit to markets, particularly if
the aim is to capture high premium-paying market
segments whose demand is best met by deploying
the frontiers of technological capacity. In
addition, there are currently various ways of
importing specific technologies from the
international technological shelf in spite of the
constraints of the New International Division of
Labour. Nevertheless, this globalisation has
brought with it some profound constraints on
developing countries quite outside the usual ones
related to dependency critiques of monopoly
capital.
First, the shift in the basis of comparative
advantage away from natural endowments in
terms of plentiful and cheap labour, minerals,
land, etc., means that those factors that we thought
would be the basis for

our

own

economic

development are increasingly becoming absolete.
Second, the

global reality suggests that
competitive
advantage in industries which already have a
base and demand at home. And third, the ability
of multinational corporations to be footloose
while simultaneously able to decentralise
management, production,marketing and
distribution functions by juggling world-wide
technological clusters means that prospective
new

nations and industries create
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The

foreign investors are able to scan their
opportunities world wide comparatively, and
able either to shun those countries with inadequate
and

inappropriate technological clusters or
capacities by picking those with desirable NTCs,
STCs, and ITCs; or, to exploit countries without
such clusters or capacities by investing in them
through turn-key set-ups which rely on external
technological clusters or capacities without
contributing to the development of a local
technonogical capacity.
The
implications of the foregoing
disadvantages are, first, that underdeveloped
countries can no longer rely on primary
production and exports as the engine of economic
development. Second, that unregulated foreign
investment cannot be relied upon for the
establishment of technological clusters and
capacities, because these may not be forthcoming
inspite of inflows of foreign investment; and
third, that the development of efficient import
substitution in non-traditional activities

creates

sustainable basis for export promotion

by
reinforcing the development of technological
clusters and capacities which are themselves the
a more

soundest basis for domestic and international

competitive advantage. The question, again, is
whether the mere liberalisation of markets along
SAP lines is enough to deal with the foregoing
implications.
In the light of the foregoing. Porter, in his
Competitive Advantage of Nations clarifies the
nature of the problem a little further by identifying
'Stages of Competitive Advantage' and their
implications. He identifies as the lowest stage of
competitive development (that in which almost
all of the Sub-Saharan African countries

are

except South Africa) the 'factor-driven' stage

whereby countries "draw their advantage solely
from basic factors of production whether they
are natural resources, favourable growing
conditions for certain crops, or an abundant and
inexpensive semi-skilled labour pool". He notes
that "in this stage an economy is sensitive to
world economic cycles and exchange rates, which
drive demand and relative prices. It is also
vulnerable to loss of factor advantage to other
nations and to rapidly shifting industry
leadership".
The second higher stage (attained and being
superceded by NICs) he refers to as" investmentdriven", characterised by an aggressive obsession
with investment, either domestic or foreign, but
with a preoccupation with not only just applying
technology but improving upon it by
manipulating not only factor conditions but firm
strategy, structure, and rivalry. He notes that:
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investment-driven

route

to

competitive advantage is only possible in
a certain class of industries: those with,
significant scale economies and capital
requirements but still a large labor cost
component, standardized products, low
service content,

technology that is readily
transferable, and where there are multiple
sources
of product and process
technology.
The last two stages,

like what Porter argues

is relevant for the much
higher stage, that of the innovation-driven
economy:

Government's

appropriate role in this stage
(innovation-driven) is markedly different from
the

.previous one (investment-driven). The
appropriate philosophy ofintervention and types
of intervention changes. Allocation of capital,
protection, licensing controls, export subsidy,
and other forms of direct intervention lose
relevance

relevant to the developed
by the ability

of the economies to have superceded dependency
factor endowments

by having a wider range
of sources for competitive advantage,
underpinned by deep and wide technological
clusters and capacities, and their ability to create
technology.
The point of listing the foregoing stages is to
underscore the important differentiations in the
role of the state at each stage that Porter stresses.

on

Porter notes that the factor-driven stage
characterised

virtually all nations at one point in
the past. However, "few nations ever move
beyond the factor-driven stage", as demonstrated
by our African countries. The problem then for
countries at this stage is to jump-start the
development process to wean the economy away
from dependency on natural factors of production
for competitive advantage and into the
investment-driven stage. Thus Porter observes
as

follows:

the

the
ofcompetitive advantage in such
an economy.
Given that competitive
advantage rests heavily onfactors and the
willingness to invest, government's role
can be substantial. It can be important in
such areas as channeling scarce capital
into particular industries, promoting risk
taking, providing temporaryprotection to
encourage the entry of domestic rivals
and the construction of efficient scale
facilities, stimulating and irfluencing the
acquisition of foreign technology, and
encouraging exports. Government, at this
, stage, must also usually take the lead in
making investments to create and upgrade
factors, thoughfirms must begin to play a
growing role as well.
sources

our

The Problem with current structural adjustment
programmes
is to

in Africa is that their raison d'etre

initially re-entrench and reconsoUdate

economies in the factor-driven stage
clear indication

as

with

our

no

to how that will lead to the

transition toward the investment-driven stage.

The most immediate

expectation of SAPs is to
all of which, in

stimulate traditional exports,
Africa

are

tied to natural factor endowment

competitive advantage. They are, in the medium
to long term, also expected, however, to stimulate
non-traditional exports, efficient importsubstitution of tradeables, and production of
non-tradeables such as housing and buildings.
The most general effect of SAPs has been to
induce a stag-flationary situation in which
traditional exports may increase but nothing else
happens, except perhaps a marginal degree of
resuscitation. Under such circumstances, SAP

might generate some degree of
growth based on the growth of
traditional exports but may not even begin to
initiate processes toward economic development
based on the growth of indigenised technological
clusters and capacities.

measures

The proper role of government in
investment-driven stage reflects

Since

effectiveness...

The Problem With SAPs

countries, are characterised as'innovation-driven'
and 'wealth-driven' characterised

or

countries

accommodated

Briefly, some of the impediments to structural
transformation under SAPs
•

•

anywhere in the SAP policy
promulgated with so much
fanfare in our countries? Indeed, by contrast, our
SAP policy framework papers look very much

are as

follows:

SAPs reinforce traditional forms of

comparative advantage that have
insignificant spill-over effects in terms of
the development of national technological
capacity (NTC), sectoral technological
capacity (STC), or industry technological
capacity (ITC);
SAPs have the effect of hastening deindustrialisation and the general closure of
firms that cannot survive in the
environment at

desperately need to move

into the investment-driven stage, are the above
considerations on the role of government
framework papers

economic

-•

new

faster pace

than new firms
can develop to take advantage of the new
policy environment.
SAPs have largely been predicated on
attracting foreign investment which has not
been forthcoming because not only are
investors unsure about our government's
a

commitment to the

market-oriented policies

compatible with the needs of globalised
45

monopoly capital, but the absence of
technological clusters and
capacities has been ahinderance. When the
conducive

latter's absence has not been a hindrance,

foreign investment has come in on the basis
of turn-key investments linked to external
technological clusters exploiting export
incentives without cumulative technological
capacity building spill-overs;
Implicit in SAPs is the assumption that
technological capacity is a tradeable which
can be imported, and yet in many respects,
since technological capacity, at the levels of

•

ITC. and NTC (other than FTC) consists of
the evolution of critical minimum thre.sholds
and

configurations of geographically

concentraled clusters which make it

a non-

non-importable factor of
development, even if individual components
may be imported. Further, as such, it is not
attained solely on the basis of incremental
piecemeal changes in investment, trade artd
production;
the domestic private sector has been saddled
with high input co.sts, inadequate capital,
skilled manpower shortages, inadequate
infrastructure, inability to access modern
technology relevant to competition in the
new gUxbal environment and an absence of
tradeable

•

infrastructure to penetrate

non-traditional

foreign markets, thus making the private
sector unable to seize upon the new policy
basis for domestic and

environment

as

international

competitive advantage, and,

a

finally;
•
the inability of our countries to control the
stag-flat ionary consequences, let alone, the
siKial consequences, of SAP-related policies
has dampened business expectations and
optimism thereby discouraging domestic
private investment of a long term nature.
All of the foregoing considerations suggest
that SAPs. by relying on the private sector as the
presumed engine of growth, while simultaneously
trimming the state of its potential role in guiding
and directing the economy, are a sure recipe for
stagnation and being stuck in the factor-driven
stage, or

resigning into Afro-pessimism.

The Role of the State

—

Beyond SAP

The need for an activist state in our economies
is made all the

more

necessary

economic development

if

our

rather than

goal is
a mere

resuscitation ol economic growth. The difference
between economic

development and economic

growth is easily brought home by noting that a
country like Botsw ana has had phenomenal rates
of

economit^growth over the past l.'S years and
a ix;r capita income ahnost twice that of

has
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Are SAP

measures

going to generate economic growth based on the growth of traditional

exports?
the latter with much lower rates of
economic growth remains more 'developed' in
terms of its technological capacities and clusters
than the former. Thus .something is missing in

Zimbabwe yet

development strategy, which is
factor-driven (diamonds, livestock and copper)
Botswana's

and

as

free and open as any

SAP economy can be

—and this is the creative role of the state, to shift.
In our stage of factor-driven development and

underdevelopment, a dirigist state is needed for
the following reasons;
to foster the development of domestic

technological clusters and capacities in terms
of

minimum critical thresholds of NTC,

STC, ITC and FTC which can act as

gravitational growth poles in economic and
spatial temis;
to guide domestic and foreign investment
into activities leading to the development of
technological capacities in higher order
comparative advantage, particularly strategic
industries relying on modem technology,
with increasing returns and economies of
scale, withpositive externalities and spillovers

to

other firms, industries and sectors,

and with the abil ity to develop home demand;

facilitate the acquisition of foreign
technology in the desired strategic industries,
and to assist in the penetration of foreign

to

develop and enhance physical and human

capital in

incentives to encourage

and
to

a manner

facilitating the

development of strategic industries;

savings, and regulate the

mobilise

allocation of investment funds towards

strategic industries.

Beyond SAPs — Considerations for a
Strategy
The

case

for

an

activist role of the state along

suggested by Porter for factor-driven
economies has been elaborated further by Robert
Wade in Governing the Market (1990). In that
the lines

approach to governing
N ICs.
His governed market (GM) approach is based on
the need fora developmentalist state which allows
the government a directive, promotive and
facilitative role. A developmentalist state is seen

book Wade suggests an
the market based

as one

on

the experiences of the

whose whole rai.son d'etre is an obsession

and drive imbued with the

need to emulate and

catch-up with the inve.stment-driven NICs and
the innovation-driven high income economies.
The behaviourof such astate would be dominated
by and preoccupied with the discourse and
vocabulary' of catching-up from the president to
the lowest bureaucrats.
In the GM

markets;
to

provide supply-side and demand-side
the growth of
strategic industries with the potential to
spear-head an investment driven economy;

to

approach the state would have the

role of leading the market by directing the
into activities

market

compatible with the objective of

building modern competitive technological
Sape.m February, IW

I

dusters and

capacities in line with the goals of
nurturing and artificially creating competitive
advantage and fostering economic development,
and of following the market by reacting to, and
facilitating the wishes of the private sector when
compatible with the long-term developmental
goals of the economy as determined by a broad
consensus

of civil and industrial interests.

Is should be noted that the GM

approach is not
necessarily an inward-looking, importsubstitution strategy, but is actually largely
compatible with general SAP requirements

particularly

regards the need for
macroeconomic stability, the need for the private
sector to be the engine of growth, the need to
expose domestic firms to international
competition, the need to deregulate prices and
as

the need for realistic
term.

that

exchange rates in the long

Nevertheless, the GM approach suggests

some

mild biases and distortions may

to be introduced in the short to

with

have

medium term,

clear

appreciation of their temporary
long term strategic
goals, hence the need to deliberately get prices
'wrong' on certain occasions. In any case, some
ofthe considerations relevantto theGM approach,
guided by a dirigist developmentalist state are
the following:
Balancing Expo rt Promotion (EP) and Impo rt
Substitution (IS) Strategies: — the lesson from
the global economy is that both strategies are
needed for international competitiveness and for
developing an indigenous technologicalcapacity.
The problem rather is how to balance incentive
a

nature, to facilitate some

the

global

economy,

different strategic

technologies and modern production activities
compatible with each of the foregoing types of
units. The problem relates to properly aligning
each strategic economic activity with each type
of industrial unit both with regard to stages of
production and different types of production so
as to arrive at a mutually compatible and self
reinforcing industrial structure commensurate
with the long term strategy ofcreating FTC, ITC,

administration that allows for highly coordinated

and centralised modes of economic formulation
and implementation alongdevelopmentalistlines.

Present forms

From the

Balancing Growth and Development Goals
With Equity:—the lessons from the NICs clearly

transformations envisaged and desired nationally

indicate that

and

STC and NTC.

a

GM strategy

is enhanced by the

International Environment

asset and income entitlements of the poor

particularly in rural areas. In this respect an
agrarian strategy tied to an industrialisation
strategy is paramount.
Establishing aStructure ofIncentives (rewards
and punishments): — In order for the state to
govern the market, it needs a structure of
incentives and disincentives aimed at

inducing

firms to invest in desired activities and to dissuade
them from others. Indeed, a structure of rewards
and

punishments may be needed. The crucial
requirement here is that such structures be

It is important that a developmentalist oriented

along the GM strategy being suggested here
exploit every opportunity to extract counterstate

concessions from the

developed countries to
technological
transfer and appropriate foreign investment. Tne
use of international consultancy firms to identify
and recommend ways to promote the foregoing
has proved quite useful.
The up-shot of the foregoing discussion then
is that SAPs, as currently designed and
implemented in Africa, are not sufficient,
although generally necessary, to transform our
economies from primary-factor driven ones.
The development task before us is so immense,
and the constraining factors so overwhelming
for the development task to be left to the private
facilitate non-traditional exports,

to overcome

condition in

neutral

suggested that there should
nevertheless be an ultra-export bias.
Selecting Industries to be Promoted: — the

economy

lesson here is that the state should direct

private
investment into activities that have the highest
technological and economic spin-offs in terms
of generating clusters, TCs, economies of scale,
increasing returns, and indigenisation of
technological capacity through learning-by-

disincentives. Such

doing.

betweena 'hard' and

Balancing Foreign and Domestic Investment:
the aim here is to attract foreign investment in
a manner that contributes to the
building and
indigenisation of the country's technological
capacity. In this regard, the systematic nurturing

compatibility of the GM strategy, with democratic
precepts, and to safeguard against corruption.
Indeed, if the state is truly developmentalist
along the lines ofaGM strategy then its legitimacy
should really depend on its ability to govern the
market effectively in a manner that yields tangible

—

of domestic investors and entrepreneurs to
become dominant

as

thfe driving forcein the

strategy is important. It is also important to be

leery of turn-key foreign investments and export

processing zones.
Balancing Small, Medium and Large-scale
Units:

—

Sapem
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one can

find, in

a

regionally.

ability of the state to protect and promote the

the desired future economic structure of the

a

doing.

unless undertaken in
developmentalist economic
agenda that dovetails national and regional
economic agendas in anticipation of the dynamic

around the desired future course of the economy,

maintain

to

hand does not

no panacea

the context of

economists have

as

one

foregoing, it is clear' that regional

cooperation is

macroeconomic environment. However, some

so

such that

Regional Cooperation

temporarily targeted to the beneficiary to be
influenced, or the firm to be penalised and
generally refrain from being macroeconomic
and permanent. Further, policies to neutralise
their negative consequences have to be
incorporated.
Establishing Consultative Structures:—there
is a need to ensure that a consensus is developed

structures

are

know what the other is

and the structure of incentives and

only be
brought about through the establishment of
a consensus

can

consultative structures which involve key partners

in the economy

(corporations, labour and
government), and major interest groups in civil
society. In this regard, a proper balance is needed

economic

a

'soft' state to

ensure

sector and market

no

matter how sound

the present stag-flationary economic

our countries, is a strategy whereby
dirigist and developmentalist state guides the
market toward a path that ensures the
a

development of indigenous technological
capacities that

are the basis for competitive
advantage in the modem world. The present

global reality while still constraining and
exploitative, has also created spaces and contested
terrains signalling the end of the Third World'
concept and reality, and the potential for a polycentered world economy, imperialistic
machinations notwithstanding. Our problem is
to seize the opportunity by consciously directing
economic change

and transformation through an
dirigist state rather than resigning into
passivity and pessimism of SAPs ba.sed on

informed
the

successes.

alone,

the macroeconomic environment. What is needed

sheer faith in the market.

Restructuring Modes of Government
Planning and Administration
It is necessary to revamp
model of ministerial

the Westminister
organisation to a mode of

Guy C.Z. Mhone is the Head of the Southern Africa
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ADJUSTMENT AND DEMOCRATISATION IN AFRICA
THANDIKA MKANDAWIRE

T

HE LAST two years have witnessed
dramatic changes in the African political

most cases donor response has

been preceded by

internal manifestations against the ruling regime.

The

of Malawi is

been

good example. Even in
the case of Francophone countries which are
ahead of Anglophone countries in the struggle
for democracy, France's role has not been so

democratisation and

much because it has insisted

landscape. A landscape which for more
than two decades was monotonously covered by
authoritarian one-party

regimes has suddenly

reshaped by massive demonstrations for
multi-party rule. Not since
the heydays of the struggle'for political
independence in the fifties has Africa witnessed
so much political activity involving so many
social forces. Everywhere the call is for better
governance, greater accountability and, more
significantly, democratic rule.
In a number of countries, these "prodemocracy" movements have scored dramatic
victories and for the first time in African history,
presidents (eg Pereira in Cape Verde, Kaunda in
Zambia and Kerekou in Benin) have lost power
through elections. A number of countries have
organised "national conventions" to discuss
national issues and to draw up new constitutions.
In some cases, military coups have taken place
with the expressed purpose of transferring power
to democratic civilian rule (Mali). Even in cases
where authoritarian rule still persists, the state is
under pressure to concede to democratic

case

a

on

democratic rule,

it has been its indication that it will

longer
provide military support to beleaguered
dictatorships.
The
overwhelming
pressures
of
democratisation have been basically internal.
And it is these that will be the linchpin to the
viability of the democratic experiments taking
place in Africa. The external environment may
facilitate or render these expyeriments and
as

no

transitions difficult, but it cannot be the motive
force of sustainable democratic forces.

\

m

to
'

j

pressures.

Authoritarianism to

%

.

Democracy — The
One of the major causes of internal opposition

cause

of these

changes?

There are many causes and they apply in different
countries

differently. Here

few. The most cited

cause

we can only name a
outside Africa is the

"demonstration effect" of events in East Europe.
Most journalistic accounts in Europe and America

to authoritarian governance

is the parlous state
Up until the "oil crisis" of
1973, the performance of African economies
compared well with those of the more dynamic
Third World countries. Such high growth rates
of African economies.

reconciled the middle classes to the various

have placed great weight on this. Not surprisingly,

forms of authoritarian rule that characterised

such

governance

expressions

"Afro-stroika" have been
political lexicon.
East Europe have definitely

as
added to the African
While events in
had

an

effect

which the
rule

was

on

those "Afro-Marxist" states in

ideological rationale for the one-party

derived from Marxist-Leninist tenets

formulated by the Soviet Union
(Angola, Benin, Congo, Mozambique), their
influence in other countries have been grossly
exaggerated. A number of movements pre-date
the East European experience.
A second cause is the political pn'essures from
donors—the so-called "political conditionality"
through which donors have insisted on certain
political reforms before providing funds.
as

these

were

However,

even

here there is

an

element of

exaggeration and not always deserved selfcongratulation. For one, very few donors, if any,
have really insisted on democratic rule as a
precondition for the financial support. And in
48

economists call

"macropopulism" under which
regimes adopt populist economic
without due consideration to the

new dembcratic

programmes
overall economic effects. In the extreme form of
such

"macropopulism", the state simply prints
all its electoral promises without
any attention to economic constraints. The
inevitable inflation eventually leads to the
yearning for the proverbial man on the horse..
Strangely, this has not happened in Africa.
Contraryto the widespread view about profligacy
of the Africa states, compared to their Latin
American and even Asian counterparts, African
governments have been generally conservative
in their fiscal policies and African rates of inflation
have rarely come close to the three digit levels of
Latin America. The new democratic regimes of
Benin and Zambia have adopted tough austerity
packages. Indeed, iif a surprising number of
cases, the new African regimes have accepted
the technocratic argument that the crisis is due to
mismanagement. And so we have key ministries
being given to people with experience in or
endorsed by the international financial
organisations. The President of Benin, Mr Soglo,
is a former employee of the World Bank; the
Prime Minister of Ivory Coast is an ex-IMF

money to meet

official. The behef

Causes
What has been the

The economic threats to the process of
democratisation takes two forms. One is what

in Africa. Since about the mid-

1970s, the world recession and the collapse of

prices of primary products, have created severe
economic problems in African countries. This
has been compounded by serious policy failures
on behalf of African governments and
increasingly on behalf of the international
institutions which have dominated African

policy-making during much of the 1980s. The
eighties have been rightly termed the "lost decade
for Africa". Social and economic gains made
since independence have been reversed. In some
countries, economic conditions

toflay
than they were at independence. Percapita income
in

a

are worse

number of countries is now lower than when

tljey obtained their independence.
Threat to Democratisation

Heel of the process

of democratisation in Africa.

to be either that these

negotiate better terms with the
international organisations or that they have the
requisite skills to steer the economy out of the
doldrums or that the "market" will respond
positively to them. More significantly is the
widespread feeling in Africa that hitherto,
governance has been characterised by
arbitrariness and failure to

use

the many

competent Africans that have been trained since

independence. There is therefore a genuine
attempt to place competent men in key positions
coupled with the belief that the international
organisations may know what they are talking
about. And so the "macropopulism" of the
Peronism-type has yet to hit democratising
Africa.
The other threat to democratisation is the
economic conservatism that international
financial institutions and the donor
are

community
imposing uniformly across the African

continent. To deal with the economic decline,

nearly all African countries (33 at last count)
have entered into special arrangements with the
IMF and World Bank who have drawn up
stabilisation

Exhilarating though the current political
changes are, the economy remains the AchiUes

seems

technocrats will

and

structural

adjustment

programmes whose aims are to liberalise African
economies. These programmes have been in
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place for 5-10 years in African countries. The
programmes include devaluation of national
currencies, removal of trade restrictions,
liberalisation and

privatisation of the economy
and drastic cuts in government expenditures not
only in social welfare, but even in productive
investment.
The expectation was that pursuance of these
policies would lead to more efficient use of
resources through greater reliance on markets,
encourage exports, attract private investment
and generally stimulate growth. To be sure these
measures were expected to force the African
countries to go through "a vale of tears" but this
was not to last long.

Effects of Stabilisation and Structural

Adjustment Programmes
1 will not go

into the merits or demerits of these
Suffice it to note that general
consensus so far is that if these policies have led

been excluded from the market

by high prices
declining real incomes. Not surprisingly,
"food riots" or "IMF riots" have taken place in a
number of countries (Nigeria, Zambia, Senegal,
Ivory Coast, to name only a few).
The conspicuous consumption by the elite
facilitated by import liberalisation in the midst of
increasing squalor, partly accounts for the
resurgence of "anti-Western" populism and
religious fundamentalism in countries such as
Algeria.
Third, the structural adjustment programmes
have led to what is euphemistically called the
"infonnal governance" of African economies by
and

•

Fourth, the

new

policies

are

undermining the
given a

"nationalist coalition" that had hitherto

modicum of national cohesion in most African
countries. Policies

pursued by such

a

coalition

tend to favour national control of the economy

through nationalisation or indigenisation, welfare
programmes such as free education and medical
services and various subsidies, especially for
urban groups. To be sure the economic crisis had
already made a mockery of these programmes
(free medical care without doctors, free education
without books, subsidies for non-existent goods
etc).
One of the most remarkable

successes

of

international financial institutions and the donor

African nationalism has been to create nation

community. This increased presence offoreigners
in policy making has undermined the legitimacy
of the state in the eyes of its own people. It has
further highlighted the undemocratic structures

states out

of nations whose borders

were

drawn

by cultural and ethnically blindfolded European
powers during the last century. Events in Liberia
and Somalia have tended to overshadow this

programmes.
to

efficient

use

of resources, this has been under

conditions of continued

stagnation and recovery
coming. Economists usually
that the general public fails to see

has been slow in

tend to argue
that the programmes are for their own good
because of either the counter-intuitive nature of
these programmes or
amnesia about how bad

because of collective
things were before the
adjustment or how much worse they could have
been without adjustment. This may or may not
be true. What is true is that the promised benefits
have been slow in coming.
The simplistic interpretation of what is going
on in Africa is that it is only natural that the
liberation of the economy should be followed or
accompanied by the liberalisation of the polity
—that perestroika and glasnosimust go together.
Whatever the economic rationale of these

they have exhibited incredible political
myopia and ignorance among their international

measures,

advocates.

First, these programfnes

have led to dramatic
in the urban areas. This was
expected, it was part of reducing aggregate
demand in the economy. And to the extent that
the decline in real wages was due to higher food
prices, this was part of the provision of incentives
to farmers and part of the orientation of the
economy towards world markets.
Second, the decline in wages has led to dramatic
falls of wages

redistribution of income not

so

much between

rural and urban areas, but within the urban areas

from wages to non-wage incomes. Side by side
with the squeeze in wages, there has emerged
income groups with access to now more
freely available luxury goods, thanks to import
and market liberalisation. High prices of these
goods have reduced the queues not because
people now have easier access to these goods,
but because large numbers of them have simply
new
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Declining real incomes undermine the legitimacy of the state in the

ofgovemance in Africa. For. if the local regimes
had to pay some attention to local forces, however
grudgingly this was done, the situation is different
today. Faceless international technocrats can
devalue national currencies, remove subsidies,

close down national industries and restructure
state
or

expenditure uncumbered by local politics

interest groups.
The new democratic regimes are under pressure

to bring back such issues as the national budget
back to national fora such as parliament. They

greater democratic control over tho.se
institutions which international financial

want

institutions have

high-jacked (central banks and

ministries of finance).

eyes

of its

own

people

incredible story. It should be remembered that
of the economically wasteful programmes

some

such as regional

development and nationalisation
price to be paid
for knitting together these ethnically diverse and
unevenly developed societies. In these situations,
nationalisation was induced by the need to ensure
politically viable control of property. The
expansion of the state was therefore linked to a
schemes

were

in fact the political

number of distribution
was to

measures whose purpose
redress certain historical imbalances.

The

point here is that economic policy in these
to deal with its potentially explosive
political effects and that the imperatives of nationbuilding were such that one could only ignore
states

has
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these

for national cohesion and equity
peril. The new policies, with their
emphasis on "markets" are blind to these realities.
A dogmatic imposition of these policies can
easily interfere with the very demanding tasks of
crafting democracies in such fragile political
at

concerns

one's

enviroiunents.

Finally, the main institutions guiding donor
policies in Africa have shown no particular love
for democratic rule. There is of course something
comical about the World Bank and the IMF

claiming that good governance demands popular
participation, accountability and transparency,
given its own record of aloofness and secrecy.
More significantly, these institutions have made
no efforts to adjust their fmancial claims on these
heavily indebted new democracies to facilitate
the difficult processes of transition. Indeed in
these institutions are
exploiting the preoccupations of these new
governments to be accepted in the international
financial world by making them pay debts more
diligently than theircomiptpredecessors. Having
failed to get their money from the Mobutus, they
some

now

perverse sense,

see

democratic

regimes

as

more

"accountable" and therefore able to pay.

The

Elf-Aquitaine in Congo, Gabon and Cameroon.

accountability of these

ne.w govenunents to
domestic constituencies which have never seen

The company has long been suspected of being
involved in some of the most spectacular

where these borrowed funds went to, seem to

corruption and theft of public funds. In defence
of such interests, France has opted for what the
African opposition mockingly call democracy a
la carte. The British attitude in Kenya and Malawi

completely

escape these institutions.
The donor community seems to show greater
economic stability to particular economic

programmes andnotthepoliticalprocesses.Tbae
is little concern with how democratic regimes
be sustained

through the "vale of tears" of
austerity programmes. Even more shocking is
that the solidarity to democratic processes is
secondary to the sustenance of particular
economic programmes. Democratisation is
secondary to stabilisation and structural
adjustment. That is the tragedy of African
countries today.
Even in cases where donors have explicitly
stated that they will now only aid democratic
regimes, such promises have yielded to other
can

national interests. Thus France, which made

such

a

statementin

1990, began to backtrack

when it turned out that the

new

demo<7atic

has had similar characteristics.

Some years ago, in response to the devastating
effects of adjustment programmes on a number
of social indicatcars, the UNICEF called för

"adjustment with
vein,

one

a

human face". In

a

similar

should call for "adjustment with a

democratic face". Such

a process will involve
growth with equity instead of the
stagnation of that dogmatic imposition of neo^

economic

liberal solutions has meant. It will also call for

respect and solidarity with the democratic
institutions of the emergent democracies.
TilANDiKA Mkandawke is the Executive Secretary of
the Council for the

Development of Economic and

Social Research in Africa

(CODESRIA) based in

Dakar, Senegal

movements threatened to conduct audits of the
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CLINTON AND AFRICA: WHAT
SHOULD WE EXPECT?

U.S. President.

Foreign
policy
formulation
and
implementation is not based on humanitarian
principles. It is a ''selfish" business of the ruling
elites. It is determined by a combination of
factors, including the elite's perceived ideas of
security and economic interests and political and
military strategies. The ruling classes and/or
dominant elites' perception of those interests is
very much a matter of relation between the
performance of the national economy, the national
political culture and the interest of the governing
elites in a given country. In a changing world,

TUKUMBl LUMUMBA-KASONGO

what would the interests of the U.S. be in Africa?
To understand and
action

or

appreciate what Clinton's

inaction toward Africa would be, a

brief discussion

on the general tendencies of the
foreign policy in Africa is needed.
The U.S. did not have any formal colony in

U.S

Africa. But its historical connections with Liberia
were

transformed into neo-colonial relations

and Liberia became

a

neo-colonial state par

excellence. Before 1945, Africa

was

known in

the U.S.

mainly by the presence of the AfricanAmericans in the U.S. and also by that of
Europeans in Africa. At the end of the 1950s,
Kennedy, then a Democrat senator

John F.

introduced in the Senate the debate

on

what

should be the relations between the U.S. and
Africa after the decolonisation

era.

It is

only in

1958 that the State Department created a separate
Bureau for African Affairs.

Although the U.S.

did not share the bitterness of the colonial

exploitation, it succeeded during the Cold War
era to create

its

own zones

of

strategic interests

and influence in the continent. Africa became

a

West-East

ideological battleground during that
period. The U.S. supported its zones of interests
Bill Clinton has

promised

very

little for Africa

Pic; AP/Wide World

with the collaboration of most notorious
autocratic regimes, for instance,

Mobutu of Zaire.

With the assistance of the CIA, those African
N NOVEMBER .5 1992, Bill Clinton, a

o

was

new
an

Democrat, Governor of Arkansas,

Oxford-Yale educated legal

scholar,

elected the 42nd President of the U,S.

Through the sophisticated media technologies
such as cable television channels, people in
many parts of the world, including Africa, were
watching this democratic process and its outcome
with much interest. He comes to Washington
during the time of a rapidly changing world and
a crucial juncture in world history. He is a
newcomer in Washington D.C. power structures,
*but he is not a newcomer in dealing with the
dynamics of world politics.
Will his presidency be just another quest for
power'? What can or should Africans expect

specific terms in social. science analysis,
paradigms of a historical perspective and their
assumptions guide my discussion because they
historically relate causes to effects and behav lour
to structures. The timing and the national and
international contexts in which he will function

be

seriously taken into account if we need
dynamics of Clinton's foreign
policy toward Africa.
must
to

understand the

At the end of the Cold War. the election of

a

U.S. President has been welcome with

receptive to Africa? Is there any reason to think
or believe that the U.S. foreign policy toward

high
also many
anxieties about the unknown, especially for
Africa. Wars are being waged in many places.
People have easy access to markets of arms than
ever before. The levefof poverty in most parts of
the world is increasing and the gap between the
haves and the have nots is dangerously
sharpening. Within the context of deteriorating

should be different from that of the

economic and social conditions, war and famine,

Reagan-Bush administrations? To deal
adequately with these questions in general and

and the national power struggles. African people
and states have different expectations from the

from his administration? Will he be

Africa will

or
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more

new

expectations and hopes, but there

are

regimes tortured and sponsored assassinations
of many national democratic forces. One of the
contradictions in the U.S foreign policy during
this era is its effort to replace the European
colonial legacy by the African neo-colonial
governments and a new legacy of modern
capitalism. To advance this objective, the
behaviour and policies of the U.S. elites became
pragmatically anti-democratic. One of its

objectives was to penetrate the emerging African
elites and create African allies. They conceived
militarism as a path to modernisation and nationbuilding. In Africa this process has been totally
a

failure.
In the past

12 years of the Reagan-Bush reign,
generally disinterested in Africa
except in attempting to contain socialism or
communism. The struggle between the former
the U.S.

was

Soviet Union and the U.S. left serious

scars

in

Africa. For instance, in

Angola, Ethiopia,
Mozambique, Somalia, Sudan, Zaire, to cite
only a few examples, the legacies of the
51

'i

African countries are facing serious economic
problems due to the combination of factors, for
instance, the severe ecological shocks, the debt
burden of nearly $275 billion, uncontrollable
inflation, irrelevant leadership, civil wars etc.
Some African leaders have proposed that the

ideological struggles between the marxists in
Moscow and capitalists in Washington, D.C. and
their puppets and supporters on the grounds,
contributed to create the conditions of instability
and underdevelopment. Neither of these systems
was sufficiently developed and rooted on the
African culture and people's interests. That is to
say that they did not have any strong national

industrialised nations make

a

Marshall Plan for

Africa. The structural

assistance to sub-Saharan Africa decreased from

adjustment programmes
(SAPs) of the International Monetary Fund (IMF)
and the World Bank have not qualitatively
(ihanged the living conditions of people.

$.500 million

Governments have

base.

After the end of the Cold Wareven the military
a

year

in the 1970s to $30 million

and

(90 percent) in 1992. Economic assistance was,
to the

as a

tribal

war.

Collectively, African people did not have in
the past much

of any positive memory in the U.S.
involvement in Africa. But the story can be

analysed differently from the puppet regimes
which have enjoyed full or partial support in
their power consolidation effort.
It should also be mentioned that Africa has

always had a low profile in the U.S. The American
society at large has an obsession with racialism.
Historically, the U.S. foreign policy has been
influenced by the racist attitudes of the dominant
political forces. Currently, Americans are more
interested in the ethnic and religious fighting in
Bosnia, Serbia and in the rest of the former
Eastern

European countries than in the threat of
or war killing thousands in Somalia,
Sudan or Mozambique. The U.S. actions and
behaviour toward Eastern Europe at large have
been shaped by two factors: race and potential
famine

market. Yet in terms of market and

possibility

for investments, Africa is
than many

What

relatively more stable
parts of Eastern Europe.

Africa's Expectations From
the Clinton-Gore Administration?

What

are

can

or

should be the level of

our

expectations and expectations of what? At the
moment, this issue cannot systematically be
addressed in specific and concrete terms. Every
African state has its own foreign policy agenda
and its national problems. All Africans do not
expect to gain or lose collectively theireconomic
assistance as a result of new Washington policy.

money

by sector of the African economy.
are forcing states to make
some changes.Democracy has become the magic
word. Many legislative and presidential elections
have taken place in 1992. Some old autocratic
Social movements

George Bush: his administration was
generally disinterested in Africa e.xcept in
attempting to contain sociali.sm or communism

heads of state have been voted out and

about losing their allowances. The
remaining military regimes may fear more than
worry

the civilian

ones.

But

new

African leaders who

the

product of the social movements and
democratic processes do have a different basis
for establishing their bilateral and/or multilateral
political and economic relations with
Washington. As for the African masses at large,
many do not seem to care much whether it is a
democrat or republican who has been elected to
the presidency of the U.S. By curiosity and
are

historical connection, the Africans, especially
the formally educated ones, are still interested in

knowing what is happening in the U.S. This
isdue mainly to the questionable legacy of the
ptolitical economy of slavery and the presence of
a large population of African-Americans in the
U.S. Although the U.S. has not succeeded to sell
practically its democracy in Africa, it has
succeeded, however, to sell its image of a highly
democratic and liberal society. People are
interested in knowing how this democracy works.
The U.S. military activities during the ReaganBush administrations, including the bombing of
Libya, the jailing of Noriega of Panama and the
Gulf War, have recently contributed to build
negative images of the U.S. in Africa. Facts
indicate that during the Gulf War, for instance,
even

in the countries where governments

supported the war against Hussein in sending
military assistance to the U.S. led-coalition, like
Senegal, the ordinary African people were
massively against the war and supported Hussein.
The anti-American sentiment is

Pro-democratic forces,

economic assistance to
like Moi in

some

autocratic leaders

Kenya and Mobutu in Zaire,

influence Africans to review their
about the U.S. government

policies.

may

perception

some

in the process

of consolidating
their power. There is a strong belief among
people that full people's participation in the
social and political affairs of their countries, and
the decentralisation of power and development
projects will create conditions for real change. In
newcomers are

new
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save

sector

gradually
emerging in many African countries as a result of
the U.S. military activities and its support for the
African repressive regimes. The recent U.S. State
Department's effort to denounce some policies
and politics of some African dictators and cut

especially those of the
political parties expect different things.
That is to say that different social clas.ses do have
different expectations. States that have been
historically supported by the U.S. may start to

been able to

as planned by those
institutions. Massive actions are needed to tackle

of September

1992, nearly $800 million, thanks
lobbying effort of the Black Congress
Caucus. This represents only 98 cents p>er capita
a year whi le the economic assistance, for instance,
for Israel represents $ 1 000 per capita. Although
Africa has major strategic minerals in the world,
it has not been yet an important trade partner with
the U.S. The "constructive engagement" policy
of Reagan-Bush administrations toward South
Africa was a policy of deconstruction aimed at
destabilising the African nationalist regimes in
South Africa and to continue to support apartheid
in South Africa. Reagan described the situation
as

not

spend it rationally

addition. South Africa has

not

been

a

free and

democratic country yet. The power struggle in
South Africa is stronger than elsewhere in Africa.
And the

struggle will take a longer time here. The
brings hopes, desperation and fear for
many Africans. Africans expect from any
"friendly" industrial foreign powers like the U.S.
new era

some

economic assistance based

on

mutual

respect and dignity. What should we expect from
the Clinton-Gore administration? Is there any

signal about what kind of relations he hopes to
develop toward Africa?
Are There any Signals About the
Direction of Clinton's Policy Toward
Africa?
Clinton is a new democrat. He is also energetic
and pragmatic.

What does al 1 that mean in foreign
policy terms? What would a new President offer
to the

Africans? What will constitute the basis

for his

foreign policy? He has won his election
with the message of change. He has promised to
tackle the U.S. economy first. He has promised to
deal

seriously with the deficit. Bringing the U.S.
to the Americans has been his promise.
Despite the fact that these issues are part of the
domestic policies, they cannot be realised in
isolation from the dynamics of the international
political economy.
The signals about how he will concretely deal
with Africa are not clearly and .specifically
articulated yet. However, the general guidelines
ofhis foreign policy may give us some indications
about the place that Africa may occupy in this
back

new

administration. Since he has been elected.

Bill Clinton has had
leaders of

seven

important contacts with the
leading industrialised nations

which include the United States.Britain, Canada,

France, Germany, Italy and Japan.

He has spoken

Sapem February,
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with the President of Russia. He has sent
emissaries to Europe.
The important points of his

foreign policy can
tokeepthedefenceoftheU.S.
the strongest and deal with the necessity of
downscale; to pursue an effcwtofreducing nuclear
weapons with Russia and with other nuclear
powers; to keep the Middle East peace process
on track; to strengthen global economic growth;
to resolve the outstanding geo-political issues in
Europe; and to proceed with a cooperative
strategy with other major powers to promote
global growth. He has insisted on continuity
during and after the presidential campaign. It is

besununarised as:

not clear what that means for Africa. What is
clear is that his military budget would preserve

America's position as a superpower while scaling
down the Cold War military apparatus.
While the above points are relevant for world
politics at large, Africans are worried much
about the renewal of frghting in Angola, the
impact of 16 years of frghting in Mozambique,
ooriditions of refugees in West, East and Southern

Africa, the impact of the SAPs, the civil wars in
Liberia, Somalia, the resistance of some regimes
to democratise their societies, the prolonged

years of the new democratic team. The role Ron
Brown, the National Chairman of the Democratic

Party, may play in this new administration is still
not clear. But if be becomes more politically
visible, be can help to keep the concerns of
Africa alive in the White House.
Clinton's stated position on the Haitians should
be mentioned. For him Haitian

refugees should
not summarily be sent back to Haiti under the
circumstances which have prevailed for las t year.
He will modify the process of dealing with them.
Clearly it means that be will give them a fair
bearing, as required under the Refugee Act of
1980, to evaluate if they are really political
refugees.
As the security threat in the West has in
principle diminished while economic woes have
gotten worse in the U.S., foreign policy may be
less important now. However, the appointment
of Warren Christopher to the directorship of the
transitional team may also mean that be may
espouse some of former President Carter's human
rights guidelines to deal with developing
countries, including Africa. But human right is
notonlyapoliticalrightltisalsoa development
right, right to life. To advance itcomprehensively,

apartheid in South Africa and its social impact
and how to be self-suffrcient in food production
and be able to compete in the international market
on an equal footing with the rest of the world.

economic assistance must be considered.

These issues can be well articulated in the domains
of national policies in Africa. But Africa's political

However, bis background and warm personality
may make him more flexible to work with than
were Reagan-Busb. At the moment, the majority

is not autarkic.
During the presidential debates. Bill Clinton
was the only candidate who mentioned Somalia.
But this is an emergency situation that requires
emergency solutions. It can be treated from a
humanitarian approach and a project specifrc
aid. He is likely to deal with refugee problems
from a humanitarian perspective rather than a
classic foreign policy approach.
economy

Another issue that is worth

mentioning in his
foreign policy is the African-American factor.
WiU the African-Americans be involved in his

govenunent at the capacity of decision-making?
The image of Africa in the U.S. changed during
the Carter administration as a result of the role
and presence of Andrew Young, as the U.S.
ambassador in the U.N. The appointment of an

Assistant

Secretary of State for African Affairs
other high post of decision in the foreign
policy area of someone who may be sensitive to
the African history, politics and culture may
change the perception of the relations between
the African states and people and the U.S.
Although he strongly encouraged the AfricanAmerican community to get out and vote for
Clinton-Gore, Jessie Jackson was very much
visible and active during this presidential
campaign. He and Bill Clinton are in the process
of recoiKiliation. Whether this is a good strategy
or

any

for his own careo'

at not, in the African milieux
the distance between them has not been
considered a positive signal for Clinton's app-

roach to Africa. The

Jordan,

an

appointment of Vernon

African-American and prominent

civil rights activist as the Chairman of the
transition team is encouraging, but does not tell
us much about how Africa will be treated in four
Sapem February, 1993

promised

very

of Africans

are struggling for the establishment
democracy. In Africa, many leaders of new
political parties see in Clinton a real democrat;

of

someone

U.S. interests

prevail. But their exegesis will be

different. A democrat as President, a democrat
dominated Congress and Senate are likely to

promote more human rights and democracy than
economic aid. The economic situation in the
U.S. may force him to be more patriotic than
Bush. To

a

certain extent, Africans will have to

bargain between human rights and

meagre,
economic assistance. Clinton's idea of pursuing

continuity

as the leader of the free
world that is not free yet and which

who could beat the establishment and

who is also

talking about change. For many he is
symbol of democracy. The aging African
leaders, like Houphouet-Boigny of Cote dlvoire,
or Moi of Kenya or Banda of Malawi cannot be
very enthusiastic about the election of a young
and new democrat in the White House. It is likely
that be will support the effort of democratisation
a

in Africa. The fear that democrats' tend to get
involved too much in domestic affairs of other

countries cannot be justified given the change in
world politics. He has a mandate to deal with the
U.S. domestic economy first. He has come to the
White House with the past background of
someone who has strongly protested against his
country's involvement in Vietnam. It is very
likely that be will promote, support and encourage
peaceful negotiation processes in the areas of
political conflicts or disputes in Africa. He
probably will seek to work in close collaboration
and cooperation with the United Nations systems.
Those who are expecting important assistance
from the democrats will perhaps be disappointed.
He will try to spend less in direct economic
assistance unless the U .S. interests become visibly
threatened or the U.S. economy is restructured.
In this area, bis delivery capacity wiU be slow
and his assistance will be more symbolic or
token than substantial. Many current African
leaders ate of Clinton's generation; and many
may have studied in the U.S. in the 1960s and
1970s. They may collaborate more effectively

world in a
also claims

to be polycentric

will be met With big challenge.
hope it will not create a big contradiction. He
has achance to change the U.S. images in Africa.
But will he take that chance seriously? Can he
consider forgiving, for instance, theU.S. loans to
Africa? Can he use his political leverage to
I

influence the World Bank and the International

Monetary Fund (IMF) policies so that they can
become flexible in their lending practices and
conditionalities to Africa?

Although Africa'may have less consideration
in concrete foreign policy terms, with 40 African-

Americans in the U.S.
dormant. Africa is

little for Africa.

Reagan and Bush.

The principles oftheU.S. foreignpolicy toward
Africa are not likely to change qualitatively. The

concerning Africa

Conclusion
Clinton has

with him than with

Congress, issues

will" not be neglected

or

of the

larger potential
markets of the U.S. goods. With the consolidation
of the European common market and the change
of relations between Europe and the rest of the
world, new African leaders will be soon looking
for new economic partners and markets. Some
African-American elites have started looking
for pragmatic ways of connecting with Africa. It
is likely that Clinton may use some of their
one

channels to further reach Africa.

Despite the depicted image of Africa as an
economically hopeless and depressed place, with
the current consolidated efforts toward

regionalisation of the trades, integration of the
productive forces and markets and the emergence
of people's quest for democracy, Africa pnomises
to create more opportunities to do business with
than countries in the former Eastern Europe. It
also has

a

lot to offer.

It is up to Clinton to define
economic and political relations

what kind of
he wishes to
establish with Africa which also can be mutually
beneficial toallparties.To formulate appropriate
policy that can satisfy people's expectations,
Clinton will have to take

a critical look at the
U.S. economy in relationship to the world
economy at large. Austerity measures may be
considered an option in the process of

restructuring the U.S. economy. Would the
American people accept those measures as part
of their sacrifice to build

a more

stable economy

that would be

technologically pa-oductive and
socially human? Clinton will have some
difficulties to translate his ideal of new democracy
into concrete foreign p>olicy agenda for Africa
without restructuring the U.S. economy.
Tukumbi Lumumba-Kasongo is

a Visiting Scholar at
Development and also in the
Deptaitment of City and Regional Planning at Cornell
University, New York

the Institute for African
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FROM OUR YOUNG SCHOLARS

POPULAR PARTICIPATION IN AFRICA
Alexactus T. Kaure

T

HE CONCEPT

"popular participation"

has become fashionable in the literature

on development. It has gained strong
positive .social and political overtones in much of
Africa. Whether this upsurge is a response to
Africa's woes of the past three decades and
therefore locally induced, or a by-product of the
social democratic changes sweeping across
Eastern Europe and thus externally induced, is

hard to determine. Here
the

we are

concerned with

can popular participation
in the context of Africa? and to look at the

question: What

mean

realm of the

possible, that is whether a popular
participatory project in contemporary Africa is
possible or even probable.
Because it seems quite clear to the interested
observer that despite the increasing recognition
given to this subject, as well as the proliferation
of literature about it, its practical translation on
the ground has not been very impressive indeed.
Put differently then, what are the factors that
either hamper or enhance grassroots participation
in any social formation? To discuss this question
meaningfully, however, requires conceptual
clarity in respect of the assumptions made in the
usage of the notion of popular participation,
because there is little conceptual clarity and
operational consensus regarding this muddled
concept (Cobbett 1987, p. 324).

This is laudable. But what
conveners

precisely do the

of such conferences have in mind?

One

hopes that they neither have Young's
nor Inglehart's elite-directed
participation. This is not to question the good
ritualistic

intentions and

new

found wisdom of the African

leaders and their cousins in the

development
agencies, nor the objectives of popular
participation which are highly welcome. But
simply to clear some of the theoretical and
practical fog surrounding the very concept of
participation and its possible realisation in the
context of Africa
given the region's present
level of socio-economic development.
Such an exercise is necessary, because
—

some other socially desirable
given society?
The approach adopted in this essay is one of a
general and conceptual nature, whose primary
aim is to explore the meaning and parameters of
popular participation.
The concept of participation is complex and
elusive. In fact it has a good claim to be classified
in the category of what the philosophers of
science
call
essentially contestable
concepts."These are concepts whose meaning
can only be understood by reference to a whole
complex of associated ideas and values, whose
meaning must equally be grasped before one can
means to

achieve

ends in any

Defining Participation
Participation is automatically and by definition
a good thing — requiring no
explanation. Or is if?
A decade ago. a prom inent professor ofAfrican
politics wrote that: "participation has not been
highly valued in most African states in the
independence era, except in the ritualistic sense
of mass turn-outs for plebiscitary elections or
presidential rallies" (Young 1979, p. 319).
assumed to be

A decade after that astute observation

was

made, African leaders, officials of international

development agencies and NGOs are now beating
the drum of popular participation. The
International Conference on Popular
Participation in the Recovery and Development
Process in Africa, held in Arusha in 1989 was a
testimony to this new spirit of wanting back the
masses into the socio-economic
respective communities.
It is now openly postulated that the key to
African development I ies in popular participation,
where the people are seen as both initiators and
beneficiaries of development (Cheru, pp. 16-

marginalised
lives of their

17).
54

Why has the grassroots been marginalised?

participation is a concept that "defies
generalisation and delights in reducing
abstraction
But at

to

dust."

term

practical level, to follow Cohen
and Uphoff (1980 p. 228), "having more
participation is not always better as its value
depends on what kind of participation, under
what circumstances and by and for whom?"
This raises the issue of participatory efficacy.
When is someone said to be participating? That
are

to count as

constituting popular participation, at what level
and through what channels? In other words, how
do we operationalise it? Is it an end or simply a

given

an account

of the original

which one was studying" (Parry and Moy.^r

1984, pp.

a more

is, what kind of activities

claim to have

171-172).

we avoid this entanglement? We
by employing participation to refer to
a wide range of assumptions and notions such as
autonomy, taking part or being consulted.
Amstein provides us with a rathercomprehensive
shopping list of what he thinks constitute

How then do

can

do

so

participation. This includes: manipulation,
therapy, informing, consultation, placation.
partnership, delegated power and citizen or
community control (cited in Cobbett 1987. p.
328).
Sapem February, 1993

Impediments in Africa
But even after removing the hurdle b^
prescriptively agreeing on what participation
means, or at least ought to mean, the question to
ask is: why has the grassroots been marginalised
for so long in the African eco-political system?
This is a simple question but I am not so sure
whether the answer is equally simple. We are
told that "the problem facing the continent
stemmed from the African leadership's failure to
encourage the establishment of a participatory
democratic tradition and politibal tolerance"
{SAPEM1991, p. 43).
Thus the onus for change is squarely put on
African leaders. In my view, it does not pay
much to blame Africa's leaders for not promoting
participation or castigating them for being
dictatorial in their dealin gs with the mass of their
countries' citizens. For such a view is fatuous

general and of the state in particular..."
According to Oakley and Marsden (1984, p.
28) "participating as an end is the* inexorable
consequence of the process of empowering and
liberation. The state of achieving power and of
meaningfully participating in the development
process is in fact the objective of the exercise."
This view is also shared by other writers.
Kronenburg (1986) and Inglehart (1977), for
example, concur that only after a process of
knowledge and economic empowerment is
genuine participation possible.
What can popular participation then mean in a
continentthatis still overwhelmingly rural, where
on average about 60 percent of the population is

on

several counts.

First, it presuf^ses that the classes in these
countries would encourage and welcome the

intellectually superior leadership temporary or
permanent. Plato, the most acute thinker of the
aiKient classical world, came out for apermanent
authoritarian rule by an intellectual and physical
elite' group. Rousseau came out for a moral
transformation of the people by a leader of the

kind

sociologists now call charismatic — one
of soul would create a purified
general will capable of sustaiiung an equal, free
and democratic society. Lenin, building on Marx,
came out for a seizure of
power by a vanguard
who would forcibly transform the basic relations
of society in such a way that the people would
become undebased and capable of a fully human
existence, at which point compulsive
governments would no longer be needed
(Macpherson 1966, p.l9).
Evidence from twentieth century political
practices, however, shows that most political
systems that claim to have drawn inspiration
from the above thinkers have produced their own
dictators. In fact, compulsive governments still
abound in today's supposedly democratic world
more so in Africa than any other continent.
Can this perhaps be attributed to a lack of 'elite
challenging culture' among the grassroots or the
whose greatness

—

to encroach

their traditional

territory.
Secondly, this view is ahistorical in the sense
that it fails to tqrpreciate the fact that wherever it
exists, popularparticipation has been won through
genuine struggles and has not been a gift from the
ruling class. "This would be tantamount to
expecting the leopard to change his spots"
(Carmen 1989, p. 269).
In fact, little attention has been given to the
socio-econontic conditions prevalent in most
African social formations which give rise to
authoritarian regimes and on which they continue
masses

to

on

thrive.

I do not want to argue that there catuiot be
forms of popularparticipation. In fact, Arostein's

shopping list above points to the contrary. But
only to indicate certain structural, social and
economic obstacles that stand in the way of a
genuine participatory programme in Africa and
probably elsewhere as well.
And by 'genuine participation', I actually mean
voluntarily sharing in the formulation and, if
necessary, the implementation of public policies
whether at the national, regional or project level
with the aim of influencing the outcome in one's
self-interest—which has been the classic benchmark of democratic theory dating

back from J.S.
I will not

Mill to Dahl. In this paper, therefore,
coniine popular participation to

the level ofrural
development projects which is so coimnon among
many writers on the topic, (see Sheldon Cellar or
Uphoff, Cohen and Goldsmith), an approach
which tends to restrict the political and social
space of the masses to the rural areas. Because as
J.R. Lucas (1976, p. 139) correctly points out:
"Arguments for participation are grounded in the
nature of decision-making, of communities in
Sapem February, 1993

still illiterate and thus unable to benefit from the

development of the mass media, where about 70
percent of both the urban and rural communities
eke out a hand to mouth living orindeed when the
political-administrative structures for
participation are not readily available to the
masses?

The spectre

of hunger, disease and famine
hang like a black cloud on the rural
hinterland of Africa as well as the urban ghettos,
where the grassroots live, making the kind of
participation that radical African and Africanist
seems

to

scholars have in mind, a distant dream. For

participation,
people.

as

I

see

it, is

an

activity of free

Empowerment
By posing the problem in such a stark way,
one is, of course begging the question as to how
the victims of a Thrasymachean Gessellschetft
are ultimately to be liberated or at least
empowered? I am not alone on this. Macpherson
(1965, pp. 19-20) asks: "How can the debasing
society be changed by those who have themselves
been debased by it?"
But herein lies the great challenge of both the
political theorist and development practitioner.
Their responses are likely to differ. According to
Beukes (1987, p. 268) "researchers polarise into
two cultures: acritical academic culture, engaged
in unhurried,'academicaIly-motivated analysis
and criticism; and a more positive culture of
practitioners, engaged in time-bounded and
concretely-directed action."
The answer that has been given by the greatest
political reformers from the most conservative
to the most radical have relied on a morally or

absence of democratic fundamentalists—people
who would defend

democracy

as an

ideal

or a

way life?
This in turn

might explain why the masses (or
the grassroots)
have been hapless victims under the various
political systems whether it was under apartheid,
the monarchy, the one-party regime, the military
rule or even the one-dpminant-party parliamentary system. And as long as the masses have
no access to the centers of power — whether
these are defined in either political or economic
terms, the situation is likely to remain the same.
Politically, the institutions that are supposed
to be channels for participation tend to become
to use the now fashionable term,

instruments of control and sometime coercion.
These range from the monolithic political party
to the Regional Commissioner and most of the
minor party-cum-government

officials who in
usually responsible to the central
authority rather than the people in their respective

most cases are

regions.
The problem becomes

complex at
already the intricate
question of economic power and democratic
practices. Much of the radical literature has been
trying to come to terms with that interlink. In
fact, the interdependence of economics and
politics has enjoyed a great deal of attention
throughout the course of the development of
political science.
even more

the economic level. There is

Aristotle, for example, held the view that
unless land was equally distributed, in the relative
sense

of the word, one could not

democratic

speak of

a

polity.
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the view that massive peasant

Democratisation

Africa's anti-colonial

discussion I shall lean heavily
on Inglehart, who in his book — The Silent
Revolution
has given us some insight into the
changes needed foragenuine participatory culture
to develop.
It should be said, right from the outset, that
Inglehart's study deals mainly with Western
industrial nations of Europe. This, however,
does not distract from the importance of this
study forcomparative purposes. In fact, by turning
his thesis on its head, we will have captured the
essence of the contemporary African situation.
He (1977, p.3) argues that:
In the following

—

The values
Western

participation in
struggles has given them a

heightened awtareness of national political issues,
thus opening the way for popular participation.
Such a position seems to be tenable, at least at the
level of theory,
been the

case.

but in practice this has so far not
now taking a "second wind of

It is

change" before, hopefully, a democratic culture
can start taking shape on the continent. The
explanation, I think, has to do with the efficacy
of mobilised, or what Inglehart terms "elitedirected" participation which has been the
hallmark of most anti-colonial struggles in
Africa. But perhaps more importantly with the
nature of the post-colonial state which tends to

iheir participation in the war does not
automatically guarantee them power after
independence.
The post-colonial state in most parts of Africa
managed to demobilise the masses with the same
speed and vigour with which the nationalists

before it mobilised them for the anti-colonial
The

resulting political culture has tended
the social and political scope thus
stifling peasants' participation in public policy
issues that affect their lives. In retrospect, anticolonial wars in Africa seem to have produced a
passive and acquiescent individual. And this
brings us to Chabal's second fallacy which is the
wars.

to narrow

of

presumed
revolutionary character of the

publics

have

been

— which is a
romantic view main-

peasants

shifting from an
overwhelming
emphasis on

tained

material well-

Whether

or

not

the

"second

toward greater

change" will anchor in

emphasis on the
quality of life.

participatory demo-

causes

more

and

cratic

That,
licence to

however,

non-

The

masses

have

no access

to the centre

that there has been wider

political skills among Western
publics as a result ofeducational and mass media
expansion (ibid).
Thus the process of economic development
and political democratisation in the West has
been dialectical
each feeding on and
influencing the other.
In contrast to the West, Africa has presently a
peculiar socio-economic and institutional
configuration that does not anchor well with the
notion of participation. The majority of Africans
have not, as yet, gone beyond the concern for
material well-being and physical security. Thus
during this stage of economic development, the
distribution of

—

masses are

able to determine the

conditions of their existence appears therefore to

meaningless.
Optimists (to borrow form Chabal) put forward

concentrate

in fact

was

of power

hands of a few—which
logical outcome of this mobilised

struggle.
As Chabal (1983, p.
There

two

115) succinctly put it:

fallacies in presuming

an

active political role by the peasants. In the

first instance, although it is true that the
requirements of political mobilisation
gave the rural population a de facto
political veto during the war. there is no
reason to

believe that such veto

board

development as most quasi-socialists have done
during most twentieth century revolutions. The
solution to lack of participation cannot be

can

he

maintained

after independence when the
party leadership assumes control as the
new government. During the war the
power of the villagers lay in the party's
dependence on their cooperation. But.
unless specific political structures have
been created which ensure villagers a
voice commensurate with their numbers.

through resolutions or political fiat. It
perhaps suffice to mention the fact that most

achieved
will

are

over

inthenameof econom ic

power in the

the

as

jettison all

other values

threatening.

view that the

the

moot

should not be taken

things

He further argues

on
a

grounding of a participatory tradition.

that seem remote
or

is

a

condition for the proper

threats

than with

of

point. But it does seem
that economic development is an a priori

concerned

or

order

continent

with immediate
needs

wind

the establishment of

implications of
this shift are
comple.x, hut the
basic principle
might be stated
very
simply:
people tend to he
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indivi-

some

being
and
physical security

The

be

by

duals.

African countries

had

some

ofthe best

constitutions in the

independence era but the
people sat helplessly as they were swept away by
authoritarian rulers. Popular participation is,
therefore, currently an ideal and I am not
dismissing it. As one writer correctly points out:
"Political thinking is dominated by ideals". But
our vision of politics and society must be
conceived in what is possible and realisable.*

Alexactus T. Kalire studied Politics at both the
American
now

University in Cairo and Manchester. He

writes for Namibia Review.
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A VOTE OF NO CONFmENCE IN ESAP?
African Alternative Framework to Structural Adjustment Programme (AAF-SAP) For SocioEconomic Recovery And Transformation: A Popular Version, United Nations Economic
Commission for Africa, 1991.

(iv)HForw

Reviewed by Louis Masuko

If we thittk in terms of liberation we can accept that we are not all that we ought to be without
necessarily feeling inferior to iomeone else. If we think in terms of liberation, we will open the
question of the path of our social evolution instead of committing ourselves blindly to the path
someone else has taken (Claude Ake in Saucer, 1991).

I

T HAS been put to many innocent souls by the

over-confidentBretton Woods institutions that
there existed

no

alternative to SAPs. To

buy

this argument, as many African countries so did,
is to perpetuate the culture of fear, dependence
and

inferiority complex. Indeed, the context in

which the assertion is made is vague and devoid
of intellectual and systematic representations. It
is not clear whether the "no alternative to SAP"

is with reference to intellectual
African societies

or

bankruptcy in

with reference to economic

programmes acceptable to the World B ank (WB)
and International Monetary Fund (IMF). The
SAP is the only economic programme (regardless

conflicting policy prescriptions) which
provides a gateway to;
the badly needed foreign exchange (forex);
rescheduling of outstanding and overdue
debt-servicing obligations and;
attracting additional oiTicial development
assistance (ODA). But AAF-SAP has
exposed the impracticability of SAP and
provides a serious questioning of the neoclassical hypothesis.
of its

—

—

—

The African crisis has been documented from
as

early

as

the 1970s by both Africans and the

international world. Consensus has it that the
crisis transcend

mere

economic judgements to

and
political spheres. This
notwithstanding, orthodox neo-classical
economics stole the show in the 1980s, providing
a framewoik for adjustment and specific policy
prescriptions which in the main did not
acknowledge the external factors to African
social

economies, the social and political cost of

adjustment; and advocated for anti-social
curtailment of public spending.
Central to SAPs is the blind over-dependence
on market forces as a panacea for all African ills
disregarding the possibility of "institutional
rigidities and market imperfections which would
not simply disappear as a result of liberal trade
investment and credit policies". It is precisely on
this issue that AAF-SAP and SAPs trade leather.
The centre stage has been defined in the AAFSAP framework by means of four inquiring

questions:
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(i) To what should African countries be

adjusting?

(ii) What structures should African countries

adjust?
should they adjust?
whom and by whom should adjustment
be done?

Starting with an analysis of the underlying and

immediate

causes

of the African crisis, AAF-

SAP contends that

"simply sopping red ink by
cutting government spending and balancing
imports and exports will not deal with African
underlying problems... which are not purely
economic but political and social" as well.
a’ clear cut and comprehensive diagnosis of
SAPs and their impact on the African
communities reveal that their policy prescriptions
are

directed at financial limits

or

constraints

(structures) aimed at achieving balanced budgets
through the use of demand management tools.
By posqxining development and transformation,
SAPs "align African countries to the international
division of labour and to

specialisation in a

subordinated status";

trigger political and social
a bi-polar society of
nots. The majority of the

destabilisation and create
the haves and have

people (particularly the middle and low income
groups) are marginalised in the process, with no
concrete prospects for development in sight.'
In summary, the AAF-SAP document
observed that "installing a strict free market
economy is not, as sometimes advertised, aretum
to normalcy, but a leap into the unknown". The
role of both market and government and their
pragmatic balancing in solving the African crisis
is acknowledged in the document.
An Alternative Framework and Policy Areas
Reading between the lines, one would argue
that AAF-SAP is the required alternative to
S APs, both in terms of its theoreticalinsights into
African problems and as a practical framework
for adj ustment with transformation. It represents
a brilliant summary of the many debates on this
subject by many African scholars and others the
world over. However it presents a challenge not
only to SAPs, but to African scholars, policy
makers and the African people in general to
research and elaborate on specific policy areas
for specific country situations.
The central point of departure in this framewoik
is the balance between production and effective
demand. The SAP teaches that "over-lapping
demand" should be curtailed through demand
management austerity measures in order to match
installed productive capacity. AAF-SAP
proposes that resources should be switched from
other sectors, for example, from military spending
to financing of social services, industry and the
development of human capital. Creation of new
employment is highly regarded as one of the
major means through which income should be
distributed among the population. Emphasis on
these aspects is given in the policy blocs; (a)
improving the level of income and its pattern of
distribution and in\ (b) adjusting the pattern of
expenditure for the vital satisfaction of vital
needs. This is aimed at empowering the majority
of the people and the people's own grassroot
organisations. What emerges from this approach
is that AAF-SAP does not only look to the state
and market for development to take place, but
also to civil

society.

More important however, is the emphasis
accorded to the development and transformation
of the productive base of the African economies.

The argument is

that economies should not only
adjust to international demands, but first and
foremost, they should respond to local demand
and the satisfaction of the needs at the household
57

level. Particular reference is made to the

agricultural sector. AAF-SAP therefore suggests

WOMEN AND STRUCTURAL

that African countries should adjust "the forces
that affect the people in African societies; the

ADJUSTMENT

different ways of African countries to produce
what their people need and; the type of goods and
services to those that

are

vital for the welfare of

the

.

people and for keeping the process of
production running smoothly and continuously".
Africa's strength in natural resources is
arguably the major determinant factor in any
serious attempt at industrialisation. The creation'
of dynamism between sectors and intersectoral
links is only feasible if the resultant economic
activities revolve around this point of strength.
In support to the above approach, economic
instruments and developmental factors have to
be taken into consideration. Some of the proposed
instruments and factors include a multiple
exchange rate system; development of human
capital; land reforms; cottage industries and
creation of economic opportunity in rural areas.
AH these issues are discussed under p>olicy bloc
(a) strengthening and diversifying production.
'What is not very clear nonetheless is whether
AAF-SAP is advocating for dead-end impiort
substitution or for imp)ort substituting-expxjrtoriented industries. If the latter is being advocated
for, the issue of balancing the two contending

Engendering Adjustment for the 1990s, Report of a
Expert Group on Women and Structural
Adjustment, by the Commonwealth Secretariat, London.
Authors: Mary Chinery-Hesse, Bina Agarwal, Tendai Bare,
Marjorie Lamont Henriques, lola Mathews, Jamila Ariffin, Dharam
Ghai, Richard Jolly, Carolyn McAskie and Frances Stewart.
Commonwealth

Reviewed by Kwanele Ona jirira

NGENDERING ADJUSTMENT for

development and structural adjustment pwlicy

1990s is

areas.

important to note that accent should not only be
placed on economies of scale, but on economies
of scope as well, thus ensuring the creation of
self-sustaining structures which reduce overdependence on impxrrts and enhatee regional
co-operation.
On the implementation side, the predominance
of foreign monopxrly capital has not been
addressed by the document. The source of initial
capital in foreign exchange is another grey area
which can no t be solved by appeals for debt relief
to developed nations. After all the scarcity of
forex can be considered as the main reason why
so many of the African governments have adoprted

the
pmlicy
plaimers, implementors, 'educationists,
bilateral
agencies, non-governmental
organisations and activists interested in the most
important issue area of the 1990s; the ever,
looming economic crisis and -the Structural
Adjustment measures that are being enforced.
There is nothing magical about the Structural
Adjustment Programme (SAP) for it is nothing
other than a government re-orientation of the
national economy via an expenditure shifting
pnogramme. The government simply decides not
to ”p)rop)-up" what it views as "unproductive"
sectors of the economy. The "unpMoductive"
sectors usually cover social service areas such as
health, education and social subsidy areas (eg
food-related pnogrammes).
Engendering Adjustmentfor the 1990s, is the
excellent collective outcome of an initiative by
the Commonwealth Ministers responsible for
Women's Affairs who held a.meeting in 1985
and 1987 to identify Structural Adjustment
ramirications on women as a priority issue. An
exp>ert group was given the assignment to identify

SAPs

the extent of women's contributions to their

SAP.

national economies and draw upon evidence of
how Structural Adjustment measures directly

sides of the same coin comes to the fore. It is also

on the one hand and have, on the other
hand, shunted own programmes the like of AUF-

Conclusion
SAPs generate two conflicting processes: one
of economic contraction and the other of the

expansion of social passion and political
constituencies oppxrsed to it. There is however,
an obverse side to it all: thatmeaningfuleconomic
development and political stability to be achieved
and/or maintained, the reverse to the above
processes

This, it

should prevail.
seems

is the mission of the AAF-

SAPs. The booklet which is divided into six

chapters and two annexes is presented in a format
and 'language' that is accessible even to those
who prossess basic secondary education.
However, what is needed is for it to he distributed
widely as possible to facilitate discussion and

as

action.*
Louis Masuko is

a

Research Fellow at the Institute of

Development Studies, University of Zimbabwe
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a

invaluable book for

Experiences
The book identifies what it calls the "essence
of women's distinctiveness”
based

and UNDP. The book is divided into five sections.
Section I looks at the crisis in porspjective; Section
n looks at women's roles, contribution and

situation; Section IQ looks at the impact of the
crisis and

adjustment on women; Section IV is
(so little action) has .taken
place; and finally Section V deals with strategies
(for change) to redress the inactivities. There is
a section of annexes which p)rovide the terms of
reference,questionnaires sent to Commonwealth
member-states and a listing of the Members of

distinguished Commonwealth men and women
with years of working exp)ertise in women-in-

distinctiveness
as

home

managers, child-bearers, carers of
children and the elderly, and as community

organisers. According to the authors,"... women
work longer hours than men, usually with smaller
resources, fewer opportunities and lower
inequities rewards". These inequities mean
greater adjustment problems as the global
economic recession hits that much

harsher

severe

and

” ...Structural

adjustment"
causes "...a fall in the 'social wage'". When we
juxtapose the kind of adjustment-programmes
being implemented by most governments, they
fall short of imp>roving the general conditions of
the "vulnerable" groups within the society (i.e
women; children; the elderly, the disabled and
refugees). In otiier words, at the implementation
level, there is so little meaningful action. Things
continue to worsen. According to the authors:
on women.

Women

are at the epicentre of the
They have been most effected by
the deteriorating balance between
incomes and price, by the cuts in social
services, and by the rising morbidity and

crisis...

child deaths. It is women who have had to

find the means forfamilies to survive. To
achieve this they have had to work longer
and harder, yet they have had no role in
this design of adjustment programmes
which have in consequence ignored their
needs and concerns.

about what action

the expert group.
The book draws from extensive exp>erience of

a

women's multifarious roles;

piroducers,

....

impnnge on women's lives with a view to coming
up with appnopniate altanatives to address the
pnoblem.
The main pxoject funders were QD A UNICEF

on

If we are to analyse the Zimbabwean situation,
find that

jperipheralised way
p»hcy making. There
does not seem to be any machinery in place at the
national, provincial or district level which is
dealing directly with the effects of Structural
Adjustment on women, children and the elderly
as the most hard hit core group. The governmentspxmsored Social Dimension Fund is suppxrsed
we

women

are

outside the corridors of
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I

I

to

take

care

of that. But the $Z200 million set

rise from the initial Z$20 million set
aside at the onset of the SAP programme) will
hardly be enough as we witness thousands of
retrenchments (government and private) not to
mention the swelling number of the unemployed
aside (a

..

and

refugee population. There is no effective
"engendering" ofthe SAP as it currently stands.
There is still room for greater inclusion of gender
sensitivity.
The authors strongly feel that women's
economic contribution ".... is grossly underrecorded in official statistics: adding household
work alone would increase estimates of world

production by at least one-third.". One is
reminded of the "wages for housework" debates
where women's domestic labour was considered
crucial component as it maintained and
subsidised the nation's overall productive
a

activities and

generational basis. Women's work
production is an invaluable social
service. It has to be recognised as such.
Again, according to the authors:
in domestic

As managers of household consumption,
women have had to endure that their

Structural Adjustment Programmes
“vulnerable” groups within society

families' basic needs are met, hut in
general they have done so while having
little control over family income
allocation. A.s mothers, they are primarily
responsible for their children's welfare
and as daughters, they are relied on for
the welfare ofaged parents and parentsin-law; they also play a large role as
community organisers,... their health,
education and general welfare have often
suffered as a consequence.

or

on

government's side there is "... so little
despite increased awareness by national
and international policy planners and
implementors. The measures taken up so far (UN
bodies, bilateral agencies and NGOs) fall short.

Women

rarely has attention been given to women as
a specific category, and virtually no measures
have been incorporated specifically directed to
their needs. Any benefits women have attained
from compensatory measures have been only
incidental".

women

The authors no doubt feel the need for change:

Asia, the Caribbean and Latin America, these

problems abound.
The book draws

on case

studies from several

Commonwealth countries. Where there is

a

working male, the wages are generally so meagre
that

women

have to enter the labour market to

supplement falling household incomes. There is
no "family wage"legislation to protect incomes
Sai>i-m Fhuruary, 1993

there is

a

need for

a

"broader

approach" to the

problem.
The authors advocate for what amounts to
three

general principles as a strategy for change:
emphasis on social equity and economic
growth as well as efficiency:
•
full integration of women into decisionmaking processes, and
•
a supportive international environment.
The book (pp 9-16) provides an extensive
summary of the six general areas for action by
Government, International Agencies and NonGovernmental Organisations: They should:
•
Broaden the approach of national
governments and international agencies to
structural adjustment.
•
Institutionalise women's concerns through
strengthening of government/official
•

an

machineries (women's desks/bureaux).

Chicago Dzviti

Involve more women at all

decision-making
levels/processes (anti-discrimination/
affirmative action

•

legislation).

Ensure the prov ision of gender disaggregated
data

critical economic and social

on

indicators.
•

"...

Adjustment and the "crisis"
overally'? Many women are to
be located in "survival strategy" .sectors—eking
out a living in the so-called insecure "informal
sector". The "patriarchal" formal sector
marginal i ses women as there are no employment
prospects. The market is tight making women
victims of the "male-breadwinner myth". Most
households do not depend/rely on male "wages".
In fact women are the key producers, and as SAP
hits hard, the family falls back on women's
earnings more and more. For example, in Africa,
for

•

On the

What has Structural

meant

working family household: they are out on

Pic;

own.

action"

It is hardly surprising that after putting in 16
working hours on average in a day, the health of
women is constantly under threat.

Impact of SAPs

the

their

have failed to improve the general conditions of the

Provide

a

supportive international economic

environment.
•

The Commonwealth must take the necessary

steps to initiate and secure consensus on the

policy goals for the broader adjustment
strategy via frequent regional meetings and
workshops.
The authors also provide more specific
recommendations on issues of employment,
credit, foreign exchange, infrastructure,
marketing, training, extension and technical
services, technology, land, environment and the
legal front.
The authors recommend that it is only through
"...enhanced group action" that women will have
greater access to basic goods and services. A
conducive and sympathetic external environment
and institutions are also necessary to a broader
alternative strategy to the currently prevailing
SAP.
The book is

a

worthwhile endeavour in that it

brings a fresh approach to the way SAP should be
re-assessed.

Engendering Adjustment for the
library asset for it provides
any reader with a sympathetic and humane
approach to the understanding of Structural
Adjustment in the coming decade.»
1990s is

a

definite
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NEWSLETTER

SAFES

1500K NEWS
In Search of an Alternative: A Collection of Essays on
Revolutionary Theory and Politics by Archie Mafeje (Now Out)
HE Southern Africa Political

TEconomy S«ies (SAFES) Trust
is most

pleased and honoured to be

associated with this piece of work by
one

of Africa's

leading scholars,

Archie Mafeje. The essays prosented
herein represent

only

some

of the

major themes that Professor Mafeje
raised during his stay at SAFES Head
office(1990-1991), under theSAPES
Visiting Fellowship Programme.
Through this Fellowship, SAFES
launched the South Africa Project
which would later develop into a
fully-fledged programme with the
establishment of

a

SAFES Office in

Cap* Town in June 1992. From the
outset, it was our hope that the SAFES
South Africa Project would constitute the nucleus of an institution that
would tomorrow provide a home—an independent launching pad—for
indigenous scholars inside South Africa. For, the major mission of the
SAFES Trust is to develop indigenous scholarship in Southern Africa;
and in the context of South Africa sp)ecifically, to contribute towards the
revival of an intellectual tradition among the African people, following
decades of marginalisation

African scholars as Archie Mafeje to post-independent Africa. For
example, Archie Mafeje was the Head of the Sociology Department at the
University of Dar es Salaam in the late 1960s and early 1970s; not to
mention also his contribution to the north as, inter alia, Professor of
Anthropology and Sociology of Development at the ISS, The Hague, in
the Netherlands. For our part, it was also out of acknowledgement and
gratitude that we invited him to become one of the first Visiting Fellows
at SAFES, to reinforce the concept that is SAFES and help us, as a key
participant himself, in the quest for an African identity in the world of
scholarship; what Archie Mafeje aptly terms the searchforalost identity
or the attempt to affirm an inner selflp.3)
Those of us who have had the opportunity to know and interact with
Archie Mafeje have greatly benefited ftom this great mind. The essays
herein are testimony that Archie Mafeje falls within that category of
African and African diasporan scholars some of whom he comments
upon in his first essay herein. Yet he is probably the first in that category

provide us with a coherent account of the trajectory of African
scholarship; from its Pan Africanist roots as represented by Edward
Blyden, Sylvester Williams, W.E.B. Du Boft, Booker T. Washington,
and Marcus Garvey; to Aimé Cesaire, Frantz Fanon, Kwame Nkrumah,
Leopwld Sengbor and Nyerere; to such profound voices in African
literature as Chinua Achebe, Wole Soyinka, Okot pBitek, Ayi Kwei
Armah, Oswald Ntshali, Sembeni and Ngugi wa Thiongo; and, now, to
the new chapter... in African social science: the "Dar", "Nigeria",
to

"Z^ambian", and "Zimbabwe" debates as well as the African Association
"new

What emerges from all this is that there is a new awakening in
Africa which is bom of disillusionment and resentment of
domination—intellectual as well as political and economic. What
is new about it is that it is consistently radical and leftist on its own
terms. Secondly, it is critical not ordyofthe bourgeois nationalism
of the leaders of the independence movement but also of their
misconceptions about their own societies. The latter, as was
mentioned, has stimulated a back-to-the-roots movement. In its
wake, this has necessitated a revision ofboth the intellectual and

and under- development through the regime

of Bantu education.
It was no coincidence that Archie Mafeje should have been selected as
the

mobilising force around which the South Africa Project would begin

SAFES. Archie Mafeje belongs to that group of South African Black
intellectuals that managed to escap>e the constraints of Bantu education,
in a country that would otherwise have been the intellectual pnwer bouse
at

of the African continent.

Only a few other South Africans in the
subsequent generation would be able to transcend the confines of an
education system — and all the other constraints that are inherent in the
colonialist apartheid system — that was designed to forestall and
preclude Black South Africans froni attaining their rightful place and role
in the national and international field of learning. Therefore, there could
have been no better prerson than Archie Mafeje to remind us both of the
tenacity of spnrit that has seen the likes of him survive the holocaust that
is South African colonialism and the immense pxrtential that is inherent
in that country. This was the message reinforced in the minds of those of
us who visited South Africa to attend the Serrunar on South Africa: Which
Way Forward? (August, 1992) — an occasion designed as both the
rallying pxrint for African academia in South Africa and the launch of
SAFES South Africa.
But Archie
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was also a great inspiration to many of us as
and we must recall the contribution of such exile South

Mafeje

younger scholars;

(AAPS) and CODESRIA fora (pp. 19-20). Of this
chapter", he states:

of Political Science

political terms of reference (p.20)
are generous remarks from one who, only a few years ago,
disputed the existence of an African intellectual community. (See AAPS
Newsletter, October-December 1986). But then it does also reflect
Mafeje's efforts at highlighting the very element that should constitute
the basis of such a community. Yet this is not a glowing account on current
African scholarship; and one might conclude that, in the light of some of
the problems that confront African academia today, a true community of
African scholarship has not yet been attained. Archie Mafeje refers to
three fronts" on which African intellectual organisations have to struggle.
First, the adverse effects on intellectual life arising out of the malaise of
the p>ost-colonial state in Africa: bannings, and imprisonment of
intellectuals (p.20). Second, the role of donors

These

"

invariably politically and ideologically motivated, are
suspicious of, independent-minded African
scholars and often accuse them of "ideological bias". This has
proved very awkward indeed, as African scholars are dependent
who

are

hostile to, or at best
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for their research on donationsform the North, they are caught in
a serious dilemma. They either have to compromise orforfeit any
support from such sources. Either way their pride is hurt and the
realisation ofthe power of veto ofthe North is hard to swallow. In
recent years, this has led to bitter arguments among African
scholars. There are those who will have none of it and there are
those who,for pragmatic reasons, are willing to be party ofa horse
deal. Or even worse, there are those who, out of desperation or
cupidity, go behind the backs oftheirfellow Africans and personal
deals and hope that nobodyfinds out. It is hard, if not impossible,
to combine revolutioruiry zeal with personal corruption (Ibid).
Third, the attitude of intellectuals in the Northern hemisphere, in that

they continue to
rationalise their own desire

to control and dominate by imputing
of the research proposals by African radicals or nonconformists are unscientific or "below standard". Given the fact
that in such cases the criteria for judgement are themselves in
dispute, rationally, who is to say? Here, we come face toface with
what is unmistakably northern intellectual arrogance and
prejudice. One is reminded of a case ofSenegalese professors—
all trained in the best French universities—whose proposal to do
research in some French villages met with resistance because
their French counterparts (including some of their former
professors) expressed "some doubts " as to their ability to carry out
the research successfully. The issue was not scientific; it had to do
with racial super-ordination and subordination in an age of
imperialism (p.2I).

that most

These

words, not surprising coming as they do from a man
in exile, an intellectual pilgrim in search of a home that
may not be in reach yet. And yet the kind words for those organisations
like SAFES that are striving to "achieve the so-called indigenisation of
the arts and sciences in Africa" by creating "a base within their societies
and the region in general... This is what self-reliance in practice requires
of them" (p. 27).
The first essay provides an appropriate theoretical framework for the
subsequent six essays all of which—except for the second (on "The OneParty State in Africa: Reflections and Prospects for Southern Africa") —
seek to address the South African Question. The essay on "The One-Party
State" was written during the period of a heated debate on the subject in
Zimbabwe in 1989/90. (In fact Archie Mafeje addressed the African
Association of Political Science (AAPS)—Zimbabwe Chapter's Afom/i/y
Forum on the subject). It represents a political economy of the one-party
state in Africa; and throws into sharp focus the relationship between on
the one hand the inherent and abject weakness of the post-colonial state
and, on the other, its propensity for the one-party state dictatorship. It
would appear that Archie Mafeje believed, like many other analysts then,
that the introduction of a one-party state in Zimbabwe was inevitable; and
it was, of course, too early to anticipate an MMD victory in Zambia.
Hence the implied contrast between the rest of the post-independent
so

are

angry

many decades

Southern African countries

Namibia

on

on

the

one

Sapem

This is certainly no cause for complacency on the left. No facile
assumptions should be made about people's democratic rights and
social equity at this juncture in Southern Africa nor, indeed,
elsewhere in Africa. With the new realignment offerees between
imperialism, discredited or aspirant petit bourgeois compradors,
and socialist revisionists, it is probable that the worst is yet to
come. Let anyone relieve us ofthe anguish by providing otherwise
(p.4I).
The reader will find

Mafeje's essays on the Southern African Question
interesting — and even provocative for those not too accustomed
to the almost "purist" posititon that is characteristic of Archie Mafeje on
such issues. But that should not conceal the vibrant and analytic style of
the teacher. So that while we might despair at the situation in South Africa
in particular and Southern Africa in general, Archie Mafeje has tried to
provide us with the theoretical and analytic framework through which to
understand these developments. More than that, he has remained constant
most

as a

radical nationalist that he is; indeed, for those who remember his

pioneering piece, "The Ideology of Tribalism" (Journal of Modern
African Studies, 9,2,1970), Archie Mafeje was, perhaps, the first scholar
to provide a substantive and theoretical exposé of Eurocentric thinking
at a time when the latter was in vogue in African Studies throughout the
world. Happily, he returns to the theme, if only to remind us:
Some twenty years ago I wrote an article entitled
Tribalism". The essence of my argument was

"The Ideology of
that in modern
African politics "tribalism" is used as an ideological ploy to
achieve ends which have nothing to do with it. In addition, I
suggested that the origins of this ideology were colonial. It is
interesting to note that twenty years later the situation has not
changed much. Since what is called "factional fights" erupted in
South Africa, the press in the imperialist countries like Britian and
the United States has chosen to construe this as "tribal violence".

They have done this, without paying any due respect to local
journalists who have in their interviews with the international
news

networks such

distorted

that the future is full of uncertainties, that the struggle

February, 1993

the BBC and the CBS tried to

correct

For Archie Mafeje, therefore. The Searchfor An Alternative
in this collection. The alternative should be

the

is but this

implicit in the methodology

that we use to analyse and understand our social reality. In our view, these
essays

constitute

scholars of our

era

an important message for the committed African
and even for those of subsequent generations.

Ibbo Mandaza
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

SAFES Trust
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ANNUAF

the other:

warns us

as

image (p.99).

search for that lost identity, the inner self, that he refers to in his first essay

hand and South Africa and

AsfarasNamibiaandSouthAfricaare concerned, the constellation
of internal as well as external forces does not favour a one-party
state. The idea ofany liberation movement or party being the 'sole
and authentic representative' of the people has become obsolete.
Instead, there is a conscious effort to find pliant petit bourgeois
organisations which will be drawn into negotiations with the
intention of establishing national reconciliation governments on
the near-right (p.39).
But he

remains intense and fierce:

SAFES
Issues

COFLOQUIM

Colloquium
on

on Southern Africa in the Year 2000:
the Post-colonial State, Democracy and Human

Rights; Peace and Security; and Regional Cooperation, 14-19
March, 1993
Tn March 1993, SAFES will be holding a colloquium at its head office
Ain Harare on Southern Africa in the Year 2000 which is intended to
bring together scholars on its networks built around the various research
themes that constitute the core programmes under Southern Africa
Regional Institute for Policy Studies (SARIPS). SARIPS, the research
61

arm

of SAFES Trust, is

to relate
concerns

designed to provide an institutional framework
ongoing research work to topical policy issues and public

in Southern African societies in the 1990s.

Up until

now,

the SAPES/SARIPS Network has revolved around the

issue ofProblems and Prospects ofRegional Cooperation andintegration.
The broad framework that informed research

on

this issue

was

outlined

paper (by the Executive Director of SAFES) entitled
‘’Southern Africa in the 1990's; Towards a Research Agenda" (SAFES

in the

policy

Faper No.l, 1991) which sought to promote the analysis of
historical, economic and political bases of the Southern African subOccasional

less as it was defined by the legacy of colonialism and
settler domination, and thereby indicating an alternative approach which
system more or

seeks to redefine the sub-region in terms of a struggle that seeks to resolve
the National

Questional and recover African history and the dignity of

the continent.

Southern Africa in the Year 2000, around which the
colloquium will be organised, aims at consolidating the past work of
SARIFS defined by the earlier framework, but with a new thrust aimed
at clarifying considerations as are related to the need for the sub-region
to recover and reassert its own history and development through regional
cooperation, peace and security. The uniqueness of the programme lies
in the methodology which combines both political and economic analyses:
without a sound economic profile of the sub-region, political analyses on
regional cooperation — and even peace and security — have tended to
be idealistic in conception, largely oblivious of the social reality that only
a political economy approach can help to elucidate. Besides, the quest for
regional cooperation should be accompanied by a serious attempt to
prescribe policy guidelines that seek to create a common denominator
against which to address the various obstacles to regional cooperation
and integration in the south.
The colloquium is planned to become an annual event henceforth.
Frevious colloquia have included papers by researchers from the SAFES
network and other invited speakers, but this year it is intended to give
space to Msc and Fh.D students, and other scholars to present papers and
The programme.

intervene in the discussions.

CONFERENCE NEWS
Population, Family and Sustainable Development
N 1950 there

Ipopulation of

were

three cities

on

the African continent with

a

more than a million people. Forty years later, in 1990,
the number of these urban centres has escalated to over twenty. This is
one of many symptoms of the continent's growing population and
urbanisation. While African governments are facing the challenge to feed

only

growing population of their countries even at a time of marked
Population Conference took place
in Dakar, Senegal from December 7 to 12,1992. Organised by the United
Nations Fund for Population Activities (UNFPA), it was attended by
official delegations from 49 member states of the Organisation for
African Unity. The proceedings were furthermore followed by several
observer delegations mainly from Western countries and a wide range of
United Nations bodies, specialised agencies as well as non-govemmental
organisations.
the

ever

economic decline, the Third African

The Continental

Challenges

Population, Family and Sustainable Development was the guiding
third one of this nature. The First

theme of the conference in Dakar, the

African
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Population Conference was convened in 1971 in Accra, Ghana.

At that time there

still little concern about population within the
of developmental issues. When the Second African
Fopulation Conference took place in 1984 in Arusha, Tanzania, this had
already changed drastically. The 44 countries that participated recognised
unanimously the essential role of population issues and policies within
the developmental process. The meeting at Dakar finally took place in an
environment and atmosphere where population as an integral part of and
potential problem to development was no longer questioned. The focus
has instead meanwhile shifted to questions on how population programmes
could be made more effective to counteract undesired demographic
trends and processes in tut era of increasing resource constraints. The
Dakar Conference at the same time offered the opportunity to review
shortcomings and progress since Arusha 1984, where the "Kilimanjaro
Frogramme of Action" (KFA) was adopted, the guiding framework for
population policy on the continent still valid as a principal policy
document setting out goals and targets. Furthermore, the Dakar
Conference, by taking stock, also intended to set the agenda and serve as
a guidance for African governments and NGOs towards the World
Fopulation Conference taking place in Cairo during September 1994.
A summary report on the results of implementing the "Kilimanjaro
Frogramme of Action for Fopulation and Self-Reliant Development"
presented to the Dakar meeting reached the conclusion that despite some
progress in the formulation of population policies, very little
implementation of the recommendations has occurred. The KFA maintains
its relevance, however, by marking the beginning of a new era of
increased awareness of population issues by stressing the need for
achieving a balance between socio-economic and demographic objectives.
It acknowledges the complexity of demographic problems reaching far
beyond the superficial level of fertility control measurements. In the
meantime, however, new socio-economic realities have left theirparticular
marks since 1984. Among the phenomena with increased relevance are
the AIDS syndrome, the growing dimension of refugee movements as
well as migration and the environmental issue.
Most of the experts and ministers during the six days of discussions
also explicitly acknowledged as a hampering factor, the continuous
economic decline since the 198()s. While for example the average growth
rate of the Gross National Froduct (GNF) for African countries during the
1960s amounted to about 6 percent, this declined the following decade of
the 1970s to about 2.5 percent in average, and finally went further down
during the "lost decade" of the 1980s to a mere average of 0.5 percent
increase with even negative rates in more than ten countries. At the same
time, the annual population growth is estimated to have increased from
2.5 percent in the 1960s to 3.1 percent in the 1980s. As a result, in over
30 countries the population growth rates exceed the growth in GNF. In
other words: a decline of per capita income takes place since more people
have to share less. Almost one third of Africa's total population, i.e. about
200 million people out of an estimated 600 to 650 million people, are
classified as the poorest in the world.
By the year 2000, this number is expected to escalate to 265 million
p)eople. The perspectives, therefore, are not encouraging, since a large
unskilled and undernourished population will continue to be a major
constraint and burden to socio-economic development. A rapidly growing
was

broader perspectives

population under the given circumstances is nearly impossible to feed,
house, educate and assist otherwise in maintaining a standard of good
health in the light of scarce and limited resources.The average person,
consequently, is progressively becoming poorer at a time when he/she
has to provide for an ever increasing family. Especially the role of
women, upon whom the biggest burden is placed, needs in this context
particular attention and concern.
Sapem
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1

Towards

a

Demography of Development

While the

"demographic trap" has very often been — sometimes for
clearly artificial ideological purposes—blamed to be the major dominant
factor within the process of underdevelopment experienced in the past
decades by so-called Third World countries, there has now emerged a
more differentiated approach on the African continent itself. This attitude
acknowledges the necessity to deal with population matters and at the
same time does not ignore other major factors influencing the socioeconomic level of society. Ignoring their particular impact would be at
least as naive as the past ignorance of population issues. These are
integral parts of socio-economic development. This at the same time also
means that population issues are mainly a symptom but not the roots of
obstacles when it comes to what is called development.
All historic and comparative analyses underline one essential insight:
that fertility rates and family planning closely relate with economic
growth and social welfare. It is such socio-economic progress, which
actually paves the way for overall social investments into fields like
education and health to the benefit of the people. And those investments
into the so-called human capital at the same time shape value systems,
increase life expectancy and create awareness and social responsibility
also in fields like family planning. But so we have also to accept that the
countries of the African continent are presently not in a phase of what is
called economic "take-off, but instead in a — sometimes desperate —
stage of social and economic decline. The widely referred to values of the
African family are becoming more and more remnants of a past. The
social reality of today is instead characterised by an ever increasing
competition in the struggle for daily survival. To maintain solidarity and
humanity under those abnormal circumstances of chronically scarce
resources becomes ever more difficult and a luxury. So does family
planning as an expression of a more sophisticated approach to biological
reproduction of humankind.
This is not to deny the necessity to embark upon deliberate population
policies. More relevant for the immediate future of the African countries,
however, seems a global reassessment and redistribution of wealth rather
than assistance in the efforts of formulating sectoral policies such as
population planning. Once more global equality could be achieved, far
more efficient results could be presented also in terms of a population
policy than under the present circumstances of ever increasing
marginalisation. A population debate can actually not be delinked from
that of resource utilisation, both internally as well as internationally.

Embassy in Namibia.
Our Library and Documentation Centre will be closed until the end of
February and we would like to extend our sincere apologies to those who
visited us with the intention of using it.

1.

I

NEWS FROM THE LDC
A

T the end of December, work

on

altering the Library and

the library until the work is finished. The new building will have a proper
reception area, two large areas for readers to work in, and more space for
shelving and storage of documents. The latter means that tlie documents
held in the LDC should be much more readily accessible.
During the LDC's enforced closure, the staff have been collecting
documentation for a forthcoming bibliography on Southern Africa in the
Year2000. This bibliography will cover SAPES's main areas of research:
Gender, State and Democracy, Peace and Security, The History of
National Liberation Movements, Debt and Structural Adjustment,
Information for Development, Regional Cooperation and Integration.

The ten SADC countries will be covered, as well as areas such as the PTA
and

comparative studies of other regional groupings such as ECOWAS,

and including South Africa. Studies of the effects of the New International
Order on this

region will also be included. Because of the wide scope of
bibliography, it was decided that it was necessary to limit the
publications listed in some way, and so only material published from the
beginning of 1990 will be incorporated, coinciding with the prospects for
a new South Africa following the amnesty in that country in February,
this

1990.
The workshop on the exchange and sharing of resources and information
among

libraries and documentation centres of the region will take place

from 8-10 February. Representatives from various countries in the region
will meet to report on their experiences and suggest ways in which
cooperation between LDCs of the region can be strengthened. Areas to
be discussed will include language control, standard library database
softwares, areas where LDCs with different specialisations may cooperate
in order to avoid unnecessary duplications of resources. The workshop
will include a visit to EDICESA’s E-mail facilities, where participants
will be able to directly access large databases and conferences from Geonet

in the UK.

This report was submitted by Dr Henning Melber who is the Director of
the Namibian Policy Research Unit (NEPRU) and a member of the
National Committee

began

./^Documentation Centre’s buildings. This has entailed the closing of

SAFES SEMINAR SERIES

Population. He was a member of the Namibian
delegation to the Third African Population Conference.
on

S
VISITORS TO SAFES

APES Trust head office runs

series of monthly

seminars in order to
promote and nurture social science research, debate, teaching and
a

publications in Southern Africa.
The seminar series offers

I \URING the month of December 1992 and the early days of January
1993, SAFES Trust was honoured by visits to its central secretariat
by a number of scholars, academics and members of the diplomatic
community, coming to familiarise themselves with our work.
Notable among these were. Dr Michael Chege, Ford Foundation,
Harare; Sharon Parker, Cape Town, South Africa; Paul Hooper, Graham
Gilbert, Dr Selim Yusof Good, PECs, Norway; PLO Ambassador to
Zimbabwe, His Excellency Ali Halimeh; Iraq Ambassador to Zimbabwe,
His Excellency Issam Mahboub, and the delegation from the Algerian
Sapem February, 1993

an excellent opportunity for academic
public concerns in the region. Participants are
drawn from a wide range of individuals interested in continuing towards
the development of intellectual discourse in the sub-region.

research to be related to

For

more

Anne

details, contact:

Derges and Thomas Deve

SAFES Trust

P.O. Box MP 111
Mount Pleasant

Harare, Zimbabwe
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THE

SOUTHERN

AFRICAN
WEEKLY
In the

future,

The Southern African Weekli;, will hit the streets
of Southern Africa. The tabloid will cover issues affecting Southern Africa as a region,
including political and economic reform, debt, regional trade and cooperation.
near

a newspaper,

Enquiries to:
SAFES Trust
P.O. Box MP 111
Mount Pleasant
Harare

Tel: 727875
Fax: 732735
Telex: 26464 APPS ZW
And if you do not already subscribe to

The Southern Africa Political and Economic

Monthly (SAPEM), for information, write to:
Mrs BARBARA GUYO

SAPEM

Subscriptions Department

P.O. Box MP 111
Mount Pleasant
Harare
ZIMBABWE

Tel: 727875
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Zambia is

one

of Africa's lop tourist

This is attributed

to

destinations.
outstanding
and tranquillity

the existence of

natural attractions, the peace

prevailing in the country and friendly Zambians
are a "go ahead" and warm people.

who

Certainly, Zambia has
natural

every

the wealth of its wildlife
every
and

right

to

he proud of its

heritage of great waterfalls, rivers and lakes, and
roaming the vast sanctuaries and

effort has been made

unspoilt

nature

Tourism is

preserseTRc tranquillity

of such tourist "gems" which form

the basis of Zambia's
tourist market

to

particular appeal

to

the world

today.

playing

a

significant role in projecting the

image of Zambia to overseas countries, and is now
attracting a much wider circle of visitors from all
w'orld who visit Zambia for its natural

completely unspoilt wildlife

over

beauty and its

areas.

Zambia is the

birthplace of two

Zaire and the

Zambezi, the latter threading its way for

2 500 km

Zambia’s

to

the

the Indian Ocean

great

African rivers, the

embracing en

route two

of

outstanding features, the majestic and world

famous Victoria Falls and the

vast

man-made lake of

Kariba.
A visit to Zambia is very

exciting and

an

adventure that is

unforgettable. But what of the country itself and where
these unique attractions that combine to offer the
holiday of a lifetime?
are

For the

answer to

this and other

questions about Zambia,
contact

anyone

of our

ZAMBIA NATIONAL

TOURIST BOARD offices.

Luaaka

-

Head Office

Tel: 229087/8/9

Chipata

USA New York
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Germany Bonn
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London
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Don^t drive
out

yourself
of business

The business executive’s
a precious asset
just cant afford
to waste. Because he
never has enough of it
time is
that he

And
IS

-

as

they

say

-

time

money.

What time he does have
is

heavily invested in the
affairs of his company.
He cannot afford to walk
when he

can

drive,

or-

especially - to
drive when he can fly.
Flying gets him to his
appointment in comfort
He arrives happy, fresh
and relaxed, recidy for
the fray. He’s saved
hours of tiresome,
frustrating driving and is
in top mental and
physical shape.
He knows that the price
of his Airzim ticket
more

doesn’t cost...
It pays

him handsome

dividends.
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